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Special Wanderer of the Skies Update

June 29, 2011
Wanderer of the Skies, Telepath

Greetings from the Federation:

There is much happening on your world right now despite the fact that so many of you have doubts about this process moving forward. We can assure you that it is indeed on track and all things are happening as we have planned. There are many looking for answers to questions about what is happening now and many more who are totally overwhelmed by the process. We will not address these issues with you. We ask only that you keep focused on the task at hand. We ask that you direct your love, in its purest and most intense form possible, to your leaders as they discuss the final steps towards Disclosure. This will inspire a great movement forward as the power of your intention can create your reality.

In the time leading up to disclosure, we ask that you spread the word as diplomatically, and as articulately, as you know how so that the greatest number of people will have an idea of what is to happen. In the days following Disclosure, we ask that you triple those efforts, as the act of Disclosure itself will be your rallying cry and you will have been “vindicated” in all your actions leading up to this moment.

It is here and upon you. You will know it most definitely when it occurs. There will be no mistaking this. Our representatives are already among you and are taking their places for the announcement. The “cracks in the dam” are coming from every side now in ever increasing numbers and quality of information.
We know how difficult the ups and downs of this disclosure process has been over the years. But time has now run out and we are quite confident that any outbreaks of hostility to the announcement, which we are becoming more and more convinced will not happen, can be contained by us. The true “test” will be your abilities as Light workers to calm the fears of those who have no idea that this process was underway for so long. Information and knowledge are the keys to obliterating fear. It is the torch of truth that eliminates fear from the minds of the human being. When Disclosure occurs, you need not stand on the soapbox to preach about us. They will already know. You simply have to point those who are uncertain or fearful to the same sources you have been following these long years so that they may drink from the pools of knowledge and information that have allowed you to become assured of our benevolence.

After that, we will test, ever so diplomatically, the waters of Disclosure ourselves by becoming apparent in more than obvious ways. In the weeks and months following, we will begin the process of mutual understanding, mutual respect, mutual kindness and love. Those acts alone will bring the torch of Truth to those who are uncertain. Until then, you are charged with the responsibility for the knowledge you have. Begin by intending your result with Love and Kindness for all.

Be at peace.

galacticchannelings.com/english/wanderer29-06-11.html
THINKING and KNOWING Are Different

Warm Loving Greetings, dear reader.

All is well on Earth.

“Nothing can stop an idea when it’s time has come!” The idea of a final Golden Age on Earth and the end times idea of humans rapturously experiencing physical body ASCENSION without experiencing normal physical body death is now widely known, discussed and pondered by a growing mass of awakening human beings across the planet Earth.

As an author, I learned early in my career that a heart-to-heart in plain simple language always worked best. Especially when explaining what might be considered deeper or more profound thoughts.

If this is what you like, as most folks do, I do not think you will be disappointed. Let us now walk together on a possibly shocking but exciting spiritual end times exploration.

This book was a sudden deep calling from within the sacred cavern-depths of my soul. It has manifested as a published work within weeks, rather than the many months or even years it normally takes for a book to move from conception through editing to a final publication stage.

Through the ever-present Law of Attraction, your own more fully awakening soul has called you to make your own hopefully warm, heartfelt journey with me, through the following thoughts.
Thank you, in advance!

Bless your heart.

Bless your soul.

Perhaps you already know: whatever we do in life magnifies greatly when we love what we do.

I can truthfully say, as I have for several delightful decades, “I do what I love, and I love what I do!”

Pure unconditional love empowers each and all of us greatly!

If you find or know of a more powerful force in Creation than pure unconditional love, please let me know.

Our One PRIME CREATOR of All That Is—and One GOD CREATOR of our Universe—ARE pure unconditional Love.

“Pure Love” is also known as “pure Light.”

It is understandable that where there is Love, there is Light! Where there is darkness—or lack of Light—there is a relative lack of Love.

I repeat, nothing can stop an idea when its time has come! I personally know this is true.

In 1970, the concept, idea or word “soulmate” was unknown. I presented this word “soulmate” for the first time via my book, *Finding Your Soulmate*, which quickly became a bestseller. It is still selling today and is published in 12 languages!

The awareness and acceptance the idea of “soulmate” as presented in my book was helped by my personal appearance on more than 500 radio and TV talk shows.
Add to this my almost daily lectures and workshops conducted across our entire USA non-stop for years and the “everyone can enjoy life with a ‘soulmate’” idea took off like a wildfire around the USA and the world.

The momentum grew greatly as a then well-known spiritual friend, Jess Stearn, asked for an interview with me. Then in the early 1970s, after interviewing many nationally known soulmate couples like Prof. Dr. Patrick Flanagan and his beloved soulmate, Jess wrote his own bestseller book about soulmates.

Scores of other soulmate authors suddenly jumped to the fore, adding their “two cents” to the soulmate concept.

As the swiftly growing throng of authors and their books were published, also in other languages. Hundreds if not thousands of other soulmate book authors over these past 40 years helped to anchor the idea of soulmates firmly in the mind, heart and soul of almost every living individual on civilized Earth.

Thus, I know, first-hand, “Nothing can stop an idea when it’s time has come.”

Of course, by now you realize I have made a factual point here. The idea or concept of the prophesied end time of our grand final Golden Age on Earth and the rapturous mass ASCENSION of every soul who so chooses may live in great, widely shared joy in the imminent Golden Age that is rising up in human consciousness before us now.

Anyone can choose to ASCEND from the karmic lower vibration 3-D Birth-Death-Rebirth wheel of physical reality just as the Master Jesus and the many
other highly spiritual souls known as The Great Beings have done.

All these deeply spiritually awake Human Soul Beings ASCENDED from our 3-D plane into the far fuller, more all-embracing God-awareness 5D reality.

The extremely good news is that you and I, and a huge majority of our dear human sisters and brothers will join them. First, however, we will all experience a brief final cooperative, harmonious, abundant and gleefully grand Golden Age on Earth.

This is a body and soul journey we each knew would open before us prior to our soul’s physical birth in these precious, priceless, end times of human soul embodiment on Earth.

Unfortunately, a few misinformed individuals still cling to the old idea of a shocking cataclysmic end to our civilization on Earth. This idea was first spread widely by genuine spiritual prophesy of old about what would occur on our planet if our civilization did not change its ways. More recently, it is the dark cabal-controlled religious and media forces determined to produce great fear, upon which the dark forces thrive.

However, it is difficult to control a courageous, informed human being who will not accept less than the truth from her or his leaders.

Thanks to a great deal of timely divine help and a gradual awakening of our vast Earthly human collective, “we the people”—the meek—have dismissed fearfully sad, low vibration thoughts of this old end times timeline of a worldwide destructive, fatal, cataclysmic end of Earth.
A new idea has come, engendering what was known and as the Harmonic Convergence. On August 17, 1987, unknown to me, groups of lightworkers gathered worldwide in small and huge collectives to usher in the new world simultaneously.

It was truly “a new day dawning” I well remember. I awoke just after midnight from a deep sleep and felt my heart open wide. Though not knowing what it was, I could not stop weeping great tears of joy for hours, through the night to dawn, when I awakened to the feeling of a New Earth born!

It was only when I assembled with a huge crowd of others, that our Master Mentor, the RAM speaking through J.Z. Knight, disclosed with tears of joy that a great global Harmonic Convergence had occurred the previous night and a New Earth was indeed born.

Now instead of a fearful catastrophic end to modern civilization, thanks to a massive surge of humanly embodied souls awakening and initiating a global wide human family Harmonic Convergence that low vibratory old idea is no longer, seen now as a failed old prediction.

Because of that grand “conversion moment” created through worldwide mass freewill choice, we now all face and can joyously embrace a non-stop bright shining Golden Age and mass ASCENSION future together.

Learn how and why in the pages ahead.

There is nothing to fear. We are safely, protectively held in the ever-loving hands of GOD Creator of this now swiftly ASCENDING Universe of Love and Light.
It is time for us who have awakened to awaken gently and lovingly our blessed loved ones, our dear friends and everyone else on Earth whom we can happily awaken.

LET THEM KNOW THINGS HAVE CHANGED, that we live now in a well-protected, sane, safe, already swiftly ASCENDING brightly shining end times world that we lightworkers have collectively IMAGED into our now rapidly vibrating, fast moving 3-D human physical reality.

Know the truth and be at peace. Lovingly share that deep great inner heart and soul peace widely.

All is well on Earth.
So be it.
Be at peace.
Bless us all.
Disclaimer by Author

Please note that I, Russ Michael, am not a health doctor, a financial advisor, or anyone or anything other than author of 35 published self-help and spiritual books. Two of my books are published respectively in 9 and 12 languages.

I love what I do, and do what I love.

The information in all my books—including this one—is based on the many truths in life I have personally experienced or accumulated from what I have found to be totally reliable mentoring sources during my nearly nine decades of passionate, robust, healthy being.

At my age, I am still a highly energized human soul, possessing a human body with no aches or pains, with a strong body as I had at age 20.

I service more than 3,000 subscribers with a FREE daily email compilation of my “Michael Worldwide Newsletter” and I work often 12 to 15 hours a day, seven days a week, with few exceptions.

I gained a wealth of knowledge through my conscious body death experience at age 18 and my fully conscious descent from a pure, high vibrational state of pure soul back down, down, down. It felt like I was dropping down an elevator, with the vibrational levels becoming ever coarser until I finally re-entered into my then lifeless 3-D 18-year-old body, now fully rejuvenated. I have had a deep, exuberant passion for life daily since then.
Upon seeing my life review, including every thought, feeling and action I had ever done or experienced, I was shown brief pertinent glimpses into two former life times. One was in Old Egypt and another was in a very ancient China-Tibet area, where I had the stature and means to bring great spiritual changes. In both lives, I totally failed in my “light” mission!

Thus, graciously given a choice by GOD, Creator of this Universe, I was determined to re-embody rather than go through a birth process again. I chose to accomplish the light being work that I grossly failed to do in those two former lifetimes rather than fail a third time.

I trust what I know in my own heart, soul and mind, and I am pleased to share what I know freely with you this time around. Through gracious GOD-given freewill choice, given to all, dear soul, you can choose to accept or decline what you read in this volume.

Just know that you are loved and fully appreciated either way.

Through my life journey, I have been led to many great, truly outstanding master spiritual mentors who bring the light of knowledge forth to the masses.

I now easily discern what Messengers of God on Earth carry and share the truth, so I am sharing these valuable sources and information, including how you can contact them, within this volume.

This book is written hastily in mid-June 2011 to fill a known great need during these vital last 18 months. Then, thanks to the unstoppable growth of
LIGHT hourly, daily, all traces of the dark will have vanished from Earth by the end of December 2012. Each and all of us will make a consciously well-formed choice to either continue on the old physical body death and reincarnation wheel of life to a different 3-D planet (like Earth is yet today) or to ASCEND.

Hopefully a great majority of us will make the much wiser choice—intending to do what it takes to make the personal self-aware and self-improvement changes needed to personally ASCEND with our dear Mother Earth.

Know that no power on Earth can prevent Mother Earth and all of us who choose so to do to ASCEND rapturously with her.

Note that events and time has speeded up. UFO Disclosure can occur any hour or day now. Countless newly awakened souls worldwide, some greatly shocked, need to understand better what is happenings, so my wonderfully efficient book editor, Pamela Leach, and I are working feverishly to compile and publish this book from conception to publication within a miraculous brief few weeks time-window. So be it.

An English edition in WORD is available as a FREE eBook. You and everyone you know can download it for FREE at my website:

http://www.goldenkeylibrary.info/

My hope is once you have read it, you will share this needed guidance with loved ones, friends and whoever else you are moved or led to contact.

So be it.
Bless your heart.
Bless us all.
We are ONE.
Give thanks for and enjoy your ONENESS.
I am, in warm loving brotherhood, your spiritual brother, Russ Michael
Russ Michael is my Master Mentor, so I asked to write this preface to attest to the knowledge imparted in all of his books. (This is my claim to him, not his to me [GRIN].)

To edit means I must truly understand the author’s message. In the case of Russ Michael, this has meant many occasions of major shifts in my own vibration. I had to shift to open more channels to Spirit to gain a clear understanding of the deeper meanings of his words. Like all profound truths, the concept is simple, the application of the concept is easy, yet the results of the concept are profound.

His vast knowledge and deep understanding of the metaphysical is married to his equally deep urge to share his knowledge, to help awaken all of humanity. His path is clear. If you let him, he will show you how to find your own path.

Do you want to know how to apply the Universal Laws? Read There Is NOTHING You Cannot BE, DO or HAVE.

Are you up for a great action-adventure story? Read his Autobiography of an Initiate.

Russ Michael’s vibrant health is an inspiration as well. He readily shares how to meditate (his first published book), how to maintain an alkaline body and has also written two books (GOD and Miracle Health, Parts 1 and 2) to share with us all excellent health products, as well as how to use them and how to obtain them.
This book is no different. Filled with all the charm and exuberance that only Russ Michael can bring, the information in this book is sure to inspire, uplift and carry you to new heights.

Yes, indeed. After reading this book, you will know and experience your own clear *Easy Insights into 2012 Golden Age and Earth Humanity's Rapturous ASCENSION*.

Thank you, Russ Michael. It is my privilege and honor to be your chief editor.

Pamela Leach
Chapter 1
THE AGE OF DARKNESS

This entire star-studded Universe is by nature, a Universe of pure unconditional love.

In the beginning, there were no voids of fear or beings of darkness within it when it sprang into sentient 3-D physical being, for darkness cannot exist within the light.

Inelia Benz is a great spiritual Universal Being who heard and responded swiftly to our dear Mother Earth's desperate call for life-saving help about 60 years ago. Inelia embodied her full conscious spiritual Being as a fully 'awake' human baby. Born on Earth to parents who were both highly intellectual, they provided the ways and means for her human birth and were a perfect platform as her human body matured from a small babe to a fully grown adult human being ready to accomplish her compassionate Mother Earth life-saving mission.

Inelia came into this human embodiment with no personal ego-centered agenda; except to allow healing and uplifting Prime Creator Source energy to flow directly through her body and Spiritual Being. She
focuses this energy to anyone and any place directed on Earth where Higher Source energy is needed for upliftment to individuals and to correct mismanaged time-space events caused by ignorance or intentionally by human dark cabal forces.

Inelia is one of the few known individuals humanly embodied on earth today who contain or transmit deep spiritual truths to anyone awakened enough to ask for more spiritual guidance or deeper self-enlightenment. She is a humanly embodied Being of Light on Earth whom I innately trusted immediately upon my first introduction to her.

Inelia states:

Darkness came into this universe several thousand years ago from another universe which is Dark configured.

The difference between a Dark universe and a Light universe (what this one is), basically is that the main “emotional/creative” energy in a Dark universe is FEAR and the basic “emotional/creative” energy in a Light universe is LOVE.”

Please think through what Inelia has transmitted so plainly and clearly to us. She is a high vibratory great Universal Spiritual Being.

I quizzed Suzy Ward, mother of Matthew Ward—known widely as ‘Matthew in worldwide spiritual Lightworker circles—about the identity and validity of the sudden appearing, seemingly very high new source of in-depth spiritual information, presented freely to our now more rapidly awakening Earth Humanity.
Suzy contacted Hatonn and he declared to Suzy without hesitation what he personally knew about Inelia in his swift response to Suzy.

Suzy Ward writes:

Hi Russ dear,

After receiving several emails with the link to Bill Ryan’s of Avalon’s interview with Inelia Benz, I “got it” that I was meant to make time to watch it and also tell Hatonn about it.

Right at the get-go he said he knows about this soul by her “universal name” — it’s not pronounceable in any of our languages — and he has highest esteem for her.

He told me he said “her” because of her incarnation, but she’s androgynous and one of the most highly evolved souls he knows.

My reaction throughout the video was rather surprising — I felt as if I was flowing beside her.

Blessings, LOVE and PEACE.

Let’s return our focus to the vast difference between a Light Universe and a Dark Universe. It is clear that the invisible Dark Spirit Beings who work through what I term “The Dead Zone” literally enjoy life and vitality through the fear they can invoke and evoke in any life form on Earth and throughout our Universe where darkness still lurks!

As we can well imagine, the range and magnitude of fearful thoughts and feelings is almost limitless and infests all forms of existence on Earth, with fear of physical body death as the prime fear of all. From the greatest to the tiniest fear felt even by microscopic life forms, plant life, tree life, animal life and in countless
ranges and magnitudes in our humanly emotional, mental and physical body and spiritual life.

Volumes of fears could be listed, but here I mention just a few fears widely created by dark cabal forces that have secretly controlled all major affairs on Earth for countless millennia. The more basic and recognizable ones are all connected in some measure with the fear of death, such as the fear of being alone, and especially the feeling of abandonment that comes when a dear loved one dies.

Other major fears are those of starving, drowning, burning, and on and on.

Dark Spirit Beings long ago brought forth a seeming endless Age of Darkness into our Universe of Light through what I term “The Dead Zone” (as explained in my book, *Life in the Dead Zone*). These powerful dark spirits can only live and have vitality by feeding of the fear energy they generate throughout our Universe, and here more specifically to fears they can generate in all forms of life on Earth.

Yes, even the smallest microbes, even plant or tree life can feel threatened and fearful of injury or death of their forms, picked up from our life threatening human thoughts of uncontrolled rage, stress, anger and other disturbing emotions.

Even the element of water takes on a different shape corresponding to the thoughts and feeling of love or hate projected toward or into it. This has been has been proved many times by leading edge scientists for years.

Dark cabal forces embodied in human form on our Earth have created more kinds of fear than we can
name without filling volumes of books, but we will touch on a few major recognizable humanly felt fears.

Along with the fear of death of our body or the death of a dearly loved one is the fear of being alone, even though at unknown levels we are connected to and one with every life form in all of vast Creation.

When you and I are truly aware of our Divine self-identity, who and what we truly are, we can never be or feel alone.

Some more obvious major fears that the dark cabal-controlled public media fosters are:

- fear about not having enough money,
- fear of not finding a lover or losing a lover,
- fear of not being loved,
- fear of lack,
- fear of losing a job or losing income,
- fear of losing greatly valued personal possessions like our home or car,
- fear of losing dear friendships,
- fear of poor health, dire illness or being injured,
- ad infinitum.

Long ago, I learned what you hold your focus on for a prolonged length of time may soon be your living physical reality (“thoughts are things”), therefore our focus on darkness, throughout this volume will be intentionally brief.

In that light, keep your greatest and most prolonged focus on what matters the most to your own
heart and soul during your soul's brief human embodiment journey.

Keep your daily attention and momentary focus, as much as possible, upon whatever generates more Love and Light on your daily pathway.

So be it.
Bless us all.

Chapter 2

PLANET EARTH
A BLUE-GREEN JEWEL

Isn’t it a joy to be humanly embodied on such a lovely sea-blue and garden-green planet of rolling green hills, vast oceans, lakes, rivers and countless streams, thriving with a myriad of interesting unique life forms?

Indeed, as our caring, sharing beloved space sisters and brothers repeatedly state to us, Earth is unique in the heavens of universal existence. No other planet in this universe has such diverse sea, plant and animal life forms, with five different skin-colored human cultures intermingling and, mostly, living peacefully together.

It is known, loved and was visited often (though invisible to our conscious senses) by different space traveling civilizations for millions of years, until the
beginning of the recent end times of duality consciousness began to play out more than 70 years ago.

Since then immense fleets of scout ships and mother ships of the Galactic Federation of Light have isolated any further inter-Galactic or inter-Universal activity within or around Earth. The one major exception has been what the dark cabal controllers of civilization on Earth call “the Grays.”

Various major dark government cabals working secretly in collusion with each other have obtained secret technology from the Grays. In exchange, the Grays can abduct and examine their citizens in laboratories in their subterranean Earth cave settlement or aboard their scout ships. The technology and laboratories gave the means to our powerful secret dark governments to build their own secret fleets of UFO craft, to time travel to the past and the future, and to teleport individuals from secret bases on Earth to Gray bases on the moon or Mars in a split moment of time.

This exceptional alliance between the Grays and major secret dark governments was permitted, because the Galactic Federation of Light must honor free will, whether it is the will of a Lightworker or the will of a Darkworker.

The ‘why’ of the one exception to free will use on Earth is explored and explained simply and clearly in succeeding chapters.

Meantime, the technology supplied to our dark governments on Earth, which seems like “science fiction” fantasy to us, is old stuff to our beloved Earth guardians, the Galactic Federation of Light beings.
These beings can counter at will anything the Grays or dark cabal government thugs aggressively deploy or throw up against them.

As you will learn in this book, the Galactic Federation of Light members are here surrounding Earth now by Divine Decree, from the One Prime Creator of All That is in CREATION. The sole objective is helping our collective global Earth Human Family move into a brief final Golden Age, topped off just before the end of our year 2012, by ASCENSION to an accelerated vibratory level where there is no vestige of dark cabal force left to be found anywhere within or upon all of sacred, shining, pristine clear new Earth.

Both our beautiful, so greatly beloved Mother Earth planet and our one Human family upon her surface world are blessed beyond what human-mind-based words can express.

So be it and so it is.

Chapter 3
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE FORCES OF LIGHT AND THE FORCES OF DARK

If you truly want to delve into this subject far more deeply, it’s easy enough. Go online to the Internet and go to the website: www.goldenkeylibrary.info/

Then CLICK on a FREE download of my book, The Secret White Brotherhood, Masters and Adepts of Planet Earth.
You will learn in depth the simple, clear differences between the Great White Brotherhood—the greatest divine force of LIGHT on Earth—and the Dark Brotherhood—a force of the DARK on Earth.

In brief, the forces of LIGHT serve, free, uplift and unite humanity upon Earth, working openly to gain freedom for every embodied human soul on Earth, while the forces of DARK work secretly toward making every humanly embodied soul on Earth an utterly complete slave and prisoner to their slightest whims or desires.

The forces of LIGHT stand for truth, justice and harmony.

The Forces of DARK stand for lies, injustice and chaos.

The forces of LIGHT stand for love, compassion and beauty.

The forces of DARK stand for fear, ruthlessness and every form of distortion.

The Forces of LIGHT stand for generosity, giving to someone or something, and for personal or collective peace.

The forces of DARK stand for selfish greed, taking from someone or something, and for personal or collective war.

So take whatever concept you can think of in our 3-D world of duality that is an expression of love or light and you will be in resonance or asynchronous with the work of the Great White Brotherhood on Earth as long as you hold your conscious attention or focus there.
On the dark side of that same coin, take any concept you wish to express in our 3-D world that is an expression of fear or lack of light and you will be in resonance or asynchronous with the work of the Dark Brotherhood on Earth as long as you hold your conscious attention or focus there.

Thank GOD for freewill choice!

With a little thought and from a genuine heart and soul perspective using the gauge outlined above, almost every choice in your daily life ought to stand out clearly now.

You choose consciously, subconsciously or unconsciously to move toward and into the light or to move toward and into the dark.

If in your daily life, you continually make a conscious focus and intention upon thinking, feeling, being, doing what uplifts, frees and unites, and thus greatly self-empowers others, you will be a powerful Lightworker and a mighty force for good (GOD) on Earth.

It’s your choice.

Be at peace.

So be it.

Know this great truth, without GOD. we are nothing. With GOD, we are everything!

So it is.

Bless us all.
Chapter 4
DARK CABAL SECRETLY RULED ALL LIFE ON EARTH FOR ENDLESS AGES

According to my past and current very reliable mentors, there is a rise and fall of the cycles of LIGHT and DARK every million year period upon Earth.

Yet of more recent concern, just before the submergence of Atlantis approximately 12,000 years ago, despite the control and rule of all Atlantis by the dark cabal forces, there was a remnant of enlightened, forewarned Lemurians. This remnant covertly lived by the code of LIGHT, the same lifestyle of their ancestors during the long great Golden Age of Lemuria. They moved through hidden surface tunnels into the safety of “inner Earth” where their grand highly advanced technical and spiritual civilization now flourishes.

As the various survivors of the Great Flood slowly over the centuries and millennia merged and grew into larger and larger civilizations all over Earth, a renegade dark cabal force of technically highly advanced extraterrestrials, the Annunaki from a highly advanced planet in the Pleiades star systems, appeared on Earth.

Seeing such a rich source of precious metals such as gold, silver and platinum in great abundance global wide, they took full and almost immediate control of most of the civilizations on the surface of the planet, which they ruled like gods.
Their game plan, put into immediate action, was to use genetic manipulation and other known methods to “dumb down” all the humanoid surface inhabitants of this treasure-trove planet now under their complete tyrannical control.

Over the centuries and succeeding millennia most human inhabitants on Earth became total slaves to their every beck and call. This of course included mining all the precious metals and taking a majority of the treasures mined back for their own selfish planetary use in the Pleiades.

However, when the grand Harmonic Convergence took place on Earth in August 17, 1987, a few years prior to the turn of our 21st Millennium, the fierce great galactic wars that had been going on for millions of years throughout our Universe suddenly ended.

The Universal Galactic Federation of Light invited all the dark beings in our universe to join the work of spreading light universally.

The Annunuki renegade group made the decision to forego living in the dark, as a host of other major renegade bands and dark warlords, including the Universal leader of them all, had done.

Not only did they choose to give up their old dark ways, they immediately made a genuine move to join the victorious Universal Forces of Light.

Previously, these same Annanuki had gradually groomed and appointed a group of more enlightened, highly intelligent, but dark-hearted humanoid overseers to preside over all major world governments, corporate structures, and major organizations in all walks of life on Earth.
Now, after choosing to join the light forces, they advised their dupes on Earth to do the same, suggesting it would be wise for their appointed Earth overseers to surrender to the LIGHT. To work for the greater good and benefit of not only themselves, but for the greater welfare and good of the now thoroughly dumbed-down Human Family on Earth.

The key dark cabal heads of governments and ultra-rich corporations on Earth were totally shocked to be suddenly abandoned by their Annunaki overlords. Their mentors had worked out the strategy to have everyone on Earth fully enslaved by the end of the 20th century and had now abruptly pulled up stakes, leaving them to fend for themselves.

The thought of suddenly giving up all of their ill-gained mighty power and the great wealth they had ruthlessly and greedily acquired was more than they could accept.

Consequently, they chose to fiercely strengthen their alliances with each other and fight to the death if needed to preserve their ultra-mighty but so very ill-gotten EMPIRE.

Especially since their continued implementation of the already widely in place game plan would mature in the year 2000, which would find them as the absolute Masters of all Earth.

And of course that allowed them, via their own freewill choice, to take over every other planet they could get their greedy hands on, for greed is an endless bottomless pit that can never be filled.

Power over others and greed is why fierce planetary and galactic wars raged on and on for millions of years
throughout the galaxies in our Universe, and how our own solar human life bearing water planet Mars was destroyed.

To this day, the dark cabal illuminati forces have broken every treaty signed with our benign Galactic Federation of Light, who currently preside over our human planetary affairs. The dark cabal has broken all treaties with the Federation's lightworker Earth “allies,” who behind the scenes have been steadfastly doing all it takes to bring about a mass planetary-wide public UFO disclosure, which will, of course, immediately change the game plan in full favor of the Forces of Light immediately.

Thus, these are the long prophesied end times on Earth when the beastly dark cabal forces serving only their own desires pit themselves against lightworker forces serving both God Creator and their human sisters and brothers, including nurturing and sustaining Mother Earth and all Kingdoms of Nature within, upon, and around her.

The Light of GOD never fails.

Think it through.

Who are you placing your bet on?

So be it.
M any individuals are slowly discerning that public mass media news is greatly slanted. The broadcaster, newscaster or publisher “news” more often than not bypasses or fails to focus on and report an immense amount of well-documented information. News from every walk of life from government, to science, the arts, entertainment, sports, alternative health that would have greatly benefited the listeners, viewers or readers. Good news that would have uplifted and grandly blessed all human beings who are by nature a grand, rapidly and joyfully awakening one human family on Earth.

I grew up from the 1920s so I know how things have changed.

Yet most individuals do not realize that decades ago, back in the 1920s into the 1970s, there were very many high quality independent, highly competitive radio and television stations, newspapers, news magazines and book publishers, and even a multitude of independently owned honest businesses and banks in our wondrous USA.

However, following their game plan to have everyone on Earth totally enslaved by the year 2000, leading dark cabal business leaders with immensely huge secret fortunes gradually bought up most of the truthful independent media. Now these massive world-
wide institutions would mainly cater to and serve their own interests and endless growing greed for increasingly more power and money, and complete forceful tyrannical body and mind-control of every living non-cabal human on Earth.

Instead of broadcasting, publishing or posting truth, most public media information—termed news—of what we hear, see or read intentionally is disinformation, no information, or plain outright lies. All this distortion is aimed to keep our human masses on Earth in a non-ending state of constant stress, worry and especially fearful and off-balance.

Remember, death and destruction generates fear and fear is the life force of every member of the dark cabal forces.

Without creating fear the dark forces cannot survive.

Most people on Earth have been thoroughly and easily brainwashed into thinking and even strongly believing that their country's government, their political party, their banks, their corporations, their financial and their educational facilities, their science, their government health care agencies, their insurance companies, their pharmaceutical companies, their sport events, etc., are kindly looking out for their best interests.

However, as prophets of old have forecast, in the final days of our now end times “The secrets will be shouted from the rooftops.”

Translate that fulfilled prophecy to our current use of our radios, our home television cable boxes or satellite dishes, our high-speed internet that now begin,
like Wikileaks, to broadcast the truth of what has been and is currently really going on behind humanity's back these past 70 years.

The dark cabal control of a steady stream of fear-mongering news pouring out 24 hours a day across all Earth now, is so easily manageable. Instead of a myriad of non-cabal independent radio and television stations, magazine and book publishers and a host of other such public outlets telling the truth and real news, most have been into the huge conglomerates under the full control of the dark cabal, leaving a very small few independent media outlets.

There are essentially only three major television channels in the USA: ABC, CBS, and NBC, with CNN a fourth major worldwide TV channel. All owned and controlled by dark cabal forces.

Ditto for every major newspapers and radio stations in all dark cabal-controlled nations on Earth.

The game plan of dark cabal forces was to have only five major banks in the world by year 2000, which did not occur.

However, now with all the acquisitions and mergers, there appear to be as planned five of these institutions. Bank of America and Wells Fargo are two of them. Wachovia is a recent Wells Fargo acquisition.

You can do your own homework if you are curious of the identity of the other three major bank players of the planned big five.

A main point to summarize now is that dark force controlled public media intentionally spreads lies, disinformation and serves as a block, censor and gross filter of all truthful daily news information.
Do take into account that your favorite broadcaster simply reports and does what he or she is told, else he or she would vanish from the system in a flash.

Most do not know they are dupes of a highly streamlined dark cabal intelligence organization that is working against the best interests and well-being of “we the people.” So do not blame them.

As the great human Master on Earth whom most of us know of said about 2,000 years ago, “Forgive them, for they know not what they do.”

This really feels like wise council to me. I do, will you do it too?

*Above all, get thee understanding."

Let us each and all hold them accountable when the series of truthful worldwide public disclosure “domino chips fall.” Let us each and all genuinely forgive not only our innocent media dupes, but also the dark cabal forces for all of what they have done to try to prevent manifestation of our imminent Golden Age on Earth and the ASCENSION of our dear Mother Earth and all of us sentient Beings within, upon and around her.

We humans tend to judge.

GOD does not judge.

How could a GOD of love judge?

“Judge not, or you will be judged” is an immutable karmic law, so let us heed that sage wisdom.

Humanly incarnated and reincarnated into human bodies hundreds or thousands of times in a world of
duality on Earth, by nature all of us have played the part of a “dark game player,” as well as a lightworker.

For in absolute, unalterable truth, we are all, light-workers and darkworkers alike, Divine children of God, created perfectly in the IMAGE of our ONE CREATOR.

The end times have come. Yet, we are now just beginning to know our true, sacred Mighty I AM godly selves, deep within.

And, so it is.

Chapter 6

Dark Cabal Government Forces Hide Vital Knowledge of ET Contact

Through direct contact and scores of reliable individuals and through clear, high vibratory, spiritually pure telepathic channels, our space sisters and brothers have told us they have repeatedly offered the use of their technology to transform our Earth into a Golden Age.

Everyone without exception could soon enjoy a stress-free life of abundance, with food, shelter, health care and a clean pollution-free daily life style for everyone, as long as their technology is used for the benefit all being on Earth,
But the dark cabal leaders have continuously refused their generous offer.

Instead, the illuminati dark cabal has chosen to deliberately hide the fact that peaceful space visitors are real, or have ever made contact with anyone on Earth.

Dark cabal controlled mass media news systems are instead encouraged to “pooh-pooh” any UFO sightings as if the countless reliable witnesses live in “woo-woo” land. Camera shots or video recordings of UFOs are swiftly debunked by false experts who claim that the images are falsified or are natural objects like weather balloons, Northern lights, satellites, fireflies, swamp gas, birds, or a host of easily explainable natural objects or explainable phenomena.

Dark cabal intelligence teams learned long ago that humans quickly stop questioning the validity of a real event and forget it if it is subtly explained away by one of their myriad of truth debunker experts who are always ready on demand to explain away any otherwise obviously real truthfully revealing news event.

More than anything else, the dark forces know their game is up, when the masses on Earth finally have sure worldwide proof not only very live, present E.T.s are now upon and around Earth all the time, but the numbers of highly developed time-space-traveling extraterrestrial civilizations actually numbers into potential billions.

It is obvious that humanity could already be residing in a wondrous Golden Age of peace and abundance worldwide, if only our untruthful governments had told us 70 years ago that ET’s are very real. Back when the
Grays first arrived and were eager to share fully with us their knowhow and energy-free technologies that could have transformed all Earth into a crystal pure heavenly paradise.

Meanwhile, the dark cabal is doing all it can to make everyone on Earth dreadfully fearful of a sudden massive ET invasion from space.

Chapter 7
DARK CABAL PAINT ETs AS FEARFUL MONSTERS IN MOVIES & MEDIA

Not only has the illuminati dark cabal hidden the truth about our loving, caring space brothers and sisters, they have extended and expended an all-out continual false portrayal of ETs.

They know how much and how fast the LIGHT is growing across all Earth and dreadfully fear a UFO disclosure via their media controlled networks or the appearance of a huge fleet of ETs any hour, any day now. They have been hurriedly creating hideous ET. movies, cartoons and television shows as fast as they can be produced and scheduled to be shown, always depicting powerful, gruesome, fearsome ET invaders taking over and destroying everyone and everything in their path.

In an obvious way, it shows that the dark cabal has good reason fear and simply spinning their wheels for they cannot avoid the inevitable karmic
consequences of what they have done on Earth either individually or collectively.

“Forgive them, for they know not what they do.
So be it.

Chapter 8
THE REAL AGENDA OF THE DARK CABAL

The real agenda of the illuminati dark cable forces is not to save lives, but has been from the start to kill off the more than seven billion humanly embodied souls on Earth and keep about 500,000 slaves alive that will do their every bidding.

However, the handwriting is on the wall and these are genuinely the “end times,” and “their time” has run out!

Meanwhile, they have done everything possible to kill off the masses with manmade viruses like the Bird Flu and Swine Flu plagues, but, thankfully, our guardian ever-present Galactic Federation of Light forces simply neutralized their deadly germs and mercury in their vaccines and ended what otherwise would have greatly devastated all of Humanity on Earth.

The various ways and means they have prevented the natural advancement of our civilization are too many to detail or explore here, since you can research almost anything you can think of on the Internet now.
Thank God! Go for it.

For starters, here are a few major downhill turning points for humanity that the dark cabal forces initiated.

- Nicolas Tesla discovered the secret of FREE ENERGY in the early 1900’s, but he and his work was destroyed by the US. FBI and Military.

They destroyed his work and him, and used his findings for their own secret military use to help create HAARP, highly suspected worldwide of creating hurricanes, tornadoes harnessed and steered to anywhere possible with pin-point accuracy.

HAARP is also highly suspected of creating most of the volcanic eruptions, forest fires, droughts, massive flooding, and the dreadful earthquakes in Haiti, Chili, China, Australia and Japan. In Japan, they intended to drop the entire country into the sea, but were subverted from achieving that ruthless, cold-blooded aim by the Divine Intervention of our ever-present guardian Galactic Federation of Light forces, who fortunately know everything going on or planned by anyone or any collective groups on Earth.

- Natural healing therapies developed in old India and China and used in the Western world in the early 1900s.

These therapies were taken over by the harmful legal and illegal worldwide drug traffic. Fortunes spent by dark force billionaires in the 1920s and 1930s to create universities and colleges to train and graduate “drug pushers,” innocent cabal dupes with degrees
and a license to drug, given titles as doctors and professors.

Government agencies like the FDA were created to protect the interests of the drug cartels and block the use everywhere possible of natural herbal health cures known and practiced safely with great success of the ages.

Proven deadly aspartame and MSG are allowed by the FDA to be put into thousands of foods and drugs worldwide and the meek masses wonder what has caused so many new cases of autism or multiple sclerosis.

- Pollution of natural foods like butter.

Butter was substituted with margarine, a white substance (later colored yellow) that was a product developed initially to fatten pigs. Suddenly the Western world is beset with a plague of heart failure, which was a rare illness prior to the invention of margarine and other hard oils now used freely and lavishly and ignorantly in most households of the modern “civilized” world.

- Royal Rife, inventor of the powerful Rife Microscope, incredibly more powerful magnification than any other microscope of the day, and his soon infamous Rife Machine.

Royal Rife researched, discovered and kept records of the vibratory signature of every then known major germ, and could kill off any selected specie with a select signature frequency jolt.

Widespread knowledge and use of Rife machines would soon have put an end to pharmaceutical corporations worldwide.
Instead, the dark cabal owners of these corporations put Royal Rife out of business and into obscurity, just as they quickly did with Nicolas Tesla and Wilhelm Reich, Walter Russell and other such leading mental pioneer lightworker giants. Reams of information about them can be found on the internet.

I owned a Rife machine in the late 1980s and sold it after a few years of good use to a dear friend named Wendy Dixon, who could not locate any more for sale and begged to buy mine.

As well, I once owned a video Royal Rife made of germs in liquid under a Rife microscope. I saw the various deadly germs swimming around with different colorful strains of germs alongside scores of body friendly bacteria.

However, when the Rife machine was activated and tuned to the vibratory frequency signature of the deadly germs, those germs disintegrated in front of my eyes.

Imagine what the U.S. military did—or now do—with us, individually or collectively, with that invention once they destroyed Royal Rife and his work, like they did Nicolas Tesla and other great lightworkers mentioned previously.

Do an internet search on this too. All original Henry Ford cars ran on powerful pollution-free alcohol fuel, quickly blocked and switched to oil by John D. Rockefeller and other major cabal heads of the day. They knew crude oil was in natural abundance for the taking or stealing everywhere on earth, and providing an endless, ever-growing supply of money to the greed-infested dark cabal oil cartel owners.
By now you get the picture, I am sure. The real agenda of the illuminati dark cabal is not to save lives or to help preserve the ecology of Mother Earth, but to kill off the masses or individual by individual.

We lightworkers have another powerful different plan! And we are here now en masse to fulfill our agenda.

We know that no person, no dark cabal forces, no thing on Earth can stop our coming Golden Age and our planetary and also soon glorious forthcoming mass human ASCENSION on Earth, and I repeat, without experiencing normal physical body death.

So be it:

And it is so.

Chapter 9

VICTORY OF THE BROTHERHOOD OF LIGHT

Most lightworkers are familiar with the fact that Ascended members of the Galactic Federation of Light see past, present and future life on Earth as a whole. Lately, a good majority of clear telepathic communicators with Ascended Masters or with various members of Galactic Federation forces surrounding all Earth today have made, and continue to make the assuring statement that we lightworkers have already won the battle between DARK and LIGHT on our planet.
Among the many thousands—maybe tens of thousands—very good telepathic communicators or channels of spiritual truth on Earth, among the small core group that I publish in my daily Newsletters or books as noted and identified in the Appendix of this volume is SaLuSa. Michael Quinsey is his rock-solid telepath 'anchor' upon our Earth.

SaLuSa hails from a planetary system in the huge solar system of Sirius—a sun many, many times the size of our own grand yellow solar system sun, a small star which sits on the edge of our galaxy,

SaLuSa is the sole Galactic Federation communicator to and through beloved spiritual brother, and constantly active lightworker, Michael Quinsey. SaLuSa is very well known and highly respected in the worldwide spiritual lightworker community.

I want you to read for yourself the highly informative, revelatory and uplifting message SaLuSa delivers via Michael Quinsey almost every Monday, Wednesday and Friday. The messages are transmitted to his own worldwide subscription list, and on to my worldwide list, and to a host of other worldwide list holders, ad infinitum, round and round our so much beloved Earth.

We who are able to know about and to receive these high-level insights into what is really going on in the world are so greatly blessed.

Read on, and think of how you may bless many friends or loved ones you know by furnishing them with Internet Website contact information to the many other forthcoming, outstanding, highly spiritual Michael Quinsey/SaLuSa messages.
Thank you.

Enjoy!

**SaLuSa - Galactic Federation Message**  
**SaLuSa 13-June-2011**  
**SaLuSa speaks**  

We wish to add more to our recent message regarding the fear that some people hold regarding extraterrestrials. We know that an understanding of what we the Galactic Federation represent, will lay to rest many concerns and not least of all convey our true intentions. Wherever you come across us bear in mind that no civilizations are invited or allowed to join us, unless they have ascended.

Having ascended, it is a clear indication that all members are of such a high vibration that they represent Love and Light. Their missions are for what is in the best interests of all souls, and they are guided by the higher authorities that administer to all federations, councils and similar groups. All abide by the Divine Plan of God and serve the Will of God, and answer to no one else.

Although the dark Ones may pretend otherwise, we have never deliberately harmed another soul whether they be of the Light or darkness. There are ways and means of avoiding confrontation that could lead to unwelcome consequences.

You may wonder how that can be done, and we would inform you that we can simply remove those ones who threaten and place them elsewhere. However, our response is to retire from
any danger, and that can occur instantaneously if we so wish.

We ask you therefore what is it you fear, as had we meant to conquer your people we could have achieved that at absolutely any time we wished.

Far from being a threat to you, we have followed your journey and helped you out when allowed to do so. You must know by now that we have gone to great pains to make it clear we can only do so providing it is not interfering with your own karma.

There are times when you have called out to us, when we have been unable to come to you as the circumstances have resulted from a karmic situation you have created. These are occasions when you have to learn the lesson that life offers you, otherwise how will you evolve.

In fact, our Federation has had some extremely important missions, and one that still continues to today, is to keep unwelcome visitors away from Earth.

The Universe is teeming with life, much of which has advanced far beyond your capabilities which is why you need our protection. Naturally such civilizations are curious about other life forms and being technologically advanced, can travel inter-dimensionally to go wherever they wish.

They are not however allowed to distract you from your Ascension process. As we have previously indicated, some exceptions are allowed as has happened in the case of the Grays who were invited by you to stay on Earth. This agreement goes back some 70 years, and has
almost entirely benefited the military at the expense of the main population.

Your future has already been defined, and Ascension is the next great event on Earth that is well advanced and will lift you out of duality.

It has been the Divine Plan ever since you first left the higher dimensions to experience duality and all of the challenges it held.

Whatever you perceive that may pose some delay to Ascension; it can be disregarded as nothing can stop the process from continuing and ensuring your successful passage through the end times.

A lot is going on at present, mainly as required to hasten the various announcements we wish to see made. However we must be sure that everything is in place so that they have the full impact necessary to allow us to go ahead with our plans.

These are naturally also dependent on or allies who have excelled in representing us, and acquiring the conditions and opportunities we need to fulfill our part of preparing you and Mother Earth for Ascension.

Matters are quite near to bringing out the support we are looking for to set the ball rolling. Once it does, you will be in for a busy time keeping up with developments, as we are totally ready to fast forward our activities.

Let your imaginations run riot once we get underway, because so much will be happening at the same time and you will find it very interesting and uplifting. It will not take you long to see that we are what we claim to be, and working wholly for your release from this cycle of Duality.
Unlike humans we do not get stressed or emotional problems as you do, and we fully understand the immense pressures that you live under in your modern age. Our demeanor is one of being calm, peaceful and balanced at all times. Your conditions are somewhat false as the dark Ones perpetuate them in such a way as to keep you in a constant state of need.

They have deliberately set-up one war after another knowing that they are so destructive and soul destroying. Peace has never been their strong point, and the more death and destruction they cause the better they like it. It plays you into their hands and their ultimate aim for world control. However, we are pleased to say that they have traveled thus far, and now met their equal by being confronted by the Light.

It is what they have always feared, as they know that you the people are waking up to your power to overcome their plan. Indeed, with our help you are now a formidable force, that is bringing into being the transmuting energies that are disempowering the dark Ones.

You are looked upon as some of the most exceptional souls in the Universe to have taken on the challenge of duality. It was almost unthinkable that you would risk temporarily losing your connection with your Higher Self, your Godself. Yet you had total faith in those who agreed to oversee your experiences, and promised to look after you.

Can you really believe that we are talking about you, because certain forces have tried to keep you in the dark as to the truth. The awakening grows so rapidly now, and that is also reflected in how much the collective
consciousness also grows. You are doing so well that there is no concern about how things will turn out.

Let it give you comfort and confidence, and as we have already suggested do not allow the dark Ones to take your eye off the finishing line.

I am SaLuSa from Sirius and pleased we have come this far with you, as you are not the only ones gaining from your experiences. We have attended Ascension taking place in other Universes, but never has one been as special as yours or as unique.

We suggest you give yourselves a pat on the back for having overcome the opposition to Ascension, which is your great victory. As we see it from our level it has already been achieved - you are victorious.

Thank you SaLuSa.
Mike Quinsey.

I remind you, without GOD. We are nothing. With GOD, we are everything!

Bless us all.
PART 2

THE PRESENT

CHAPTER 10

THE AGE OF LIGHT

Less than 150 years ago all physical light on our globe was natural daylight exposure from our sun, firelight from fire, a candle or a torch held high, gaslight (used for some years prior to electricity), or simply a cloud of fireflies in a summer night.

However Thomas Edison changed all that dramatically. With his persistent experiments and his final “eureka moment,” he discovered that enough electrical voltage flowing through a very thin wire would become incandescent and light up the space in a 360-degree circle around it.

Covered by glass, that incandescent wire light could be safely used by anyone and thus this great pioneer introduced to our humanity on Earth—still in the darker polarity of our 3-D reality—to what we all know today as our light bulbs.

What a wondrous turning point of a planet fully immersed through the whole night in a cloak of darkness to slowly build up to such a mass of bright
colored flashing neon lights that light up the skylines of our major cities worldwide today.

Whether a string of lamp posts lighting up a street in a small village, or the now brightly lit countless homes, factories, hospitals, huge airplanes overhead to flashlights or spotlights, all powered by electrical or battery power, we can enjoy light all around us in this new “Age of Light.’

There is a veritable ocean of physical light shining now across all populated areas of our Earth.

Yet more importantly, the old esoteric axiom, “as above, so below” needs to be addressed, to understand the full scope or vibratory spectrum of our grand new Age of Light.

There is more than the light from the sun or any light physically perceived through our eyes or sensory perception.

In addition, above and within the emergence and vast growth of this awesome, artificial, 3-D physical light, we have had a quantum leap of the more subtle, the more real, the more conscious “Light of Knowledge.”

Few people do not know of our immense knowledge explosion on Earth.

Via our internet, knowledge or asserted facts about anything you can think of can be searched for on a number of search engines, such as Google. Usually found in many shades, degrees and amounts, wise souls will discern for themselves if what is posted rings true in their own sacred Being.
Then at a higher or deeper, more conscious level above and within, there is the unique “Light of our soul.”

This sacred light has begun to gently infuse the hearts and souls of almost everyone on Earth during our now closing “end times” and will continue to expand and expand hourly and daily across our entire planet until the divinely intended “critical Mass” point is reached on or before the end of year 2012.

Even deeper or higher—whether you are postured to look down into yourself, or anchored on Earth and looking toward the highest reaches of the heavens—is the plane or level of a far greater conscious, ultra-white light, the mighty “Light of our Spirit.”

This all-powerful, divine Light of our deep Spirit identity is also known as our unique individual “Mighty I Am Self” in our planetary body of sacred knowledge—compiled and known by spiritual sages and Masters of Light up through the ages as the MYSTERIES.

If you wish, you can obtain a FREE download of the full edition of my book, The MYSTERIES via the contact information in the Appendix of this volume. Enjoy!

Within and above the Light of our Spirit, is our Planetary Light, followed by our Solar Light.

You are a Light. I am a Light. We are each and all, in the Oneness of Being, a mighty Light on Earth.

Let’s jump to one more level of light, since this explosion of light is Universal.
The all-encompassing Light for everyone and everything in the ONENESS of “All That Is,” as you might have intuited, is The One Mighty Universal LIGHT of the Creator GOD of ALL THAT IS within this particular, unique Universe we abide in.

In clear distinction, there is but ONE PRIME CREATOR of All That Is in all of CREATION. A singular Mighty GOD as an extension and expansion of the ONE PRIME CREATOR resides within and presides over His or Her Universe. In the exact and precise same way, you and I are further extended and expanded points of light, and residing within and presiding over our own universe-like “Mighty I Am Presence.”

Moving our conscious focus back down to Earth, we all know what physical light is as seen through our eyes when we see it. Psychologists have found the moods of individuals will be uplifted greatly when placed in a brightly lit room as opposed to a dimly lit room.

Thus even low vibration physical light—relatively speaking—does affect our subtle human being emotional or 'astral' body and our 'mental' body, as these major sensory focal points of our whole physical body structure is known in the jargon of the MYSTERIES.

Putting our focus now on the Light of Knowledge—briefly explained, it is a far different and more conscious light than either natural sunlight or artificial light.

Light of Knowledge is that light that streams into our conscious personality perception from the etheric heart chakra area of our Being.
A vast accumulation or a compilation of so called facts is not a perceptively personal “knowing” since EVERY FACT CAN POTENTIALLY BE PROVEN TO BE IN ERROR OR AS TOTALLY FALSE from a truer, higher, deeper knowing perspective.

Facts seen only at a mind or physical plane level are shaded or colored and limited to physical plane conception or perception.

Instead, the Light of Knowledge streams down from the various higher Beings of Light to our human Spirit, then through our soul to our heart feeling, which rises and forms as a conscious knowing in our human mind.

This is why it is said in the MYSTERIES that “the heart knows all things!”

Your heart, my heart, the heart of anyone and anything is connected to the One Heart of our Universal GOD Creator, and that ONENESS knows and lovingly relates all things to conscious mind.

For example, the idea or concept of a “flat world,” our world obviously seen by all as being a flat surface as taught and known by all the wise men or philosophers of Galileo’s day. After Galileo advanced his theory of a round Earth, it gradually became widely believed and recorded as a known fact by the new thinkers of the now more en-light-end day.

The point is that everyone believed as a fact that the Earth was flat. Nevertheless, what the mind thought of and called a fact for unknown ages, was actually not a real fact at all, no matter if everyone believed it in their mind or mental body, or not.
Yet, Galileo saw the Earth from an intuitive “Light of Knowledge” and was a brave enough pioneer lightworker soul to proclaim publicly the shocking announcement or disclosure that our Earth is round, as is now perceived and agreed on by all of us on Earth in “this” time-line.

Read on and be prepared to know and experience more deeply this divinely unfolding Age of Light on this planet known by us as Earth and long known, closely guarded and much loved by our dear ET space family as a beautiful, sentiently conscious Great Spiritual Being by their chosen and widely known galactic name of Gaia.

I am.

In Love and Light.

Chapter 11
TODAY’S SPIRITUAL AWAKENING OF HUMANITY ON EARTH

To illustrate again from the solid base of my own personal empirical experience and knowledge, less than 45 years ago when I wrote my first published book, *Why and How of Meditation*, polls indicated less than fifteen percent of the population in our Western nations knew about meditation. The great spiritual benefits we derive from sitting in the silence, calming the thoughts of the day whirling in our minds and simply bask in secluded silence was unknown to
the masses. Miracles may occur more easily when sitting in the silence.

Less than 20 percent of the people in our Western world culture believed in telepathy, mind-over-matter miracles, or miracle healings. Likewise, a scant few believed “flying saucers” were real.

In 1974 I decided to put together one of the largest and longest spiritual conferences to happen to date in Dallas, Texas, USA. This was after the publication of *Finding Your Soulmate* in 1971. After hundreds of radio and television show appearances, and after I became a key speaker at various spiritual conferences, Now knowing and personally interacting with scores of widely known, leading lightworkers from all around the USA and several other nations, I decided it was time.

I named it “The Dallas Psychic Arts Fair” and rented the entire Dallas Convention Center, which at that time was the largest convention center in the USA, for 11 consecutive days. I invited key speakers from all over the USA, Hawaii, UK, and a world-known psychic from Belgium, along with many other spiritual lightworker authors and conference speakers, many of whom I knew personally.

I also invited speakers, authors, publishers, psychic readers, astrologers, etc., essentially anyone associated with the esoteric or psychic arts to rent booths and display their unique wares or psychic reading abilities, etc.

The auditorium held 5,000 people, and I had speakers booked in it at key hours almost every day, while I had scores of lectures going on, on the hour,
for those 11 days, and key authors and lecturers also conducted their own specialty workshops.

It was covered fully by the local, radio and TV stations, the National Enquirer and several other major USA nationally well-known weekly newspapers of the day and was a gala event!

I had 70 volunteers and two paid assistant managers to help me run the show. I had advertised the event months in advance with a 50,000 print of a 12-page newspaper featuring photos and bios of world known psychics and speakers of the day. These were distributed by hand in the Dallas area and many thousands sent to New Age centers, Unity Churches, etc., for them to let folks in their circle know of this gala event.

In about the middle of the event, a major key speaker, Noel Street, walked up to me and introduced himself. He said that way back in the 1940s he and the famed “Sleeping Prophet of Virginia Beach,” Edgar Cayce, had teamed up and hired a large auditorium room in one of the then major hotels in Dallas. They had advertised it strongly but only six people had showed up for their event.

He said he was so pleased to see the huge crowds attending my event, as it showed a dramatic leap of interest in spiritual matters, compared to the meager interest decades earlier. I found out later that Noel Street was one of the nine people alive on Earth then who Edgar Cayce identified as being able to give accurate “past lives readings” like himself.

Incidentally, as told in his readings, Cayce has reincarnated in the end times. He bears the name of
David Wilcock in this lifetime, already matured to his early 30s. Information on how to obtain his awesome insight and the genuine spiritual Law of One within the MYSTERIES and current quantum science within and behind our rapidly speeding end times movement into our Golden Age and mass body ASCENSION can be found in the Appendix of this volume.

Since 1974 interest in matters of LIGHT and love have accelerated immensely.

I have watched as current statistics indicate as much as 70 percent of our population on Earth now believe in the benefits of meditation, telepathy, psychic phenomena, the truth of after death spiritual transformations of the individual on his or her return back into a 3-D human physical body again, as I experienced.

And yes, in this now greatly enlightened world, more than 70 percent of people polled believe in UFOs and in intelligent life on other planets, even though when we see politicians and governments in action it appears that intelligent life does not live on this Earth.

Fortunately only a rare few, compared to the masses of the “meek” who seek and live spiritual truth have awakened and we are on course for seeming impossible dreams to come true for each and all of us soon, very soon!

So be it.

Whether you are already a spiritually awakened soul and an active lightworker, or a dear soul seeking to understand and gain more of the Light of Knowledge, the following telepathic message from Archangel Michael as received and posted by Ronna Herman will
certainly uplift and shine further enlightenment into your heart, soul and mind. This was included in a communication by Mike Quinsey, so his introduction is also included.

Note the date Ronna Herman received this awe-some communication, as by then many lightworkers had awakened and had begun to awaken others to the divine light of their own shining sacred Beings.

Enjoy!

Special Message from Mike Quinsey

Hi Friends,

You will know by now that I never send out other people’s messages unless I feel they are exceptional. I put this one in that category, although it is true to say I highly rate all Archangel Michael’s messages through Ronna Herman.

The date is correct and having come across it quite recently in my files, could not help feeling how much more relevant it is today than when it first came out. I know you will enjoy it.

In Love and Light. Mike Quinsey.

Archangel Michael transmitted through telepath, Ronna Herman
June 2000
“We Are Creating a New Golden Galaxy”

Archangel Michael speaks

Beloved masters, can you feel the excitement in the ethers/air? The changes you have dreamed about, hoped and aspired to are swiftly coming to fruition. You visions, mantras, and meditations are bearing fruit as the refined patterns of Light are
drawn forth from the higher realms and begin to take roots in the world of materiality.

Your expanded consciousness is affecting those around you and the unified force field of your spiritual family is growing stronger each day. More and more of the Creator's Light is available to you, the gift of life via God's great Rays of Expression. You are turning your thoughts inward and upward as you remember your origins and your home among the stars. You yearn to complete your mission in the physical so that you may go back to your true state as a Being of Light. Many of you think you will be returning on the path in which you descended as you slowly moved down through the dimensions, compressing your “lightness” into density.

This is not possible, dear ones, for the universe as it was then no longer exists. What you envision as your home amongst the stars has changed, every part of this and other universes have evolved and changed radically mostly for the better, but not all.

The expansion of the God Mind is just that allowing its Sparks of consciousness to co-create, to expand, experience, learn and fill ever more of the Great Void with the radiance and Light of God-consciousness.

Even though you may believe that there must be more failures than successes, the beauty of the plan is this: You were sent out to the far reaches of the universe to experiment, co-create and learn, then were called together again to bring your special God-given talents to planet Earth.

You can all see what the diversity and separation of consciousness have wrought on Earth, but as we repeatedly tell you, the experiment is not a failure.
The reunification process is moving forward at an ever-increasing pace as you, the Starseed and the Holy Innocent Ones, awaken and take up the banner of Light.

We have told you the Earth, your solar system and galaxy are gradually being drawn upward into a higher refinement.

Or to put it another way, in order to give you a better understanding, the next step in the Grand Plan for this universe is to glean the positive experiences or energy patterns from the negative; to balance, transmute and transform the negative energy patterns back into neutral cosmic Light substance (It will be as if they never existed), as all moves forward on the next turn of the cosmic spiral.

Not only is the Earth to reclaim her perfected state and gradually lift and clear the density patterns through the gift of divine alchemy or the Violet Transmuting Flame, but the creative thought forms which contain the rich history of humanity’s sojourn on Earth, the wondrous experiences and wisdom garnered the successes minus the failures are being accumulated and stored in the higher realms.

Your astronomers have reported strange bursts of Light and unexplainable happenings in the heavens. If they only knew what is really taking place. A new galaxy is being formed, my precious warriors.

A new galaxy which will eventually seed the next universe. It will be called the Golden Galaxy for it will radiate the golden Light of the Prime Creator.

Allow us to give you a vision, a sneak preview, you might say.

What is now being formed is the future Great Central Sun for this new galaxy and the great Beings of Light who will be infused with God's
blueprint and the overall theme for this new creation are presently being called forth.

Many of the great Beings from far-distant universes who have come to observe the transformative miracles have expressed a desire to be part of this next great undertaking. Your quadrant of manifested creation is very popular, my friends, it is where the action is.

This new galaxy will radiate a golden aura and all manifested worlds in this galaxy will also be infused with varying hues of gold, silver and copper.

No, the streets will not be paved with gold, as described in some of your popular myths of what heaven looks like. Again this is a misinterpretation of the wisdom teachings of the great masters by those who had to make heaven earth like so they could comprehend it.

Since gold is one of your most precious commodities, what could be more desirable than streets of gold?

The radiant colours of the higher realms are beyond the imagining of most people. Some of you, in your times of meditation, have tapped into the frequencies of the higher dimensions, and while there have seen the glorious colours and experienced the bliss of communion with the Holy Spirit of God.

Once you experience this blessing, you are forever changed and you will always strive to recapture the feeling. This is bliss you will experience when you incarnate in this new world of Light.

While we are on this subject, let me explain that this also holds true for the statement that you are made in God's image.

The God Force is a great radiant Being of Light and that is what you were when you were projected from the heart of the Creator, not a male (usually
portrayed as a wise old man with a long beard), nor a female, or any type of physical body at all. God is pure Spirit without form and yet God is all form and incorporated in all things.

The wise, all seeing, all-knowing Essence known as God cannot be confined to any one form or any one concept, because there is nothing outside of God. You are here because of God, you cannot get away and you cannot hide for your soul and DNA are encoded with God-consciousness which is divine love, divine intelligence and the desire to create in your own unique way.

I will give you a glimpse of what this new world will be like: You will be much taller than you are now (as you were in the beginning on planet Earth), the average Being will be from ten to twelve feet tall. You will have form, but you will not be as solid as you are now.

To a certain degree, you will be able to manipulate your form at will, assuming masculine or feminine characteristics, so that you may enjoy the duality and broad spectrum of sexual expression. Therefore, there will be no misunderstandings of the masculine and feminine attributes and no gender restrictions or barriers.

Your skin will glow with a golden radiance and your eyes will be of varying shades from light gold to a deep copper colour and they will truly reflect your soul.

You will speak a language, but it will sound more lyrical and will be more a creative expression than to communicate, for you will have full use of all your sensory perceptions: telecommunication or telepathy, clairvoyance or clear seeing and yes, you will be able to communicate with us, for we will all be there together as we were in the beginning.
You will not have hair on your heads or bodies, but there will be what appears to be beautiful streams of light flowing from your head. The predominant colour will be the colour of your major Ray, and other rays will be displayed in a mandala of colours depending on your characteristics and Divine blueprint.

In order to satisfy your creative desires for uniqueness, you will be able to arrange these beams of Light in various artistic ways, and you will clothe yourselves in glowing garments of gossamer material which will reflect your thoughts or moods of the moment.

You will bring all positive attributes you have acquired during your journey throughout time and space, and will have incorporated, in varying degrees, the broad spectrum of the twelve Rays of God-consciousness.

You will not remember the negativity or painful experiences of your physical incarnations, but you will remember how you it felt to work in harmony with the elements and creative forces of nature. You will be given assignments and training so that you will be well-schooled when it comes to the time to be an active participant in exciting, new creative endeavours.

You will serve side by side with us, the angelic forces, as we go forth to fulfil the Creator’s plan for the expansion of the cosmos.

When you agreed to participate in the experiment on planet Earth a promise was made to you that when your mission was completed, if it was your desire, you would have the opportunity to become a co creator and active player in the next level of cosmic evolution, the formation of a golden galaxy.

The Earth has been your training ground, beloveds, and you have learned much. By trial and
error, pain and suffering, you are gradually becoming masters of co-creation. You see, you must learn your lessons well, if you are to help create the next paradise world.

Any and all are eligible candidates for this new and exciting adventure, beloveds, all you must do is move into neutrality and become harmless, and then contribute your unique Christ Light, or add your positive vibrational patterns to the Whole as, together, we assist your Earth to be birthed into a star of Light.

Now that I have given you a vision of what is to come, I will give you some guidelines to assist you as you move through these next critical years of Earth time.

Are you ready to live in the pillar of Light instead of on the cross of matter, vertically rather than horizontally?

In doing this you will have access to all Divine attributes of Creation:

Love, wisdom, inspiration, compassion, creativity, joy, radiant health and abundance. In doing so, you will move across the chasm of cause and effect into a state of grace, you will live in a refined world of your own choosing as you encourage and assist others to claim their vision and join you in the quest.

Take a few minutes and write down whatever comes first in your mind.

What is your hearts desire? What would make your soul song? Are you ready and willing to take a chance, to step out into the unknown, to learn your Earth’s mission and fulfil it? Are you ready to expose, examine, heal and release your deepest core issues?

This may mean facing and challenging your ego, your belief system and being moved out of your comfort zone. It may mean that those in your world
will also challenge you and your relationships may change. Are you willing to release everything and everyone in your life to it's/their highest good?

Are you willing to allow your spiritual family to share your deepest secrets, pain, failures (real or imagined) and to be vulnerable, to also share their pain as they expose their souls, without judgement, or trying to “fix it”, to just “be there” to offer love and support?

Are you willing to speak your truth as you presently know it and not alter or colour for the benefits of others? Are you willing to make mistakes along the way as you strive to reclaim your mastery? (It is the ego that demands perfection). As your new truths unfold are you willing to be true to yourself, even if it means disappointing others?

Are you willing to begin to practise “self love” until you are filled with God Light and it overflows out into the world and to others? Are you willing to follow Spirit without hesitation, listen to your soul-song and follow your own sacred path? Will you endeavour to stay in the “moment”, concentrating on the task or opportunity at hand, one thought at the time, one step at a time leading you to mastery?

Will you endeavour to see what is “right” with people in your life, instead of what is wrong?

Will you practise seeing the opportunities, justice and beauty in your world, instead of the challenges, test and negativity?

Are you willing to see yourself reflected in the eyes of others, accepting the judgment and criticism in the same manner that you accept the love and approval?

Are you willing to do whatever needs to be done for your highest good, for your mates highest good, for your/the children's highest good, for your friend's
or co-workers highest good, for the world's highest
good?

Are you ready to accept as your truth that you are
entitled to all the love, joy, beauty, bounty, and
abundance of Creation as your Divine Birthright?

Are you ready to accept the truth that whatever
you ask for is already yours in the higher dimen-
sions, and all you have to do is believe and claim it?

Are you ready to be a leader, offering solutions as
you assist in the refinement of humanity and the
Earth? rather than being a protester and following
the path of least resistance?

At the appropriate times, are you willing to go
into solitude to be alone with yourself to become
accustomed to turning inward so that Spirit can
speak to and through you?

Are you ready to accept the truth that you are a
Divine Spark of God and you on Earth as God's
representative?

Beloved Ones, it is time to come down off the
cross of matter, to stop the practise of drawing the
energy you need from those around you, the out-
moded cosmic dance, the push/pull of polarity in the
world of cause and effect. As you step into the
radiance of the vertical flow of Spirit, your life will
change dramatically.

You turn inward for your strength and wisdom.
You do not allow those around you to tell you
whom or what you are, but validate your truths for
yourself by turning to your Divine Self, then, you live
those truths to the best of your ability.

Your connection to your I AM presence will grow
stronger each day and you will begin to feel the
Oneness and Harmony with all Beings and all
things.

This is your goal - This is your destiny - Do you
choose it now or later?
Why not now, faithful Ones?
I enfold you in the radiance of the Creator's Love.
I AM Archangel Michael.

Chapter 12
BELIEF VERSUS KNOWING

In order to understand how thoughts work to create belief, I need to explain simply the vast difference between a belief and a knowing.

The dark cabal intelligence system know this art of belief very well and practice a constant use of creating and feeding us select beliefs via their world controlled media outlets that favor their ill-gotten gain and our loss.

A strong, controlling belief can only be established in your mind, my mind, or the mind of anyone when a same unique essence in a thought is personally expressed or felt with feeling and repeated many times over.

Otherwise, the thought is only one thought, and each one of us average 50,000 thoughts a day according to updated current psychology findings.

A random one of these 50,000 unique consciousness “energy fields” we call thought passing swiftly through our minds hardly will cause a ripple in the vast deep ocean of our thought fields, or the thought field of any individual or collective.
It certainly is not powerful enough to create a belief.

It is only when our conscious attention is held upon a thought repeatedly or over a prolonged time (such as 17 seconds of pure thought) to the exclusion of all other thoughts, that the ground of a new belief is cultivated.

Understand this induction of a select thought to create a strong belief in you or anyone else, including a crowd of people, can always be induced by capturing target's attention such as a low-keyed, lulling, entrancing voice accompanied by a sudden emotional shock.

This is tantamount to turning up the electrical juice via a sudden quantum leap and jamming the unique essence of any belief to be placed in the mind of the hypnotized subject with a jolt of entrancing power and a subject suddenly falls asleep at a sudden accompanied strong command of sleep.

The dark cabal High Priest and his minions, the priests under his command, understood the science of repeated thoughts eventually building up to a strong personal belief. Why is there a church service every Sunday and holy days of dark cabal creation?

To GOD, every single day is holy. There is no exception.

This is also my knowing.

I treat each new day on Earth with high respect, natural passion and much genuine gratitude.

Here is how every major religion was created.

After a Great Spiritual Being like a Christ or a Buddha died the pure spiritual truths of all these
Great Ones who knew and taught of a non-judgmental GOD of Love and Light were covertly altered by so-called divine decree of the Popes or rulers of the past.

Instead, of our true, non-judging, unconditional loving ONE CREATOR GOD, an insane-thinking and acting “pseudo God” was introduced to the masses.

This imagined mighty fearful pseudo-God reflected a deep fear-based low vibratory human-like, child-like feelings of rage or blind-anger toward his own dearly conceived children.

This obviously insane, judgmental pseudo-God sought heartless revenge against any of his children who did not do his bidding to the point of insanity of throwing any child of HIS into an endless hell-fire?

Would you do that to your child? Only if you were insane.

Of course, the masses now are learning that it was the bidding of the dark cabal Priests who ruled old Egypt.

Yet all the old orthodox religions over the centuries created blind, fanatic followers who were willing to kill anyone who threatened the insane “beliefs” they had accepted and lived by.

In olden times, the masses knew reincarnation on the wheel of life is where newborn human babes come from and where those who die return.

Even today the greater majority of human souls embodied on Earth know and understand this, but there are still fanatic religious teachers who vehemently deny that reincarnation is, as if their very own lives depended on it not being so.
I believed them, raised as a very strict Lutheran, but when I had my own body death at age 18, accompanied not only by an instant flashback of all my thoughts, feelings, deeds and actions, I finally realized my respected religious tutors did not know what they were talking about.

They merely repeated the beliefs ingrained into them by their parents, by false doctrine teachers and by ignorant peers and had never been permitted time to reflect, ponder and discern what felt and was their own trusted truth.

So, thinking, believing, and knowing, are clearly three different unique postures of consciousness,

Contrary to popular belief, we do not have “individual pieces” of mind.

Mind is everywhere in what we know as time or space. It is this factor why human or divine communication of any kind, including the primary one of telepathy, which all of us who are making this physical body ASCENSION will know and utilize.

I knew about and proved the validity of telepathy to my shipmates on the US Ashtabula oil tanker where I served in 1945 as a USA Navy Marine sailor during World War II on the Yellow Sea of China.

All of us have telepathic ability without exception. We have simply kept it dormant because our public belief systems were shaped by dark cabal sources to exclude any thoughts or beliefs in telepathy or personal telepathic ability.

In summary, a belief is created via repetitive thought. Search the internet for “Abraham/Hicks” for various books on this subject if you want to
understand what creates a belief more fully as known and taught clearly and plainly by this reliable spiritual source. That covers any and all of the many great Jerry and Esther Hicks/Abraham books.

Thinking is thinking. Thoughts can change.

Believing is believing. Beliefs can change.

Knowing is eternal.

Knowing rises from our heart into our seeming individual, but what is actually our collective mind, and is an infinite, eternal, changeless ability that every Daughter of GOD and Son of GOD is.

Knowing, like love or happiness, is not a possession. It is simply an endless well of Eternal Unchanging Truth that can be subjectively felt and known by all sentient life beings. The living cells and atoms or protons of your sacred, precious, priceless human physical body do not think. They know.

I know.

You know.

We know.

Bless us all.
Chapter 13

THE DIVINELY INSPIRED
SPIRITUAL SOURCES OF EARTH
ASCENSION PROPHECIES

First, let's address the subject of prophets and prophecy.

If you simply think this through it will make absolute good sense to you.

The concepts of beginnings and ends exists only in our illusory low vibration physical 3-D imagination.

There is in fact no beginning or ending to anything in or out of CREATION:

Our Universal GOD Source Creator exists forever, infinitely, eternally throughout all space and time. As do you and I.

Thus GOD lives not only in what each and all of us consciously know as the past, but certainly lives, moves and has GOD Being in our present, as well as in all of our individual and collective glorious humanly envisioned Golden Age future on Earth.

It makes perfect sense that genuine, highly gifted human Messengers of GOD have appeared to humanity on Earth through our entire past, and that possibly even more evolved Messengers of God have spoken forth in our recent past as well as in our current present time.

Did not the great Master avatar on Earth 2000 years ago whom we know today such as Jesus of Nazareth publicly state the prophesy to his disciples
and the masses, as paraphrased here, “Even greater things than I do, you will do!”

The brief point I want to insert here is that prophets of GOD—or Messengers of God—have appeared to humanity on Earth up through all the ages of time, in our very recent past and are here now in profusion during these wondrous end times.

Instead of clad in goat skins or wearing priestly robes, the prophets of modern times are clad modern time clothing. They address their spiritual followers or the public, sometimes dressed in a suit, but more often dressed in a t-shirt, or a more casual set of clothing and speak their divine message to us in modern day language.

This begs a good question: How do we know if the prophet is truthfully and transparently representing our unconditionally loving true GOD Creator of this Universe we live in? Or is he or she trying to deceive us, and is either a dupe or is instead a sly, subtle, covert lying representative of the dark cabal?

In fact, neither the judging, cold-hearted, insane, revengeful pseudo-God nor an eternally evil devil— invented to create great fear and thus control their line of religious followers—could have existed or has ever existed in reality.

A low-minded, human-like, revengeful pseudo-God Creator or an evil horned Devil exists only in the lower greatly tainted, lie-infested imagination of the non-thinking, ignorant souls who were brain-washed from birth, or converted in childhood or as adults, into being strong believers. Tricked into supporting and believing in a darkly twisted teaching of genuine and
truly divinely sent, divinely inspired great prophets like Jesus, Buddha, Mohammad, Krishna, the Ram, etc.

The answer to the question may be more fully understood if you simply go to our 100-Group Website or Golden Key Library Website posted in the Appendix of this book, and download a FREE full edition copy of my book, *When God Speaks—I Listen*.

Am I a Messenger of God, are you a Messenger of God?

Read the book.

The plain clear answer is that without exception, every consciously awakened lightworker on Earth is a living, breathing, walking, talking, thinking, Being, Messenger of God on Earth during these wondrous, full of marvels end times.

So who then are the trustworthy prophets of today?

Use both your heart and mind in tandem, with your heart as the leading discernment factor.

GOD means good, GOD is good, feeling a high state of good is feeling a high state of GOD. The further away from GOD you are in consciousness and Being, the less good you feel.

Conversely, the closer you are in consciousness, the more good you feel, because, as stated and explained clearly in my book, *Feeling Good is Feeling GOD* (available FREE at my posted websites), I also explain that the word “good” is actually what language experts call a down-graded, a corrupted, or lesser version of the original word GOD.
Thus any message, read consciously with a personal intent to discern the true source becomes more and more obvious as you get into it, for discerning characteristics cannot be missed.

We live in a physical 3-D word of DUALITY.

Here is a golden key: Know that without GOD we are nothing. With GOD, we are everything!

Your and my eternal, immortal LIFE consists only and purely of Love and Light.

Love is Light and Light is love.

Our conscious human illusionary dream world on Earth is filled with endless pairs of opposites, many that sparkle with LIGHT, and many that appear to have little or no LIGHT or LOVE:

You only need to know and use what I list below as your own personal “sure discernment” gauge.

Any communication you read, ponder and consciously discern that consistently makes you FEEL and THINK:

- FEARLESS, GOOD, uplifted, joyful, connected, unity and ONENESS with all, FORGIVING, adds to your peace of mind is a Message from God either directly or indirectly to you.

Conversely, any communication you read, ponder and consciously discern that consistently makes you FEEL and THINK:

- FEARFUL, not GOOD, let down, saddened, disconnected, divided-from and alone, UNFORGIVING, attacks your peace of mind is a Message from the Illuminati New World Order
dark cabal forces either directly or indirectly to you.

I repeat, there is a list of a host of time-tested clear Messenger of God lightworker names and contacts posted in the Appendix of this book.

A message from one such very high level Messenger of God, known on Earth to us as humanly incarnated Inelia Benz, is the subject of the following very interesting telepathic disclosure from Archangel Michael, as you may read for yourself below.

**Inelia Benz**

*Bill Ryan: The Cry of Gaia - A Call to Action*

Inelia Benz gives Bill Ryan a direct experience of Gaia.

*Bill comes to understand the extent of Inelia’s experience of the pain of the whole planet.*

Steve Beckow wrote

*In my last reading, AA Michael said of Inelia that she was not an avatar (as I had asked him), but could be considered an Elohim. He did not say she was an Elohim, but could be considered one. I presume that means of a similar stage of development.*

*Thanks to Jeannie A.*

**The Cry of Gaia - A call to action Bill Ryan,**

**June 17, 2011**

Most readers will know that Gaia is most often associated with the term coined by the ecologist James Lovelock to describe the coherent, complex, balanced, living entity of Planet Earth in all its natural richness.
I (Bill) had always taken this as a metaphor - until I met Inelia. And so I tell this little story which follows against myself. To Inelia, it was self-evident that Gaia was a magnificent, fully sentient, godlike being. And when talking about this with me, she did what she often does when words are inadequate: she invited me to take her hands while she gave me a download of direct perception.

This she did: and I immediately perceived Gaia, a huge, eon-ancient entity that is our planet and all her multitudinous natural habitats. It was enormous, and strong, and solid, and eternal. I could feel her power. It was something literally awesome. I shall never forget that moment of first encounter. No doubt exists for me now about Gaia’s conscious reality.

Gaia talks to Inelia all the time. And last month, when in Switzerland, I was inspired to ask for a direct communication. Staying for weeks in a small hotel room waiting for my US visa to be issued, I decided to take an afternoon out to climb a mountain.

I used to climb a lot of mountains, but this time I took the mountain railway to the summit. I’d been cooped up for weeks, and I expanded my awareness in gratitude and appreciation at the marvelous natural environment of rocks, trees and alpine meadows which we were passing through on the train. I am a mountain man to my roots, and I deeply love this kind of terrain.

Near the summit, the mist swirled around me as I climbed the rocks to the very top. And suddenly, feeling connected with Gaia, I had a wild thought. I said to myself, as if in prayer:
“Gaia, if you can hear me, show me a Brocken Specter.”

Now, a Brocken Specter is a spectacular natural phenomenon which requires a precisely coordinated combination of sun, clouds, atmospherics and moisture. It consists of a huge shadow of oneself projected on the clouds below, surrounded by a rainbow halo. They're very rare: in all my time in the mountains, years and countless expeditions all over the world, I have seen only a handful of Brocken Specters.

And suddenly, within maybe a minute and a half, one suddenly appeared.

There it was. I spent half an hour filming it, in various stages of awe and disbelief. I was staggered. As in the movie Avatar, I found myself thinking: “Eywa has heard me.”

That was over a month ago, in Europe. And now, we cut to today, in Sacramento, California. I had not seen Inelia for a couple of days, and she came round to see me towards the end of a very busy afternoon. It was wonderful to see her, as always. And as I gave her a hug, she collapsed in tears in my arms.

I looked at her, and held her hands, not knowing what was the matter.

She looked back at me, eyes brimming. “I can hear the cry”, she said.

“It's getting louder. I can't bear it. It's overwhelming.”

I looked at her intently, realizing. “The cry of the collective, and Gaia”, she said. “All the people, animals, all the plants, all the trees. There's so much pain, so much suffering, so much violence. I feel it all. I hear it all. Every minute of every day. It never stops. I can't stand it. And it's getting louder all the time.”
She looked at me, asking me to understand. And I did. Like many humans,
I'm a hypocrite: that means that I compartmentalize my experience for convenience. I wear a leather hat, and eat as much meat as I can. But I cannot bring myself to kill even a mosquito. I genuinely regard all living things as sacred. I have a dictum that I must never destroy anything I can't create - which is why I save mosquitoes. Yet I deny my participation as a cavalier consumer.

Meanwhile, Inelia was directly experiencing the pain of Gaia. Through tears of compassion, she talked of the blind unawareness of the men in the slaughterhouses, the chemical farmers, the factory fishermen, the destroyers of the rainforests, the creators of wars. Those men and women who torture and kill millions of people, animals and trees every day.

Those that think animals and trees don't feel pain, fear, and terror, or relish the thought of inflicting these on the vulnerable. Those who deliver psychic and physical attacks on to others.

Deeply moved, and in response, I read to her the opening paragraph of Thom Hartmann's masterwork, The Last Hours of Ancient Sunlight:

In the 24 hours since this time yesterday, over 200,000 acres of rainforest have been destroyed in our world. Fully 13 million tons of toxic chemicals have been released into our environment. Over 45,000 people have died of starvation, 38,000 of them children. And more than 130 plant or animal species have been driven to extinction by the actions of humans. (The last time there was such a rapid loss of
species was when the dinosaurs vanished.) And all this just since yesterday.

I was brought up in Africa. I've spent my life exploring wild places.

Inelia has deep connections with sacred land in her native Chile, and a few years ago was brave enough to sail round Cape Horn in a small boat.

When she was a little girl, she would pick hummingbirds off the branches of trees, and they would let her hold them in her tiny hands. They knew who she was; and they knew that they would not be harmed.

Still through her tears of Gaia's suffering, Inelia told me a story about violence and anger. Years ago, she had a German Shepherd, which had caught its paw in a metal gate. The dog was beside itself with anger and pain. Its head whipped backwards and forwards, snapping at anyone who tried to get near as it struggled to free itself.

Inelia walked up to it and held him firmly, but to get to his paw she had to put her arm between his jaws and the gate. In its pain it sank its teeth into her arm - which Inelia permitted it to do. Then after the paw was free, Inelia held the dog's jaws tight, as he continued trying to bite. She held him against the ground firmly but gently. It calmed down and she was able to release it, knowing it would no longer bite those around him. The wound in her arm healed without scars.

The moral of the story? Humans, too, lash out in anger and violence, because they are in great pain and fear. "I'd like to hold them all in my arms", said Inelia. "All of them. I'd like to show them that they are loved, and that they
are safe. All the murderers, all the rapists, all the butchers of the seals, whales and dolphins, all the bloodthirsty workers in the abattoirs, the creators of wars.”

I listened to Inelia stating clearly through her tears that all violent men needed was love, safety and compassion. I suggested, attempting to reassure, that what she stated so eloquently in her video interview was sufficient:

“I only have one job. And that's to raise the vibrational level of the planet, including the human collective, which is part of the planet, to a critical point that will allow a transition into the new paradigm, a new level of awareness for everything. For the planet and every being in it. Every rock, every insect, every person. And that's my only job. And I will do anything to achieve that.”

Meaning: that if we raise the level of awareness of what Inelia calls the ‘collective’ - the group-mind and collective consciousness of the human race - then the murderers, rapists, polluters and destroyers will all be dragged along in the same collective direction - they HAVE to swim in the same rushing, accelerating river as the rest of us. In that way we are all connected. and with some of us leading the way, the rest will follow: even those humans with the morals and awareness of crocodiles.

But to Inelia, this was not enough. How to maximize the effect? How to reach those unreachable people? How to halt the pain and damage as soon as possible? How to educate the uneducable? How to release THEIR paw from the metal gate? Lovingly stop THEM from biting, and removing all gates where their paws might get caught?
Who will read these words we're writing here? Not the killers and destroyers. We're surely preaching to the converted: having read thus far, you're almost certain to be in strong agreement.

My own answer is as follows.

Rupert Sheldrake brought us the concept of Morphic Fields and Morphic Resonance. Lynne McTaggart described 'The Field' in her best-selling book of the same name. We have an intuitive understanding of the Hundred Monkey syndrome, and of Tipping Points in general.

My personal strong feeling is we have to assume that, like blowing up an airbed (gradually, with an inefficient handpump), some corners of the mattress will inflate before others. When doing this, it almost always seems that nothing is ever going to happen - until a tipping point is reached and the rapidly inflating mattress all suddenly picks up and takes the desired shape as if by magic.

I think we're in that kind of position now. The mattress doesn't yet look like a mattress, and it seems as if it's never going to inflate. We might think it looks hopeless. But soon - I do believe - things may start to feel different.

I want to say a word about 'Ascension' - and how the word is often misunderstood and misapplied. Some people really do think that they will literally 'ascend' out of here - as in some kind of 'beam-me-up' 'rapture' or rescue, possibly at the hands of helpful ETs or angelic beings.

In my strong view, this is escapist wishful thinking. Any kind of get-me-outta-here-Scotty mindset is actually failing to take responsibility - certainly for those of us who have been here
many lifetimes and who have in one way or another contributed to the mess we’re in. Many of us reading this have been here on Planet Earth for quite a while - and we have to face what we have done: we have to square up to what we’ve permitted to occur in our name.

If we're here to fix all this - which it's very clear to me that we are - then we HAVE TO face what we've done. There's no easy escape, and certainly no rescue. Rather, there's a massive clean-up job waiting for people, tools, resources and organization to get started on. together.


Bless dear Gaia, our Mother Earth.

Bless us all.

Chapter 14

UNDERSTANDING DUALITY

The final cycle of duality is destined to end—aptly so—during these chaotic and seemingly uncertain end times.

Duality is a divine mechanism that allows unique 3-D freewill choices to be made by daughters and sons of God, like you and me, now humanly embodied on Earth.
Duality consciousness currently dominant on Earth today rapidly is being replaced by our individual and collective more and more consciously awakened movement toward and into unity consciousness.

Unity consciousness denotes the attitude of “all for one and one for all” as our entire one human family on Earth unfold into the glory of our final Golden Age and ending with ONENESS consciousness, as mass body ASCENSION, without human body death, occurs for each and all of us, who have made, or are now making, this divinely prepared and inspired Mighty I Am, soul-self choice.

In contradiction to duality, but supportive of it, the two balancing states of outer ego self-polarity or inner soul self-centeredness can be found and held by any humanly embodied soul on or within Earth.

As an individual or a collective, we can be polarized, for example as a male or as a female. However, at our true spirit plane or level, we are androgynous, meaning we hold within us both male and female qualities.

Of course, at a physical human body level, with few rare exceptions, humans born on our surface level world of our planet are born with a either male or female organs, and common body shapes and characteristics showing us to be a man or a women, a female or a male, at birth.

However, just because we have female or male sexual organs does not mean we must be polarized in consciousness as holding and being strictly polarized females or males. Maintaining an individual or a collective balance of both female and male characteristics
and behaviors allows for faster growth in any human individual or human collective.

Obviously, as seen by the religious references of our GOD CREATOR being a Him instead of a Her, our civilization has been over-dominated by the male force. For in truth, GOD CREATOR is neither polarized as a Him or a Her but contains “All That Is” within all of CREATION, so is more wisely referred to as a Her/Him, or a Him/Her, or more simply as Spirit.

In duality consciousness, we are either a giver or a taker by way of our inner freewill choice.

However by Universal Law, we lose what we take, and we win what we give!

Incidently, on that vein, when you ASCEND you lose nothing and gain everything.

For example, it is like being a first-grader in school. Being and knowing what you are and what you know at that age and suddenly taking a glorious leap to being a university graduate—knowing and Being all that a university graduate is, though not YET at that level—as our ONE CREATOR GOD of this Universe will soon BE along with us.

Eons upon eons ago, you can be certain our CREATOR GOD of our Universe also took the kind of leap that you and I are about to take, going from first-grader to a university graduate, at our soon forthcoming ASCENSION or “graduation” from a 3-D student to a 5-D student.

If this seems too deep to realize or even ponder now, let it go, and ponder these thoughts after you and I have had some “hands on” training, which we will
have very soon by our beautiful, loving ET space brothers and sisters.

All galactic Federation of Light members are already ASCENDED and thus like our Ascended Masters on Earth such as Jesus, Mohammad, Krishna, the Ram,

St. Germain, Buddha, etc., are Master Teachers and master teachers always train their students to excel their own unique teaching abilities, in whatever field, or level of life they teach, so “hold on to your hat!”

So be it.

Chapter 15
WE CREATE OUR DAILY REALITY WITH THE LAW OF ATTRACTION

In short, through the Law of Attraction we draw into our lives whatever we focus our mind, or our long-focused attention on.

Every sentient micro- to macro-size particle of life in All That Is within Creation abides by this law.

I have written much about this natural powerful, ever-present Law of Attraction in my various books. Rather than take valuable time sharing what I know about the Law of Attraction here since my staff and I are rushing to get this book into print quickly, I gently suggest you order a copy of the Law of Attraction
teachings by Jerry & Esther Hicks, whom I know personally.

Their many outstanding books can be found by doing a search under “Abraham/Hicks,” obtained through www.Amazon.com, or found at most bookstores anywhere in the world, in most major languages.

To beef up your interest, I am sharing a few clips of their greatly inspired, simply expressed, excitedly profound and insightful spiritual teachings.

These two lightworker souls have been constantly active with books and workshops (some even on cruises) these past two decades. I know them, and count them as divinely inspired Messengers of God on Earth.

Enjoy!

**CLIP**
Those that are succeeding and are thrilled and joyful in the unfolding will often tell you, “I've dreamed this since I was little. I imagined it, I pretended it, I used to practice with the hairbrush pretending it was a microphone.”
Purity is the alignment of energy. Doesn’t matter what anybody else thinks about anything. It only matters what you think about it.
—Abraham / Hicks —

**CLIP**
Being in love is so good for you. Often when people are newly in love, things that have been bothering them for a long time get better.
Something wonderful is calling the majority of their attention, so they're holding themselves in
a better vibrational place, so the stuff they’ve been wanting all along can now zoom in.
—Abraham / Hicks —

CLIP
We practice the Art of Allowing. Which means reaching for the thought that feels best, not the thought that is the real thought, not the thought that is telling it like it is. Telling it like it is only holds you where it is: “Damn it, I’m going to tell it like it is. I’m going to tell it like it is, because everybody wants me to tell it like it is.” Tell it like it is if you like it like it is. But if you don’t like it like it is, then don’t tell it like it is-tell it like you want it to be. If you tell it like you want it to be long enough, you will begin to feel it like you want it to be. And when you feel it like you want it to be, it be’s like you want it to be.
—Abraham / Hicks —

CLIP
Worrying is using your imagination to create something you don’t want.
—Abraham / Hicks —

CLIP
Whatever you’re thinking about is literally like planning a future event. When you’re worrying, you are planning. When you are appreciating, you are planning...What are you planning?
—Abraham / Hicks —

**A Synopsis of Abraham-Hicks’ Teachings**

1. You Are a Physical Extension of That Which is Non-physical.
2. You Are Here in This Body Because You Chose to Be Here.
3. The Basis of Your Life is Freedom; the Purpose of Your Life is Joy.
4. You Are a Creator; You Create With Your Every Thought.
5. Anything That You Can Imagine is Yours to Be or Do or Have.
6. As You Are Choosing Your Thoughts, Your Emotions Are Guiding You.
7. The Universe Adores You for it Knows Your Broadest Intentions.
8. Relax into Your Natural Well-Being. All is Well. (Really It Is!)
9. You Are a Creator of Thoughtways on Your Unique Path of Joy.
10. Actions to Be Taken and Possessions to Be Exchanged Are By-products of Your Focus on Joy.
11. You May Appropriately Depart Your Body Without Illness or Pain.
12. You Can Not Die; You Are Everlasting Life.

P.S. It is not necessary for even one other person to understand the Laws of the Universe or the processes that we are offering here in order for you to have a wonderful, happy, productive Life Experience - for you are the attractor of your experience. Just you!
Chapter 16
THE LAW OF ONE HOLDS CREATION IN PERFECT, ETERNAL, HARMONIOUS ORDER

Again to expedite publication, rather than sharing my own Law of One knowledge, it is a perfect time and good reason to introduce you to David Wilcock, the reincarnation of the great “lightworker of old,” Edgar Cayce, the “Sleeping Prophet of Virginia Beach, Virginia,” as promised and prophesied before his death.

By utilizing the lightworker contact information in the Appendix, you can go directly to David Wilcock’s website and view reams upon reams of spiritual truths.

You can also learn how to obtain his books, including his all-revealing newest book. There you can also learn where to go to see David Wilcock speak at various spiritual conferences worldwide.

After reading the following clip, I hope you will be inspired or motivated to support David’s great work while further enlightening yourself on spiritual matters.

Due to lack of sufficient space in this volume, I am publishing only a segment of David’s article. You may read the rest of it at his website.

So be it.
CLIP

David Wilcock writes:

“The Event” ended with a blatant attempt to scare you into thinking Ascension will be a catastrophe that kills everyone except ETs. This is actually a good sign, as it again shows they know what is coming — and are desperate to cling to their power in the face of it.

AWAKENING FROM THE “MATRIX”

We are still at a point in history where it is possible to believe, strongly and completely, that we are somehow “alone in the universe”, that the human form has only ever evolved on Earth, and that we are already at the highest level of potential human evolution.

I do not expect this religious belief to hold up much longer.

There is ever-increasing evidence that the world's media is building up to a major announcement of ET life that has proliferated throughout the galaxy — and has been visiting Earth since before we ever reached our “modern” level of evolution.

LOTS OF THINGS TO GO LOOK AT — AND A MUCH BIGGER CHANGE HEADING OUR WAY

Within a short time after Disclosure, we would be publicly confronted with the notion that advanced ancient ruins have been left behind — not just on Earth, but also on the Moon, Mars and elsewhere.

Those assets should have been freely disclosed and shared with the public when they were first found — some 40 years ago now.
A lot of people will be very unhappy when they realize what this technology could have done for the earth — and how many deaths and how much environmental damage could have been avoided in the process.

However, the level of inspiration the announcement itself will create, in so many, will be literally off the charts.

The vast majority of people believe in UFOs to some degree, but until you truly know it’s true, and that there are people in there, not scary creatures, you haven’t experienced the full transformation it creates in your life.

This incredible announcement may be coming only a short time before a spontaneous human evolution becomes possible — for the first time in our recorded history.

The Disclosure itself — and how it changes consciousness — may in fact be part of what helps create the evolutionary event.

**BEINGS OF LIGHT**

When I did the homework, I was astonished to find out how many different ancient cultures predicted this evolution — and said it would lead to us becoming “light beings” who can levitate, teleport, read minds and even travel through time.

I’ve now put the very best scientific data I’ve found, in over 30 years of research, into a single resource — The Source Field Investigations, due out August 18th and available for pre-order now. There’s well over 1000 unique references in this book!

Humans are everywhere — and we have definitely not reached the final stage of human evolution, in the galactic sense. These big
“Family Reunions” appear to be a very common element of the human evolutionary process.

It appears that mass, public Disclosure, and the arrival of benevolent ETs, will occur before our “light body” transformation becomes possible — what I and others have been calling “Ascension”.

The ETs may be coming to help teach us how to Ascend — for those who are ready for it.

**BLATANT PREPARATIONS**

Interestingly, the mainstream corporate / media hierarchy appears to be making blatant preparations for open ET contact with messages about

Ascension — by seeding powerful disinformation as a last-ditch attempt to make people afraid of this process... and fear the transition.

They are working like crazy to make you think that good ETs must be bad — and that anything these ETs tell you must be a lie, hiding a hideous and horrifying body of secrets.

I consider this to be a wonderful sign. As impossible as it may seem to believe that Disclosure is really going to happen, we cannot deny that anti-extraterrestrial propaganda is at an all-time high — as this article from last August revealed:


Do you enjoy movies and TV shows about alien invasions? Great news, then: There is a ridiculous number of upcoming movies and TV shows about alien invasions!

That includes (deep breath): Falling Skies (Steven Spielberg alien invasion); Super 8 (secret Spielberg-indebted JJ Abrams alien
invasion); Battle: Los Angeles (pro-U.S. Military alien invasion); I Am Number Four (James Frey YA alien invasion); Cowboys and Aliens (period-piece alien invasion); Monsters (romance/alien invasion); The Event (Lost-replacing alien invasion); Skyline (human-tornado alien invasion); Men in Black III (franchised alien invasion); The Thing (prequel alien invasion); Battleship (childhood-toy alien invasion); Iron Sky (dark-side-of-the-moon Nazis alien invasion). And exhale.

Some of these products have already come out, and most of the rest of them are due to appear this summer... almost like there is a frantic deadline in place. With the film industry in such financial straits, it is astonishing to see the same basic story being re-told so often.

Even “I Am Number Four,” which focuses on a positive ET teenage kid who discovers he has magical powers, features some very frightening ETs who are planning to take over the Earth — and can use denture plates and makeup to blend in and appear human.

By analyzing the propaganda, it seems clear that the Old World Order sees a very significant threat to their plans from these newly-emerging players in the game. The old guard are desperate to maintain power throughout a process they probably will have very little control over.

I obviously do not believe they will succeed. If I did, I would probably just sit around and do six to eight hours of guitar practice a day for a while — but after a few weeks I would bounce back, and never stop fighting for a better outcome for everyone.
I KNOW TOO MUCH

The “problem” with the Internet Chicken Little approach is I know too much. I know who we are, why we’re here and the real reason why all these seemingly scary things are happening. I’ve known it and lived it since 1996.

Benevolent, positive higher intelligence demonstrated its existence to me — far beyond any possibility of “coincidence” or “random chance.”

That is precisely why I have such confidence. I would be a fool to ignore the gifts I have been given and indulge in faceless fear.

I worked hard to make that contact, including four years of documenting my dreams every morning before it ever started — and the fruits of my practice have transformed my life in every possible way you can imagine.

I do my best to communicate the essence of what I have been shown. I tend to focus in on current events and provable facts, rather than philosophical concepts — but you can apply this perspective to any area of our lives and see the truth poking out.

QUITE AN ‘EVENT’ TO WATCH

NBC’s “The Event” has been a most astonishing television saga to watch.

Ever since the very first episode, “The Event” had stunning correlations to what Project Camelot and I had been saying ever since July 2009 — namely that a Disclosure announcement was planned where Obama would introduce us to benevolent human ETs.

The exact date was leaked, though I wished it hadn’t been, and the whole event never came to pass. Only later on did we find out the big
announcement got thrown off by lethal threats from rival factions.

This is exactly what happened in the first episode of “The Event” — a black President was about to introduce us to a human ET, only to be thwarted by a massive threat. I do not believe NBC got their story ideas from us. The intel on this planned Disclosure event was excellent.

LOTS OF SECRECY AND INTRIGUE

I have heard from my highest-level sources that “The Event” was 60-percent financed by the US military-industrial complex — as a way of preparing the public for Disclosure. 'V' and “Battlestar Galactica” were also apparently created and financed for the same reasons.

This, of course, made “The Event” a most fascinating study — and in some ways I’m sad to see it come to an end. However, the ending itself certainly did not disappoint — in terms of the bigger picture.

In the beginning, it was publicly revealed that the secrecy around this show was incredible. The actors themselves were not told who their characters really were, what the plot points or scripts would be, or even what they would be doing from week to week.

This, of course, also means that the script could be edited and rewritten in real time — possibly including dialogue changes snuck in right up until the very day of shooting. It is not uncommon for writers to be on set in movies and television productions.

THE MISSILE CONNECTION

One of the most blatant examples of real-time rewrites in “The Event” to fit current events
occurred in episode 10, “Everything Will Change,” which aired November 29, 2010. It was the last episode of the first half of Season One — the big cliffhanger.

Just 20 days before this episode aired, the world was shocked when a huge missile was launched directly off the coast of Los Angeles:

11/9: Massive Missile Launch Occurs Off LA Coast, Still Unexplained
http://news.yahoo.com/s/nm/20101109/ts_n m/us_usa_missile_mystery

11/10: Mystery Contrail May Have Been An Airplane (Not)
http://www.foxnews.com/scitech/2010/11/10/ blogger-solved-california...

11/10: Rocketry Expert Confirms It Was a Solid Propellant Missile

It wasn’t hard to see who was behind this missile launch. A Chinese military exercise had blatantly surprised the US on the same exact day, three years earlier:

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article- 492804/The-uninvited-guest-...

**WROTE THIS ALL UP LAST DECEMBER**

I wrote all this up in an article at the time, from December 5th. Here is an excerpt:
THE MISSILE

As I suggested on the phone with Richard C. Hoagland last night — and he agreed with me — part of the reason why the actors in “The Event” are not told any plot points in advance is because the show itself is being written as they go, dynamically responding to world events as they happen.

I saw this last year with ‘V’ as well, where emerging things like the swine flu vaccine controversy suddenly manifested in the episodes — with very little change.

I do not believe in coincidence and in this case there is a very plausible explanation. You have a general outline and structure for the plot, and you also do rewrites on the fly to work in current events — and change your episodes at the last minute.

Richard also pointed out that the executive producer of this major hit TV series has no prior credits whatsoever. It is therefore very likely that he is just a figurehead for others who are writing and producing the show.

Episode 10 just featured a missile that went off, severely upsetting the President and his insiders, who watched helplessly as it went up into space — not knowing if it would wipe out the West Coast in a nuclear blast.

This very likely seems to have been a real-time television response to the alleged missile incident off the coast of Los Angeles — which definitely was not a jet contrail.

[Benjamin] Fulford is now on record saying three different Asian high-level sources told him the Chinese actually launched this missile — as part of an ongoing show of force demanding the
Old World Order folks stand down, just as I was independently told.

**IT WAS LONG ENOUGH**

Twenty days was long enough to have put together a quick CG sequence of a missile launch that shocks the President and his cabinet, along with the rest of the world — and rewrite and re-shoot the key scene before airtime.

The original beacon that called the ETs to Earth, in the script, could easily have been something that was a satellite dish on Earth. The missile could have been tossed in last-minute, without much difficulty, in order to fit real-world events into the show.

The quality of the graphics did suggest it was a rush job — and remember, the actors themselves didn't know what they were going to be doing from week to week.

This was the first really blatant sign that “The Event” was being used to leak real insider knowledge behind the scenes, and attempt to steer the dialogue around ETs — just as we saw before with ‘V’.

It was also clear that China’s efforts to defeat the Old World Order were being presented as the actions of a negative ET group.

This was definitely not the first sign that “The Event” was being used in an attempt to mold public perceptions about events that are associated with Old World Order skullduggery.

**SPIN CONTROL: 9/11 ASSOCIATED WITH NEGATIVE ETS**

In the first episode of “The Event”, entitled “I Haven’t Told You Everything” from September
20, 2010, ETs were responsible for hijacking a passenger airliner and using it as a weapon.

They literally tried to fly an airplane directly into the spot where the president was standing — right as Disclosure was about to occur, with the president introducing the world to a female human ET.

The plane then warped through a 'portal' right before impact — and the whole story was then covered up by the mainstream media.

Everyone who watched the show could obviously feel, on some level, that this was a significant nod to 9/11 — but it wasn't entirely clear why this connection was being made.

**THE IMPLODING BUILDING**

The 'synchronicity' became a lot stronger in Episode 6, “Loyalty,” from October 25, 2010.

In this episode, the same ET portal technology was used to collapse a building into its own footprint — just like WTC Building 7 fell at free-fall speed during 9/11.

Is this all a coincidence? Given the amount of money invested in this show — both in production and marketing — and the seriousness of the charges the Old World Order is facing, I think not.

http://mountzion144.ning.com/group/davidwilcocksdisclosureupdates/forum/topic/show?id=3-D2127676%3ATopic%3A672694&xgs=3-D1&xg_source=3-Dmsg_share_topic

**Media Disinformation About Disclosure And Ascension**

*Posted by Christopher OV Admin on June 8, 2011 at 5:13pm in David Wilcock's Disclosure Updates Back to David Wilcock's Disclosure Updates Discussions*
THINK LIKE THE PLANNERS

In order to understand what is going on, you have to think with the mind of the people who seem to be planning all of this.

Let’s say you are, in fact, responsible for 9/11, and are concerned that public hearings are going to emerge that will hold you culpable for it.

Let’s say ETs are working with terrestrial governments — i.e. the BRICS alliance (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa) — to provide the necessary force to make you face the public.

[I have been documenting this in our China’s October Surprise article series — and there are very significant new things happening that I will be featuring in upcoming conferences and articles.]

What better way to cloud the legitimacy of the ETs, their inquisition and accusations than to put out propaganda that makes them appear to be responsible for having caused 9/11 in the first place?

This way, you confuse the public. People won’t really think much about any of this until Disclosure happens. Now they will be faced with the reality of human ETs visiting and interacting with Earth as “sleepers” — well before the official announcement was made.

Was 9/11 really an “inside job” from governmental forces here on Earth?

Or, was it part of a vast, sinister conspiracy by negative ETs to discredit our elected governments — our protection — in their attempts to take over?
“THE EVENT” WAS ABRUPTLY BROUGHT TO AN ENDING

After Episode 10 aired, the show went into an astonishing three-month hiatus — right in the middle of their season. No real explanation was given for why this occurred. I didn’t know either — but I was very curious to find out.

Once it came back on the air in March, major characters were quickly killed off, plot lines hastily tied up and the whole series finalized — only to be officially canceled by NBC in late May. This was one 'leaked' announcement, right before it was made official: NBC Cancels “The Event” http://www.thewrap.com/tv/column-post/nbc-cancels-event-amid-pilot-...

NBC has begun cleaning house as it prepares to add new series to its fall schedule.

The network has canceled the science-fiction thriller “The Event,” a source with knowledge of the production confirms to TheWrap.

The cancellation isn't terribly surprising (particularly not to the readers who caught our early prediction of the show's demise).

The series, which premiered in September 2010, has been struggling in the ratings of late, and matched its series low on Monday, sliding 15 percent from the previous week with a 1.1 rating/3 share in the adults 18-49 demographic.

THE SHOW PULLED A HUGE '180' MID-SEASON

After the three-month “rewrite break,” the motives of key characters were changed so hastily that it was quite embarrassing and off-putting for the average viewer. The ratings plummeted dramatically as people realized this
had become yet another tired old “alien invasion” story.

Sophia, the kind, loving female leader of the ETs, became a genocidal maniac who could give Hitler, Stalin and Pol Pot a graduate course in Bastard School — hoping to eradicate every human life on Earth with a hideous virus to clear the path for her own kind to arrive.

In earlier episodes, her son Thomas had been the bad guy, and Sophia had fought vigorously to protect the humans on Earth at all costs — up to and including shooting Thomas’ girlfriend in the leg, as a test of her loyalty — after she betrayed Sophia’s plans to save humanity.

Dempsey — the ultimate Illuminati villain, secretly financing presidential elections, killing anyone who stands in his way, growing multi-million-dollar flowers for fun and draining children of life-force to stay young and alive — became a peace-loving “Sentinel” tasked to protect humanity from the bad ETs.


“THE EVENT” FINALLY EXPLAINED

The name of the show was “The Event,” but it wasn’t until the very end of the very last episode that a few lines of dialogue, from one single character, revealed what “The Event” was actually supposed to be all along!

This was another blatant sign that the show had originally been intended to stay on the air for longer than one season — but the timelines changed, and everything had to be embarrassingly sped up to fit with the new ‘windows’ they had to work with.
This was one of a variety of pieces of evidence that during those three months off, the entire show was dramatically rewritten and changed completely — and many plot lines and twists had to be suddenly abandoned to bring it to a hasty conclusion.

Before we get to that, let me remind you that I had strong suspicions about what “The Event” would actually be — which I wrote publicly last October, when the show first came out, as follows: http://www.divinecosmos.com/start-here/davids-blog/872-disclosureevent

WHAT'S IN A NAME?

In the title, the second “E” in “Event” is reversed. This highlights the 'V' in the middle — as in the previous show 'V', which was also about human-looking ETs. It also encourages us to pick out the word 'EVE.'

Remember that this is all part of a Processed Release of Information (PRI) program, and the underlying body of information to be disclosed has been in place for thousands of years...

I feel it is safe to assume that in this TV series, “The Event” will involve a certain amount of cataclysmic activity on the Earth. It should also upgrade our DNA at the same time — leading to a new humanity.

A new Eve.

This would then allow the show to go in the direction of “Heroes” and other such programs where people begin developing ‘powers’.

If that's really where this is going, then “The Event” may well be the most blatant, in-your-face, one-stop-shop Disclosure mechanism ever put out by the media — at least thus far.
DELIGHTFUL TO SEE WHAT THEY ARE PREPARING FOR

My first reaction was shock and anger when the true meaning of “The Event” was revealed in the final episode. I literally cursed at the television like a chain-smoking grandma watching Jeopardy.

My disgust soon turned into delight as I realized what the insiders were attempting to do with the entire show. More importantly, it told me what they believe is going to be happening on Earth — by releasing propaganda in a further attempt to mold our perception of it.

In this final episode, “Arrival”, from May 23, 2011, the ETs were never really explained that well — except to say that “they were here first,” they had to leave Earth for some unexplained reason, but now they are all coming back to be here — so they can trigger “The Event”.

THE FINAL PROGRAMMING IS PUT IN PLACE

Beginning at 31 minutes and 32 seconds into the final episode, we are told that “The Event” is some natural, cosmic process that will transform them into a new level of their own evolution — as a direct result of their presence in and around Earth:

SIMON: Sean, what you need to know is our people were here before. We were here first.
SEAN: I don’t understand.
SIMON: This place was our home before it was yours.
SEAN: Why did you leave?
SIMON: Because my people believe that if we stay here, something will happen. To all of
us. We call it The Event. It's a rebirth. The next step for our people. We'll change. Evolve into something else. Something greater. But your people won't survive it.

SEAN: Why not? What happens?

[snip]

SIMON: Look. All the answers are hidden in that scroll [from Dempsey, the Sentinel]. About where we come from, and about how this all ends.

**NOT HARD TO SEE WHERE THIS IS GOING**

The big punchline was that if the ETs come here in larger numbers, they will trigger this “Event”. It will turn them into Godlike beings, but will also end up killing everyone else here on Earth in the process.

The programming was finalized in the last scene when the ETs' entire planet — already partly irradiated from their dying sun — actually portals through and ends up sitting right next to the Moon in the Earth's sky.

Of course, the tidal and gravitational effects of this happening would ruin the Earth — but that's beside the point.

Sophia, now captured and brought before President Obama's lookalike in the very last scene, said that her killing everyone on Earth with a hideous virus would have been “humane” compared to the deaths we will endure — thanks to “The Event”.

In this television show, Mother Nature apparently has a nasty sense of humor — and a complete disdain for human life.
SOMETHING CHANGED THE TIMELINES —
DRAMATICALLY

I feel there is undeniable evidence that “The Event” was originally slated to be a two-year series. It was abruptly terminated, for some clear and compelling reason — and tons of plot lines were dropped in haste.

The first ten episodes ran from September 20th to November 29th, 2010.

Then the show had an unprecedented delay — and the final twelve episodes did not begin appearing until March 7th, 2011.

All of December, January and February went by without a single episode.

The series finally concluded on May 23, 2011.

LOTS OF SUDDEN, ABRUPT CHANGES

Sophia’s son Thomas was the main genocidal bad guy up until Episode 15, “Face Off,” on March 28th — wherein President Martinez, a dead-ringer for Obama, suddenly killed him and his cohorts off with a missile while they were fleeing in a bus.

Then, in the next episode, “You Bury Other Things Too,” on April 4th,

2010, Sophia suddenly pulled a complete reversal, apparently due to the death of her son — and went from rigorously wanting to protect Earth humans to insisting they must all be eradicated.

Things got even weirder on April 18th, in “Cut Off the Head,” Episode 17, when the ultimate Illuminati bad-guy Dempsey suddenly blew his head off in front of the main male character Sean, and his female black-ops assassin
sidekick Vicky — who we are continually taught to sympathize with.

We never found out who Dempsey really was, or what was really on his scroll. We were never told why he was extracting life-force from children to stay alive. All of a sudden we find out he’s a good guy — and then he kills himself.

WHERE DID THEY GET ALL THE FUEL, ALL OF A SUDDEN?

Additionally, the ETs needed to steal nuclear fuel rods to power their portal device. The first time was Chernobyl, and the second time was on the West Coast.

Through most of the show, the ETs barely had enough power to warp the airplane in Episode 1, collapse the building in Episode 6 or take down the Washington Monument — as hostilities reached their peak.

And yet, somehow they suddenly acquired enough fuel to bring their entire planet through... just a few episodes later!

OTHER EVIDENCE OF A HASTY, UNEXPECTED CONCLUSION TO THE SERIES

A second example is Leila. She turned out to be a half-ET, half-human child. If “The Event” starts turning the ETs into Godlike beings while destroying humans, what will happen to Leila in this process?

Was she originally the big hero character, using her powers to save the day, and finding a way to confer them to everyone else on Earth?

Remember — this show was intended to be the new “Lost” and “Heroes” — and “Heroes” was about people with extraordinary abilities.
Leila was on all the posters as if she were “it” — yet in the series, her human/ET DNA was only used as a means to engineer a virus that would kill humans more slowly, as the original worked far too rapidly to be of use to the ETs.

A third example is President Martinez’ wife, who he finds out is an ET.

This conflict was never resolved. He confronts her, she denies it effectively, and he drops the ball. This obviously would have been developed much more if the time had been there.

Another example is Thomas’s girlfriend. NBC said she was hired to be “mysterious”. Sophia actually shot her in the leg as a loyalty test when she wanted to rejoin Sophia’s pro-human alliance.

After this beautiful setup for an epic struggle between Sophia and the girlfriend, and all sorts of hidden secrets revealed, the girlfriend is hardly seen or heard from again — except when she dies a fiery death.

I could go on and on like this. It is very clear that the show was built to go on into a second season, but was then abruptly terminated.

**ORIGINALLY A TWO-YEAR SERIES**

Think about it. The entire title of the show — its Theme Statement — wasn’t even explained until one single, brief burst of dialogue in the very last episode.

If “The Event” had run for two years instead of one, it would have ended in spring / summer of 2012 — months before the Maya Calendar end-date, which is mirrored in many other ancient prophecy systems.

It is probably a good thing that the show was ended a year early. I sense that the higher-level
ET forces managing the planet, for the positive, had something to do with this show not succeeding.

Had it been given the two years it apparently was planned for, there could have been far more fear and doom generated around the whole concept of Ascension.

Instead, by the time “The Event” was actually explained, only slightly over a million people were still watching.

One brief burst of character dialogue is not enough to sway people on such a huge issue — particularly when there are so many other pieces of evidence out there to the contrary.

**VERY OUT OF PLACE**

Sophia and Dempsey’s “do-si-do” character changes seemed ridiculous and out of place. It did not fit with the logic of the characters at all, and looked like a blatant, ham-handed attempt to manipulate the audience.

The viewership continued plummeting — because people don’t like to be made fools of.

Dempsey’s games with draining people’s life force were never really explained at all. The scroll he gave the hero was never explained or read. [Someone wrote in and said the scroll could be translated. If you have that information, please send it in and we will use it.]

And the title and theme statement of the entire show — “The Event” — got squashed down into a single burst of dialogue from one character at the very end.

Something happened. Something critical. They dropped the ball for an astonishing three months, mid-season, to change the game. The timetables have shifted. Summer 2012 would
have been far too late to deliver the final message the show was built to produce.

Whatever real “Event” this show was meant to be preparing and disinforming the public for — namely a true, open, honest meeting with ETs, and a message about human evolution — appears to be coming our way before the summer of 2012.

‘V’ was canceled. “The Event” was canceled. All the big alien invasion movies are appearing this summer. Therefore, it may well be that the Powers that Were are preparing for something very big to happen — sooner rather than later.

LOTS MORE TO DISCUSS

I have always said that Disclosure will not be possible until we see a dismantling of the Old World Order and their financial infrastructure, at least to some degree, first.

There are lots of new details to this story. I don't think any of them will impact fast enough to make it matter whether I talk about it in this article or in subsequent updates.

However, in summary let me say that the danger signals within the insider world — for their own defeat — are now at full red-alert. Even people who don't usually hear anything like this are now being told that the panic button has been hit.

I actually have had dreams warning me not to get too specific right now, as it could hurt my sources and possibly damage some of the plans that are in place to have this all turn out positively.

MR. X WAS MR. RIGHT

Let’s look at what we do know, just from what “The Event” finally turned into. There is a clear,
concerted effort to disinform the public about the meaning of the positive 2012 prophecies.

Project Camelot's first insider, “Mr. X”, revealed that he saw documents dating back to the 1950s in which ETs told our governments that they would appear worldwide, on a massive level, in 2012 — and there was nothing our 'leaders' could do about it.

This appearance would include giving everyone information on a mass human evolution — what is going to happen and how to be ready for it.

Those who went through with the process would be able to work with the ETs throughout the galaxy.

What we have just seen happen with “The Event” strongly suggests that Mr. X was right. And don't forget that he died of a sudden, massive stroke right before he was about to reveal his true identity and produce a lot more documentation and testimony.

WE DO HAVE CONTROL OVER HOW THIS TURNS OUT

The cool part is that this 'war' does not need to remain fictional.

Propaganda in the form of television shows is one thing, but it's all fiction.

Here at Divine Cosmos, we deal in facts. And the facts are that come August 18th, we've got a new weapon in the arsenal of Truth that will effortlessly defeat many, many attempts to mislead, disinform and terrorize the public.

It is vitally important that you support this initiative by pre-ordering your own copy. So far only about 1 in 20 of our readers are doing so, and I am concerned that we may not reach our goal of 15,000 pre-orders in time.
I will now show you why this is so important. If we hit that critical watermark, we become a much more serious force in the media.

Efforts are already underway to smear and disinform the public about the contents of our book. We need to make it a strong enough political force that these negative reviews — with no information to back them up — do not dissuade people from reading it.

This is information everyone needs to know — and I have humbled myself by taking multiple volumes’ worth of information and presenting it all in one single, stunning masterpiece.

**CNBC COVERS OUR BOOK**

Our book was covered by CNBC — obviously a division of NBC, who also produced “The Event” — and the heading is the words “APOCALYPSE 2012 — PROFITING FROM DOOMSDAY”, surrounded in flames.

Of course, our Source Field book decisively rejects these end-of-the-world concepts as lacking credence. Abundant scientific and historical evidence is provided to reveal that there will be a positive outcome.

Nonetheless, here’s what CNBC wrote about us:

http://www.cnbc.com/id/42253651/FAQ_Apocalypse_2012_Explained

If you happened to search Amazon.com’s [AMZN 195.81 0.74 (+0.38%)] bestsellers recently for “2012,” most of the top hits would have been guide books of various sorts - how to visit Disney World, how to ace the GMAT, etc.

The number one book, however, was by a little-known author and won’t even be published until August: “The Source Field Investigations:
The Hidden Science and Lost Civilizations Behind the 2012 Prophecies” by David Wilcock.

At 528 pages, the tome will be anything but light reading. And it will be the latest of hundreds of books, videos, conferences and related products tied to predictions about 2012.

The 2012-ers have pulled together archaeology about Mesoamerica, New Age spirituality, UFO stories about extraterrestrials, and left-field understandings about science to produce a prophecy that something Really Big will happen on December 21, 2012.

It’s a confusing hodgepodge of ideas and predictions - so we’ve simplified matters. Read our FAQ - everything you need to know about Apocalypse 2012.

What’s special about the predictions about 2012? Daniel Wojcik is a professor at the University of Oregon and the author of “The End of the World As We Know It: Faith, Fatalism, and Apocalypse in America.”

He’s been tracking the 2012-er phenomenon for a while. He says it shares qualities found in End Times predictions through the ages, but is very much the unique product of the Internet age where out-of-mainstream ideas can easily find an audience.

“The 2012 phenomenon is something new on a grand scale, as an eclectic and counter-cultural apocalyptic, in contrast to Christian evangelical apocalypticism,” he said.

“And while 2012 is similar to Y2K fears, it is distinctive, much more of a millennial smorgasbord, a kaleidoscopic array of ancient and new prophecy beliefs.”

Plus, he said, it’s fun.
“I sense that a lot of people who are interested in 2012 are just plain interested because it is entertaining and weird, a new and alternative apocalyptic angle, and the ideas are so X-File, esoteric, and all over the map of belief, that you can find whatever you want in it, and then add your own doomsday ingredients to the millennial stew,” he said.

“There is not only good old doomsday fear here, but also the hope of worldly transformation.”

The article goes on to shame Jose Arguelles for dying before he got to see the 2012 prophecies he discussed come true. No one contacted us to ask questions or get more information about what Source Field actually says.

The assumption is made that by discussing other 2012 concepts, we get covered under the same umbrella — but this is decidedly not the case.

PRE-ORDER NOW AND JOIN THE FIGHT!

We do need your support to keep hope alive. This book is, I believe, the single most effective tool we have to give people a scientific education about these events that are about to happen.

For less than 20 bucks you can vote to stop the disinformation, lies and slander. You have my sincerest appreciation for doing so! If you've already ordered by now, thank you so much for your help!

Order from Barnes and Noble!

http://search.barnesandnoble.com/The-Source-Field-Investigations/David-Wilcock/e/9780525952046?r=3-D1&if=3-
My higher self asked me to disclose how others could achieve the same contact I first achieved in 1996 — and though I questioned the wisdom of this at first, I’ve now done it with the Access Your Higher Self video.

Not a ten thousand-dollar elite course, but an affordable, well-produced video series with over seven total hours of footage to explore when you include the bonus material.

This is another key way you can help us out.

Lastly, our primary source of income is conferences, and we have quite a lineup. I will write more about it after tonight’s event. We have Boston coming up, London England, a smaller and less expensive event in Holland, Tempe in November and the Rocky Mountains trip in Canada — which I am very much looking forward to.

I’m breaking my articles up into smaller pieces so I can update more often even if I get hit with unexpected schedule complications.

Right now I have to dash out the door to do Ancient Origins with Michael Tellinger — but we’ll talk soon!

A relaxed mind will keep you safe.
Chapter 17
EVEN LIFE FORM HAS A UNIQUE VIBRATORY SIGNATURE

The slower your rate of vibration the lesser the ONENESS is expressed the greater the dark and the lesser the LIGHT.

The faster your rate of vibration the greater the ONENESS is expressed the lesser the dark and the greater the LIGHT.

You who read what is said here—yes you—can be identified and found within moments no matter where your physical body form is located.

Not yet by our own Earthly science, but by the technology and science of the Galactic Federation of Light who are in charge of knowing precisely where each life form on Earth is located should a dire situation where you or I, or all or most of humanity, had to be temporarily displaced for a brief while.

Even if you were meditating in a cave in a Hawaiian wilderness and a dire situation suddenly was shown on their systems, you would be located and beamed up into the safety of a huge invisible ET mother ship always parked high in the sky above our Earth now during these fast moving end times.

Yes, again, the ET mother ship is big enough and has enough personnel to easily house and feed our more than seven billion population on Earth with ease.
Even the unique signature of every city on Earth is recorded and known by the Galactic Federation of Light.

The vibration of Chicago, for example, is entirely different from the vibration signature of New York or London.

Vibration underlies every single form of life.

Vibration enables the motion or consciously intentional movement of any form of life in any direction.

What we know and call a sentient or aware “life form”—as we like to call ourselves—is an intelligent, orderly, form-embodied, geometrically configured unique matrix of vital vibrating energy.

All Creation vibrates to the heartbeat of our ONE PRIME CREATOR of All That is in CREATION.

The degrees and levels of vibration in all of Creation are without number.

From one perspective, CONSCIOUSNESS and ENERGY are the base of every seen and unseen life forms from microcosm-size like a nanoparticle to the macrocosm size of an ultra-massive sun like Sirius or as the Cosmos as a whole.

“Like Attracts Like” is a Universal Law.

This law coupled with the Law of Attraction explains how “soulmates” are attracted to each other, even hundreds or thousands of miles away from each other.

If understanding the concept of soulmates, or of fulfilling a desire to be physically connected up with
one, if you are not already connected, there are five different soulmate books, any one of them for FREE reading at my Golden Key Library via the contact info posted in the Appendix of this book.

The titles range, from my initial best seller, *Finding Your Soulmate*, published in twelve languages, to *Your Soulmate is Calling*, published in nine languages, to *Finding Mr. Right or Mrs. Right*, published in three languages.

Enjoy!

Chapter 18
WHAT SPEEDING VIBRATION, SPEEDING TIME AND ASCENSION HAVE IN COMMON

Our vibratory level on Earth speeds up since 'Gaia' our greatly loved Mother Earth is ASCENDING, whether you or I choose to ASCEND or not.

ASCENSION is not a mystery, it is the natural extension or expansion of the Mighty I Am Presence within every sentient spark of eternal life from the tiniest to greatest embodied form in any plane or level of existence.

I repeat.

The slower the rate of vibration the lesser the ONENESS is expressed the greater the dark and the lesser the LIGHT.
The faster the rate of vibration the greater the ONENESS is expressed the lesser the dark and the greater the LIGHT.

Since vibration is what determines our lesser or greater 3-D reality capabilities and perspective, the faster our vibrational frequency the faster we move in and through space events relative to our Being.

This is good news, since Mother Earth’s collective vibratory speed, which includes all life forms within, upon and around her Being, depending on our freewill choice and decision to ASCEND with her, or not.

This naturally includes you, me and the all other human or sentiently conscious Beings within our dear Mother Earth.

Our Galactics tell us what used to time-wise be a 24-hour day on our Earth in comparison to less than a few decades ago is now a 14-hour day!

No wonder the day moments, hours, day, weeks, months now “fly by” so very fast.

Time will continue to speed up each day at we now move rapidly toward the critical mass point of our mass human body ASCENSION of Earth and all of us within and upon our current lovely-home planet.

Give thanks and prepare your heart, soul, mind and body Being for the great joy and rapture we will all soon experience.

So be it.
A world of ONENESS will appear well before the end of 2012 when our mass ASCENSION occurs.

First we will make an abrupt change from our existing, chaotic, uncertain, stress-filled governmental, political and financial life-style, since worldwide public public UFO disclosure will swiftly change all of the above as we naturally move into and warmly embrace our final Golden Age on Earth.

Thus all of the dark cabal engendered ”old world lifestyle” of lack and fear; of intentional division between races; of false and often fanatical religious beliefs; of continual wars; of destructive weather, volcanic and earthquake events will morph into a peaceful world and new lifestyle. Every species of life on Earth lives in loving understanding, cooperation and a knowing of the sacred divine Mighty I Am ONENESS that we each and all share with one another.

Can you, will you imagine it?

Does not the thought of peaceful, warm loving interaction with everyone and everything on Earth feel good (feel GOD) to you?

Remember that you now are blessed with a deeper understanding that what you give your focus to—or
hold your attention upon—soon becomes your physical living reality. Thus, the more of those rich 50,000 thoughts a day you keep on your bright shining future, on a harmonious loving ONENESS WORLD, the more you personally contribute towards manifesting it for your self and our entire one Human Family on Earth.

The average newscast brainwashed soul on Earth is programmed daily to think of a steady new stream of countless worrisome facts of life, instead of being directed to find and be in nature or a place of seclusion, to ponder, meditate, or envision a bright happy future for self, close family loved ones and humanity as a whole.

If you are conscious of this occurring in your life, make a positive, conscious freewill choice to detach from the old “bad news” stream. From this day forth, joyously put more of your daily minutes or hours toward the exact kind of world you wish for you, your loved ones and for every living human soul or life form on Earth.

No one on Earth now is here by accident. You are here if awakened to help awaken others, and if just awakening, to give thanks and join all of us other already awakened lightworkers and are an unstoppable force in creating and restoring total freedom and natural human rights to every sister and brother on Earth.

It is why you incarnated into this wondrous, fast moving, fast changing, end times timeline.

For starters, here is an immutable fact you can acknowledge and be thankful for, as am I.
You are truly ONE with me and I am truly ONE with you.
We are ONE.
And so it is.

Chapter 20
OUR 2012 UNIVERSAL, GALACTIC, SOLAR AND PLANETARY COINCIDING SPACE-TIMELINE CYCLE

In the geometrical configuration of All That Is in Creation, even our Earth scientists already learned long ago that a line between two points is a vector of forces.

When lines—vectors of force—cross enough at 90 degree angles, in sufficient numbers and places in a given small town, a huge city of towering sky-scrapers can arise at that point. This is literally “the rest of the story” of how New York and other large cities grew in their space-time points.

Likewise when sufficient lines of force cross and crisscross in the etheric field growth of a human embryo, one of our seven major etheric chakras of light, or one of our 21 minor chakras of light, or one of the uncountable unique minute chakras of light constituting the inner etheric blueprint platform of our gross physical body is created.
So in that LIGHT of the MYSTERIES, which I taught to human ‘masses on Earth for the first time ever in 1975 on a Warner TV weekly show, “The MYSTERIES” out of Washington, D.C., as predicted or prophesied by my Master Mentor, Djwhal Kuhl—also known worldwide as D.K.

D.K. prophesied more than 30 years earlier in the classic Alice A. Bailey book series, that a “disciple” of his would awaken and would teach the MYSTERIES to the sleeping masses on Earth for the first time ever via radio and other modern day communication systems of that future time.

D.K. stated that up through the ages the huge body of deep spiritual knowledge known then as THE MYSTERIES (now known as “The Secret”) accumulated from great adepts and Ascended Masters was taught only by word of mouth, one to one, or to only a few key disciples, but had never been fully revealed to public masses.

The story of how THE MIRACLE of this disclosure of the MYSTERIES came about on Warner TV, in Washington, D.C., as D.K. prophesied, is told in my book, *When God Speaks, I Listen*.

My book, *The MYSTERIES*, published by Millennium Publishing House in 1975, was recently updated by me and edited by our Chief team Editor, Pamela Leach.

It is available at my Russ Michael Golden Key Library website, posted in the Appendix of this volume.

Back now to the focused perspective of mighty force of Nature that has now set the stage for our end
times and our final Golden Age and mass ASCENSION on Earth.

As stated often throughout most my books, “there are no accidents.”

What has set the stage for our final Golden Age and mass human ASCENSION to absolutely occur—along with our sentient ever-loving ever-nurturing planetary Mother Earth Being is the cardinal fact that Dec. 21, 2012, is the critical alignment point between five mighty time-line cycles.

THINKING and MOVING from the greater to the lesser, as taught in the MYSTERIES:

• From the perspective of the mighty Graduate axis point of our great and mighty sentiently alive brilliant white Universe Being,
• down to the Graduate axis point of our mighty sentiently alive yellow solar sun,
• down to the Graduate axis point of our sentiently alive blue-green Mother Earth,
• down to the Graduate axis pinpoint of our sentiently alive rainbow-colored 'Mighty I am' all-encompassing Human Soul Presence.

Once again, you can find almost anything you can think of today on the internet, so if this topic is of greater interest, use it to bring up a swarm of data concerning massive time cycles taken for various wheels' of the various known astrological systems to align and thus create a powerful shared “vector of vital force” between them.

All is well.
Bless us all.

Chapter 21

ET CONTACT WITH MAJOR EARTH GOVERNMENTS FOR PAST 70 YEARS

As oft stated in the host of flying saucer and ET contactee books written from 1947 to this date when fleets of flying saucers were spotted and were big-time news on radio, and in major newspapers worldwide, the galactics, including the Grays, have been in official and non-official contact with major world governments for at least 70 years.

I played professional basketball for 10 years, and I played scores of games against the first team members of the original world-famed Harlem Globetrotter teams, starring the great Goose Tatum, and his successor, Meadowlark Lemon, and Marcus Haynes, an incredible exhibition basketball dribbler between 1946 and 1955.

During that full decade of my wonderful, passionately embraced pro-basketball career days, I knew about and read all the books about Edgar Cayce that I could get my hands on at that time.

My immense thirst for spiritual knowledge after my death experience at age 18 included a deep desire to also acquire and read all of the books written about UFO’s I could find.

These included all of the Billy Eduard Myers books—an awesome Switzerland direct UFO contactee
to Semjase and other members in her fleet, as well as all of the 17 books in his incredible contactee series from many different civilizations, including 'good guys' *Reptilians*, written by Col. Wendelle Stevens.

For decades, dynamic ex-army air pilot lightworker Col. Wendelle Stevens was a valued, highly-respected close friend of mine up to his death a few years ago.

A Wendelle Stevens' website featuring his books and biography, probably overseen by his daughter, can be found online easily.

Wendelle’s huge series of ET contact books often divulged how various different galactic visitors on Earth had made their kind offers to help turn Earth into a great Golden Age in a few years using their highly advanced E.T technology, but was always refused, and strongly so, by our dark cabal controlled governments.

The ETs explained the refusals by the major Earth governments was based on the fact the galactics insisted their pollution-free FREE ENERGY devices must be shared equally with all of humanity worldwide with full disclosure to all of the people and to every single nation on Earth. This was of course in complete and total opposition to the plans of the dark cabal governments of making slaves out of every one of us still left on earth that they had not killed or made a total slave of by their first failed target date of the year 2000.

Again if you search for this kind of information on the internet you will surely come up with “an army” of genuine truthful whistle-blowers. Many worked often unknowingly for the dark forces, but have now turned
to the light and are determined to make the truth they have personally known about this known publicly worldwide by everyone possible, as swiftly as possible.

So be my guest. Search away!

We are ONE.

Chapter 22

**Back-Engineered UFO Spacecraft, Time Travel and Teleportation**

Again, for timely publication reasons as clearly disclosed earlier, this chapter will be extremely brief. It is mainly here as a meaningful point of reference.

There will surely be tons of information you can dig up online if you simple type in “Back-Engineered UFO Craft” or relative key search words on this subject:

Ditto for the exciting subject of secretly withheld teleportation technology, as disclosed in Chapter 23.

Also in another of my FREE books posted at our Golden Key Library, in *Anastasia—A Living Goddess on Earth*, I reveal Anastasia’s life story in the Russian Siberian wilderness, raised by animals, and her ability to teleport her body from one location to another.

I also steer you to where you can find the awesome books telling of her astounding spiritual life history. Included is how you can learn the science of teleportation through a brief, simply disclosed exercise...
technique published in one of the books her soulmate author, Vladimir, tells in his greatly thrilling “The Ringing Cedars of Russia” best selling nine-book series.

The first book, *Anastasia*, first printed in Russia swiftly sold 10 million copies. It is available in English and is widely now published in most major languages on Earth, as Anastasia had prophesied prior to their publication, and it was certainly destined to be. Anastasia is a living mid-age “Adept” in ALL of the psychic sciences and her life story is fascinating beyond words.

Some of my spiritual friends claim the “Anastasia, Ringing Cedars of Russia” books ARE THE BEST SERIES OF BOOKS THEY HAVE EVER READ in their lifetime!

I have read and re-read them all, some at least seven time and I posted Russ Michael Book Reviews of each of the nine books at both the Amazon.com and Barnes & Noble websites.

Enjoy.
Chapter 23
WHISTLEBLOWERS DISCLOSE DARK CABAL MOON AND MARS BASES

No doubt you can find online countless genuine whistleblowers relating to a plethora of vitally important end times disclosures, but here are two especially key courageous lightworkers.

First is Laura Magdalene Eisenhower, great-grand daughter of our late President Dwight D. Eisenhower. In Ike's last public key address to America, he urged us to beware of the unending efforts of an ever growing Military-Industrial Complex empire's desire and continual drive to control all major governments and business affairs on Earth. A prediction that certainly came true.

The other illustrious, so timely and forthright whistleblower is, Andrew D. Basiago, J.D., M.C.R.P. (Dist), M.Phil. (Cantab), 49, the founder and president of MARS and team leader of Project Pegasus.

He is a lawyer, writer, scholar and 21st century visionary. Andy is an emerging figure in the Truth Movement, leading a campaign to lobby the US government to disclose such controversial truths as the fact that Mars harbors life and that the US has achieved “quantum access” to past and future events.

He has been identified as a “planetary-level whistle blower” by the Web Bot, which analyzes the content of the World Wide Web to predict future trends.

Andy's writings place him at the forefront of contemporary Mars anomaly research.
His paper, “The Discovery of Life on Mars,” published in 2008, was the first work to prove that Mars is an inhabited planet.

After publishing this landmark paper, Andy founded the Mars Anomaly Research Society (MARS), which continues to make breathtaking discoveries of life forms and ancient artifacts on Mars.

Andy is also one of America’s early time-space explorers.

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, he was a child participant in the time-space exploration program of the US defense-technical community called “Project Pegasus.”

In that capacity, he was the first American child to teleport and took part in probes to past and future events utilizing time travel technologies then being researched and developed by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).

For over ten years, Andy has investigated his experiences in Project Pegasus on a quest to prove them and communicate them to others.

Soon, he will publish a tell-all book that will describe his awe-inspiring and terrifying experiences in Project Pegasus and the true story of the emergence of time travel in the US defense community 40 years ago.

Andy was born on September 18, 1961, in Morristown, New Jersey, the youngest of five children. He grew up in Northern New Jersey and Southern California.

A past member of Mensa, the high IQ society, he holds five degrees, including a BA in History from the
University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) and a Master of Philosophy from the University of Cambridge.

While an undergraduate at UCLA, Andy became a journalist and protege of writer Norman Cousins, who compared him to Robert M. Hutchins and nominated him to be the editor of the *Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists*.

He was inspired upon meeting the futurist Buckminster Fuller in 1981 to pursue a career in environmental policy. After they met, Fuller wrote: “Andrew Basiago's integrity augurs well for humanity's continuance in (the) Universe.”

Andy began his career writing articles about the urban environment for Los Angeles newspapers, national periodicals, and the Cousteau Society journal “Calypso Log.”

He studied environmental law at Northwestern School of Law of Lewis & Clark College in Portland, Oregon, and then went on to design nature friendly urban plans for cities in California and study environmental law with Professor Malcolm Grant at Cambridge.

His papers about “urban sustainability” were published in academic journals in Australia, Britain, and the United States, and were cited widely and placed in the environmental policy collections of university libraries.

Andy was admitted to the Washington State Bar Association in 1996. A lawyer in private practice, he works with writers and filmmakers in the development
of books, TV shows, and feature films with planetary and interplanetary themes.

Recently, Andy edited several leading works related to humanity's contact with extraterrestrial life.

He was the editor of Alfred Lambremont Webre's book, *Exopolitics: Politics, Government, and Law in the Universe* (Universe Books, 2005), which uses as a case study human contact with an advanced civilization on Mars.

He also edited *The Fatima Trilogy* by Joaquim Fernandes, Fina d'Armada, and other scholars (Anomalist Books, 2007), a definitive history of the Fatima Incident of 1917 that explores its extraterrestrial aspects.


He is dedicated to making MARS the leading international organization to research, disclose, and educate the public about life on Mars.

His crusade to prove his Mars findings and bring them to public light has been called “heroic.” Of his founding of MARS, Andy has written:

“I am leading the campaign to achieve political recognition of the fact that Mars is inhabited because we must now enact the international treaty that is required to protect the ecology and civilization of Mars from visitation, exploration, habitation, and colonization by human beings from Earth.
“We must remember that Mars does not belong to the people of Earth. Mars belongs to the Martians! If we fail to recognize this, then we will fail our first major test of cosmic citizenship. “I believe that the people of the Earth are ready for cosmic citizenship and I believe that they are ready for the truth.”

Andy is also on a crusade as a lawyer and activist to have the US government disclose its time travel secrets.

He believes that lobbying the US government to declassify its secret teleportation capability, so that teleportation can be adopted globally as a new form of civilian transport, is the most important environmental cause of our time.

He has named his campaign “Project Pegasus” after the secret US time travel program that he served in during his childhood as one of America's first “chrononauts.”

Andy has enthralled listeners with his accounts of his time travel experiences on numerous radio and podcast interviews.

His appearances on talk radio's Coast-to-Coast AM with George Noory on November 11, 2009, and November 11, 2010, were hailed as major “disclosure events” and were popular broadcasts in the history of that show.

I am always interested in what major whistleblowers have to divulge, I listened to a video of this broadcast, and urge you to search online for it and listen. It will certainly stun your senses in a host of ways and bring you hope as you realize once
worldwide public UFO Disclosure is made all these seemingly fantasy “Buck Rogers” space age technology secrets can be swiftly utilized to usher in this final Golde Age on Earth all of us lightworkers are here to help disclose and usher forth.

So be it.

Andy has described his time travel experiences in Project Pegasus during mainstream television interviews broadcast in the United States, Canada, and Mexico.

About his truth campaign Project Pegasus, Andy has stated:

“Imagine a world in which one could jump through Grand Central Teleport in New York City, travel through a tunnel in the time-space continuum, and emerge several seconds later at Union Teleport in Los Angeles.

“Such a world has been possible since 1967-68 when teleportation was first achieved by DARPA's Project Pegasus, only to be suppressed as a secret weapon ever since.

“When my quest, Project Pegasus, succeeds, such a world will emerge, and human beings linked by teleportation around the globe will proclaim that the Time-Space Age has begun.”

ANDREW D. BASIAGO; Pres. - Project Pegas

http://www.projectpegasus.net/

Likewise, Laura Magdalene Eisenhower, great-grand daughter of former President Eisenhower and powerful lightworker, is now divulging her own personal involvement in secret assignments as a U.S.
government worker at a secret USA military base on Mars.

Here is some basic information about dear Laura. Much more can be found at her website.

Laura reveals the influence of the false matrix and works to conquer the hidden agendas that are affecting our freedom. Join her Facebook page at http://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Return-of-the-Divine-Feminine/294515654562

Laura is on a profound mission to complete his legacy and the Magdalene legacy in a way that is unique to her own soul code. It is beyond choice. These two forces connect many dots that are coming into our awareness now more than ever!

Understanding that she has historical roots and is from a family that has changed history, Laura has an incredible drive and great confidence in knowing how to change our future for the better. It is on multiple levels she knows how to do this and what it is going to take.

She is deeply connected with Magdalene and Sophia, which is a huge missing link in our world today, as the lost energies of the feminine are emerging to restore balance.

Growing up and into present day, she has been caught up in one adventure after another, taking on some extreme challenges relating to many things that carried over from Ike’s presidency. She has confronted the battles he was up against that still linger, and even some of the agreements and insights he had that were not able to reach fruition or resolution which relate to the Military Industrial Complex, the Global Elite, ET's
and the agendas of the false and unethical power structures in the world.

She has also gone through the depths of the World Soul as an Alchemical Warrior, working to create transformation and retrieve all aspects of the Goddess back into wholeness while breaking free from the grips of the archons, patriarchy, hidden agendas including a Mars recruitment and the Ancient Game involving archetypal dramas. She works to restore Sacred Union and the Tree of Life and help guide us back to the Pleroma.

Many scenarios connected to this and to myth seemed to always find Laura.

She has endless thoughts and ideas, action plans and solutions. She can link our ancient history, wisdom and divine blueprints, into present time-knowing that a golden future is a result of us being able to harness our creative power and our highest potential through a deeper and more intimate knowledge of our roots and the hidden aspects of truth that are out there.

Laura is aware of what it takes to reach our ultimate goals and protect the integrity of consciousness, and what is required of us truly to have freedom and justice in this world. She has access to technologies, plans and truths that can restore our planet and is connected to many who are already actively working on preventing Global Crisis and who are manifesting all the necessary change.

She wishes to draw attention to the things that are most important for our world right now and hopes to steer our creative power into the causes, projects and
understandings- that create the greatest shift both internally and externally.

She has both practical, logical wisdom and a deep understanding of the esoteric, paranormal and mystical. With a wide range of interests and a vast education that was mostly self-taught.


I have read several articles written by Laura telling in vivid detail about her own personal experiences at our U.S. Mars Military base. I trust fully that Laura is also a timely, truthful, whistleblower lightworker who has much more to share towards enlightening all of us as to what really has been secretly going on behind our backs for so many years.

Bless her heart.
Bless your heart.
Bless us all.
So be it.
Chapter 24

Is a Worldwide Mass Media UFO Disclosure Set to Occur Any Time Now?

My answer to the question I pose here in this chapter, is a resounding, YES!

We are on the brink, on the edge of being startled AWAKR. without warning, by a stunning, quite shocking widely broadcast “UFO Disclosure” along with a rapid series of almost equal shocking other disclosures about legal government leadership changes in all major governments worldwide who have here-to-fore been headed by or controlled by chosen Illuminati dark cabal leaders and political leaders, legally removed and probably arrested, with rare exceptions.

President Obama, one of these exceptions, is struggling against all odds to unseat the global Dark Cabal Beast, from within the pentagon and a cabinet, congress and senate loaded with powerful secret dark cabal operatives, will perhaps be the chosen speaker to make this Earth-changing “we are not alone” announcement.

This may or may not include introduction to and explanation of their agenda to lift all humanity on Earth into a swift Golden Age, by SaLuSa or other select representatives speaking on behalf of the Galactic Federation of Light.

Other almost equally shocking but uplifting global announcements will be separate disclosures that:
• all money on Earth is being backed by gold and silver,
• that all wars on Earth have officially ended and troops are on their way home to their own countries within days,
• some insights of how their advanced free energy technology and science will shared with us freely and immediately
• how no one on earth will be without adequate food, shelter and needed health care from that day forward,
• that all genuine needs of every single form of life on earth will be met with understanding, dignity and respect for the sovereign life Beings we each and all are on Earth.

Here for your further reading pleasure and enlightenment from time-tested, fully reliable lightworker telepaths, all of whom I hold in high regard and deep appreciation for the continual daily light work they do through their loving, caring, sharing hearts.

Sometimes the waiting, promises and assurances by our Ascended masters, Archangels and Galactics that DISCLOSURE will be happening soon seems unbearably long. One of my more than 3,000 daily Newsletter subscribers wrote:

Hello Russ Michael.

I trust all is well with you and yours.

What with the constant bombardment of revelations in regards to what the elite have been doing to the populations lately, (9-11, Katrina, fluoride poison in the water, killing the
middle class, and the loss of civil rights, just to name a few), is it any wonder we are weary.

I have striven, as have multitudes of others, to do all we can to share this higher information of awakening, yet here we still are. Is there more we should be doing? We are chomping at the bit waiting for ‘disclosure’ yet it seems no closer. The travesties of governments and the Illuminati continue to scourge mankind. Can you throw us a bone here?

I have been honored to be a part of the SaLuSa messages for 2 yrs. now, and derive so much hope. They truly have aided my enlightenment.

I have written letters to the President, congressmen, and my local paper, as well as shared his messages of hope and Love with many of my friends. They grow weary as well of still no results.

I know patience is a virtue, but around the world it seems to be wearing thin.

Any suggestions my friend?
Peace, joy, Love and Light to all on this magnificent planet dear sir, and thanks so much for all you do.
Sincerely,
Todd H.

I replied:

Todd—dear brother;

I suggest continued patience. Often re-reading something like the last 'Matthew' message and Blossom or SaLuSa updates...and holding your heart, mind and soul on what you see as Disclosure—of our coming Golden Age—and mass Ascension.

My new FREE book will cover much of this.

Blessings. I am.

Todd answered

I appreciate your swift reply Russ, and thanks for letting me vent.

I am quite aware of the illusion of death, but with all the chaos, greed, and ego-mania these days, there are many of us that are so ready for E.T intervention and guidance.

I suppose the channelings are the guidance, and the Universe is in

Divine order, so it's all good.

I continue to look within and watch the sky for the reality that many of us are co-creating.

I am at peace with whatever the outcome, but it is difficult at times to watch the suffering of those that haven't woke up yet.

With profound respect and Love,

Todd.

I hope this helped to give you insights in the caliber and patient staying power of my daily
Newsletter subscribers worldwide, some of whom—along with myself—have known UFO disclosure, our final Golden Age and mass human ASCENSION would arrive soon, relatively speaking, for more than 15 years.

Now observe the high caliber, the clearly stated communication and 'sense of synthesis' or wide over overview of daily updates provided ceaselessly to us by tremendously active lightworker, Steve Beckow.

Steve also posts a very interesting pertinent often daily email Newsletter to a wide worldwide lightworker subscription list.

He keeps a close connection with Suzy Ward, the physical plane mother of Matthew who is now a very, very clear telepath anchor on Earth for Matthew's Heaven sent messages, after he died at age 18.

The deep sorrow years after Matthew's death passed slowly, but at the precise right time, Matthew made a telepathic connection with his mother.

Suzy had mourned his sudden shocking death greatly, those slow, grief-filled years after Matthew's bodily exit via a car accident.

Matthew explained to Suzy, who went into shock when he told her, that he and she had made a pre-birth soul contract, well in advance of their human birth entry, that at the right moment for the both they would meet and bond in love after their birth entries into this ultra important 'dark age' end times time-line.

The plan they made and followed was that after building a very close loving bond with each other, as planned, Matthew would leave the body through his instantly fatal car accident,
He would then consciously ASCEND to the higher astral haven in the 4th dimension to Nirvana—or Heaven, as what most in our Western world would call our after-body-death exit location.

Then, at the right place in the time-line, he would make contact with her. She would act as his telepath, and from his literally high vantage viewpoint, he would communicate timely spiritual view updates to awakening human earth masses through her and she would in turn relay Matthew's uplifting, assuring, insightful messages of what the immediate or future Earth future held or holds for Humanity on Earth.

So Steve Beckow consults with Suzy, as I often have, as I know Suzy personally. Busy brother Steve shares hot tips or brief updates on added input from Matthew or Hatonn, about what is really going on behind our backs, as Suzy is a telepath for Hatonn, as well.

Enjoy!

**Steve Beckow Commentary**

What I'd like to do here is to look at some of the statements that SaLuSa has made during May and June of 2011 about Disclosure. I realize we're all weary of watching the crow's nest and hearing the lookout shout, “Land ahoy!” But SaLuSa encourages us here not simply to remain waiting for the event, but to continue building websites that show what the galactics and their ships look like and in all other ways prepare the ground for a global acceptance of Disclosure.
On May 9, 2011, SaLuSa said that the pressure the Earth allies were applying was paying off. He provided a thorough discussion of what Disclosure would bring about.

“The pressure that our allies have been exerting to bring disclosure out is paying off, and once the facts begin to come out it will soon become an avalanche. After all of this time the people are ready to learn the truth about us, although the more extreme incidents and events surrounding some disclosures will cause considerable shock. It will come from learning that ET’s have been in touch with your governments for some 80 years, and are known to have bases inside the Earth, and on the Moon and Mars. Whereas you have been led to believe otherwise, NASA has removed traces of their existence from photographs and film.

“By all means possible you have been kept ignorant of our presence, and any other civilisation that has attempted to communicate with you. Of course there have been individual contacts that have taken place, but it was hoped by the dark Ones that they would largely be ignored. The time has never been better for the truth to come out, and we are working with our allies to restore freedom of expression amongst your journalists and the news media.” (1)

He suggested that Disclosure was the most important item on the Federation's agenda.

“Everything we talk of now is with regard to preparing the way for our arrival on Earth. It will be the next step in moving you all forward so that working together; we can begin to restore the Earth.” (2)

He next mentioned Disclosure on May 16 and tied his discussion into the need for
terraforming, again saying that it wouldn't be too long before the first announcements were forthcoming.

“There is so much happening in your world right now, and the way forward will soon become apparent.

“Once disclosure is announced we must become known to you and enter your lives, as we are essential to the program for clearing up your Earth and putting a stop to further destruction. You cannot do it alone as the tasks are beyond you, particularly in your present state of disruption and chaos.

“Fortunately it can be handled quickly and efficiently once we are able to freely move amongst you. That we must arrange through your representatives, but it must be at a time when the new governmental appointments have already been made. All is proceeding along these lines and it will not be too long before some announcements are made.” (3)

On May 18, 2011, he told us that the galactic activities were increasing. He reminds us that the galactics respect our laws and protocols, unlike the cabal.

“There is much more for you to see as our activities are increasing. Of necessity we draw even closer to Earth as our services are called upon to deal with ecological damage. We keep matters in check ready for when we can come to Earth to finish our work. There are some very big problems that make us desire to come openly as soon as possible, but we stand responsible to higher spiritual forces for our actions.

“We act in unison and in an orderly way that respects your protocol and agreements
between countries. We avoid creating problems that might otherwise disrespect the sovereignty of all nations. It is not our place to interfere where you are capable of taking action yourselves. However, we will gladly seek to work with you to go speeding forward to completion.” (4)

On May 20, 2011, he again returned to the subject of Disclosure and reminded us that news of the galactic presence was spreading over the Internet. He acknowledged our work to publicize the galactic presence.

He added that much more of the truth of our history will come out after First Contact.

“All progresses well and our allies are pushing for the disclosure announcement. The facts have been coming out for many years now, but what we need is an official recognition of our presence so that we can introduce the Galactic Federation to you. There are numerous websites on your Internet where you can indulge yourselves in facts about our craft, and these are supported by photographs and even videos. Whether we exist is no longer the question as we have made contact with every major government.

“We want to open up the whole subject, and thus allow debate and discussion as to what has been taking place over the last century.

Governments will have to come clean with regard to their own part in suppressing information about us. They will also have to admit to their activities under the guise of allowing their craft to be taken as ours, or groups such as the Greys.” (5)

He reminds us that the galactics' huge motherships could not possibly have come from
Earth. He tells us that preparations continue to be needed for Disclosure to be well received.

“It is obvious to any intelligent person that our Mothercraft have not originated from Earth. They are in some cases of such massive size, being several miles long it is common sense that they are coming from other civilisations. There is also the question of the sheer numbers of craft that have been seen on some occasions.

“When you can count around a hundred or more as per the sighting recently in Mexico, you will know for certain that their origin is not from the Earth. The evidence of our presence is so obvious; yet generally speaking your media still hides the truth. We are pleased to say that this situation will not remain the same for much longer. There are many aspects before our appearance that need to come out to prepare people for it.” (6)

A UFO appeared over the Dome of the Rock in 2011 On May 25, 2011, he tells us that Disclosure is near and the galactics have ways of leaking information to the public, just as the cabal does. He warns us about disinformation designed to confuse us.

“There are signs all around you that are indicating the nearness of Disclosure, and when the latest information is meant to make the public domain ways are going to be found to achieve it. Even your dark Ones deliberately leak secrets when they feel it is in their interests, but that is sometimes purely for the purpose of preparing you in advance for one of their false flag attacks.

“Needless to say, they also as a matter of course spread disinformation to confuse those
who seek the truth. Trust your intuition as by now you should be aware of their tactics, and if you are well informed you will have a good idea of what should be set aside.” (7)

In the same message, he says that the scene is set for Disclosure and the galactics and their Earth allies await the first good opportunity to push ahead with it. He again encourages us to spread knowledge of the galactics to help Disclosure be as widely accepted as possible.

“Currently the scene is set for Disclosure to come out, and our allies are ready to push for the first ideal opportunity to go ahead. So after all of the waiting the event that will 'launch the boat' of revelations about us, is set to sail. Much is already known about us, but for the majority of people our story will cause much astonishment and disbelief.

“However, the truth must come out and cannot be held back any longer, the secrecy and denial about us has gone on for far too long. The more that is known about us, the easier it will be to obtain a general acceptance of our presence. We can then organise the many changes that must take place without further delay.” (8)

On June 1, 2011, he told us that the beginning of the new era will launch us on the road to Ascension and it will all begin with Disclosure.

“You shall see the beginning of a new era that will propel you onto the path that can only lead to Ascension. It has been building up for a long time and very little is required to really get it under way. We shall have a hand in that as you have called upon us for help. We cannot always do as you wish, but in this instance it can be considered as part of our plan. Much
work is being carried out to bring matters to a conclusion, and as usual our focus is on disclosure.” (9)

And finally on June 3, he again said that Disclosure was near. He revealed that the cabal are driving them to despair.

“Disclosure is near to happening, and it is becoming difficult for the authorities to hide the truth much longer. The amount of information coming out grows all of the time, and more people are prepared to go public with the knowledge they have.

“Almost every day you are hearing something new that appertains to the changes, so you are clearly being given strong indications of the level of activity involving our allies and us. Most of our work is still going on behind the scenes, and it is not yet the time to reveal too many facts regarding our intentions. It is sufficient to say that we have always given you a broad outline, so that you know the direction in which we are heading.

Depiction of Cdr. Hatonn”The pressures upon the dark Ones are driving them to despair, as they are unable to prevent their ultimate capitulation and surrender to the Light. Yes Dear Ones, we say the Light because it is the power that you have brought to the planet that is breaking down and transmuting the lower vibrations.” (10)

So again we are told that Disclosure is near, that the galactics and their allies are awaiting the first ideal opportunity to launch it, that the cabal is close to despair and unable to prevent the inevitable.

Whether “close,” “near” and “soon” mean this month or next month we cannot judge. But it
appears to be in the near offing and our task is to spread the word as broadly as we can, educate the public on the galactics and their ships, and soften the imminent landing, so to speak.

June 15, 2011
Wanderer of the Skies speaks
Greetings from the Federation:

These are truly exciting times. Much is happening right now that is part of the unfolding of the Disclosure process. It has begun. We find ourselves amazed at the Illuminati’s reaction to the their understanding that the time has now come for certain. They do not know which panic button to push first. They are scrambling to figure out ways to hide their tracks, cover their crimes, and position themselves for what think the Post-Disclosure world will look like. We do not mean to imply that we amuse ourselves at anyone's tribulations. We simply point out that we monitor these actions and can tell you they are fruitless. Better to simply come over to the Light, give yourselves to Love, and find the way.

As we speak, there are many activities underway for the triggering event to occur. We are truly excited on our end that all seems to be pointing in the direction of Disclosure at this time. While we cannot say from what direction you can anticipate hearing the first rounds from the rifles of freedom, you can anticipate that there will be no doubt in your minds that we have orchestrated such an event.

In addition to all the planned events to ripple out from the first Disclosure volley, we stand ready to implement the introduction of the World
Court for the attainment of justice against those who have hurt you. There are planned locations for these Courts and it may be sometime before we can assimilate all that must be put into place for these tribunals to operate. However, the Illuminati will not be going anywhere soon, and our technology will allow them to be found and tried no matter how much time will elapse.

In the weeks and months after Disclosure you can anticipate the free movement of all people across the globe without the need for your antiquated devices. This includes tourism on a massive scale, as everyone will now have access to discover your own race, let alone those of your Galactic Family, as never before. You will find, quite pleasantly, that you are not at all different from each other. Each of you has the same dreams, the same desires and the same goals and you can share ideas and time together as never before. These are but a few of the things which await you in the Post-Disclosure world.

Experience pure Joy, allow yourselves the freedom to feel the excitement of the coming moment, and share your Love with all your fellow kind.

Be at peace.

Hilarion: Tests of One’s Faith and Patience
June 12-19, 2011
Marlene Swetlishoff. telepath
Hilarion speaks

Beloved Ones,

In this time period, there are many little tests of one’s faith and patience. The patterns of thinking, feeling, reacting or responding that are
coming up now for review and contemplation are those that still need to be addressed by looking honestly within Self and also by observing Oneself through that which is mirrored to you by those who surround you.

Each and everyone who is in your sphere of daily life is playing a role that can bring to you the lessons and insights that might still be needed to give the final insight and revelation to enable you to finally let go and release the old patterns and ways of behavior that no longer serve the Christed Being you are beginning to embody.

Each of you has been feeling the weight of the World upon your shoulders and in a very real sense, this is the truth of it. Know that by the personal experiences and situations you have been grappling with, you are helping to clear these same issues from the collective field of Human consciousness and by utilizing the spiritual tools that have been given to you through various channels and scribes from the past and the present, you have been assisting to literally lift the density in the collective field of consciousness. You are like salmon swimming upstream against all odds to their birthplace spawning and seeding new life by their sacrifice, determination and perseverance. Remarkably, you have overcome so much by the practice of your spiritual disciplines with these most admirable qualities of the Spirit.

By your dedication and will, you are creating a New World, one that allows each Being to experience life in a Human body in ways that their Soul has chosen, to complete their education in the realms of lower density. Those of you reading these words are in the final phases of
the completion of karmic contracts and lessons that you took on before incarnating upon this Earth in a physical body. Know that all is as it should be and that you are successful in your spiritual goals. You are the Awakened Ones and have come to lend your considerable spiritual power to assist the Earth and everything and everyone upon Her to Ascend to a higher order of Being that will bring about greater expressions of goodness and greatness within the hearts and Souls of Humanity as a whole.

Observe the workings of the Universe by the reflections you see manifesting through the people in your circle of influence. You will begin to comprehend that, indeed, you are being supported in ways that you never dreamt possible before and that your Cosmic bank accounts are now overflowing with the goodness you so richly deserve. When you see this manifesting in your life, stop for a moment, acknowledge and give thanks for the blessings that are flowing to you and by this acknowledgment you thereby bring more of these blessings to you. There are many seeming miracles taking place and they have been happening so subtly that One could overlook its occurrence in their daily lives. All about you everything is changing and transforming at an incredible rate.

Now is the time of miracles, of the fruition of your dearest hopes, dreams and desires. It may take a while for you Beloved Ones to relax and allow it to come forth, for you have been so used to pushing uphill against the tide for so long that the appearance of your good now seems too good to be true. This is the beginning of a new phase and cycle of life and it will be
filled with great joy, wonder and miracles beyond current imaginings. Believe that all things are possible, Dear Ones, and so it shall be!

Until next week..
I AM Hilarion
92011 Marlene Swetlishoff

Permission is given to share this message as long as the message is posted in its entirety and nothing has been changed, or altered in any way and Scribe's credit, copyright and website is included. www.therainbowscribe.com

Thank you for including the above Website link when posting this message.

Bless us each and all.
We are ONE.

Chapter 25
THE GALACTIC FEDERATION OF LIGHT

The Universal Galactic Federation of Light group assigned to guarding Mother Earth and humanity upon our planet is comprised totally of ASCENDED Light Beings.

Similar in divine stature to our much revered now Ascended Master of Light, Jesus of Nazareth, widely known today in our modern age by his spiritual name and identity as “Sananda” already a Cosmic Christ in
stature, or other known and unknown Ascended Masters as Mother Mary, St.

Germaine, Mohammad, Krishna, the Ram, Matthew, Buddha and a huge throng of other so truthful, loving, understanding and compassionate, as well as fearless and each and all powerful Divine Sacred Beings, beyond words.

As often disclosed via many of their telepaths on Gaia—as they know our Mother Earth, by her universally known spiritual name—our lovely Earth planet on our existing modern day time-line civilization world would have been totally destroyed!

This would have resulted in the death of all life forms upon her by careless scientific experiments performed, stopped from being carried out by the sudden divine intervention of our ever-present, immensely powerful Galactic Earth guardians.

I for one, love, respect and appreciate each and all of them. I hope upon reading this volume and the many telepathic communications shared in this volume will open your own hearts, soul and mind to know they are here now by Divine Decree, from GOD CREATOR of our sacred Universe. No power on Earth can stop them from making sure we experienced God's promise of our forthcoming Golden Age and Mass Human body ASCENSION.

So be it.

Enjoy!
Dear Ones;

Today is an occasion when heightened energies are reaching you on Earth, one day of many that are occurring with more regularity. It is the gradual lifting up of your vibrations and is bringing changes into being. It is also a day when you can respond to the call to make it a Peace Day, by thinking it and living it to your highest ability. Keep peace and harmony in your mind, and let it shine out from your eyes and heart. If sufficient of you did so you could change the world in the twinkling of an eye, because the Light of love is the most powerful of all energies. Do your bit and know that many others are with you, including many powerful Beings from our side of the veil. The inspiration for the Peace Day has come from them, and taken up by Russ Michael. He is an inspired soul who is a Light-worker dedicated to spreading love and Light, and we commend him for his service to Mankind.

We often talk about your individual life plans that are carefully planned to ensure success, but as you must realise they in turn are part of the greater plan for your Universe, It cannot fail, and at our level we see it as already completed. Your part in it may therefore seem of little importance, but it is nevertheless a contribution that will put the final part in place, which is your Ascension. The Earth is a point of great interest for these very reasons, and it is known throughout the Universe. If you could grasp the immensity of what is taking place, you will understand how important your service is not just to the whole of your civilization, but also to many others.
We have total faith in your ability to see your way past futile attempts of the dark Ones, to prevent the changes from occurring. The energized movement is already taking place, and it cannot be halted by any power on Earth. If you can live your lives with this in mind, you will not be deterred in any way from the tasks in hand. Your efforts may seem to take place in isolation, but in fact they are all little cogs in the great Wheel of Change that is gathering speed. Rather than feeling down because they have been a long time coming, we register your appreciation of the need for patience, knowing that you will be well rewarded in the final days of this cycle.

When you sail along in the Light, life seems to be lifted up to where regardless of what is going on around you, you feel safe and at One with all else. It is largely a state of mind, achieved by your understanding of the reality in which you live. When you accept that you created it, then you also realise that you can change it by re-creating it. That is what you are doing now, and the signs of success are there to be seen.

The best is yet to come, and 2010 cannot be anything but a year of great revelations, and the fulfillment of many predictions.

As we have told you many times, it is you the people who decide your future and the dark and the Light are head to head for your soul.

Although we see victory as already yours, you still need to give your undivided attention to creating your own pathway to Ascension. Give no leeway to those who would distract you by creating chaos on Earth.

Ignore their fear making actions and words, and you will deny them your energy. Once your confidence is strong in the power of the Light to
lift you up, there will be no stopping your progress. You have everything you need at this very
time to be successful. Seek help if you feel you
need it but in the ultimate make your own way,
through the guidance of your intuition.

We feel both your excitement and also frustra-
tion as you wait for the announcement from
President Obama, that will for the first time be
the official recognition of our presence. You ask
will it really take place this time and we can say
yes it is 99% certain, but that other 1% will
always be there to allow for any exceptional
circumstances that may necessitate a change
to the plan. Human situations are such that we
can be fairly accurate in our predictions, but off
world considerations by those who oversee the
announcement take priority. After all Dear Ones,
it is the Creator who has decreed what is to
happen to finish up your present cycle.

Take heart from the number of higher souls
who are involved in your upliftment, who be-
tween them wield power far beyond anything
you can reach upon Earth. It is your combined
powers that are quickly bringing the Light
energies to you, and in this area the dark Ones
have little or no influence. You have experienced
so many traumas in your many lives, and for
some of you the mental strain is causing fatigue.
You know your time has been completed, and
cannot wait to move into those peaceful vibra-
tions that will re-energies you. Oh! to be able to
completely relax and leave your worries behind,
and meet others in harmonious loving relation-
ships. To no longer have needs that are not
being met, but instead have all your heart
desires to live in absolute comfort. That Dear
Ones is the future that awaits you and the dark
Ones will be consigned to the dimensions that resonate with their vibrations. They will be unable to intrude by force or allowance into the new dimension of Earth.

Carry on making your plans as normal, and understand that conditions will take time to noticeably change, even so we are charged with bringing in massive changes all round. The world is in a sorry state after so much neglect and damage to her surface. We have taken your needs into consideration and have a plan that will tackle many projects, but first we need to have your acknowledgement and acceptance of presence. That is why we know it will take an official announcement, from the most powerful President on your planet to achieve it. So like you we eagerly await that day, when we can say that the solution to your problems has arrived. Other countries will soon see the value of joining the Light forces but the leadership will need to change in some, where they are in the control of the dark Ones.

I am SaLuSa from Sirius, and can tell you that the Galactic Federation are behind you, and eagerly anticipating the positive response from you.

We find a large percentage of you are pleased at the prospect of our coming, and many others will join you once they are satisfied we come in peace. Great days beckon, and an end to all wars and conflicts are high priorities on our list. Peace is what you urgently seek, and peace shall come very quickly.

**Thank you SaLuSa.**

Mike Quinsey
Sheldan Nidle and his sister Susan are both direct ET contactees. Both were picked up and taken into Galactic Federation fleets in their early childhoods.

Sheldan's gripping account of his interaction and training by the Galactics is told in one of his several interesting books he has written. He is known worldwide, does many interviews on radio and conducts Webinars often. His contact info is posted in the Appendix of this book.

Here is one of his latest highly informative postings.

Enjoy!

Sheldan Nidle, Telepath
June 21 - Solstice - 2011

Sheldan Nidle’s Update from the Galactic Federation of Light and the Spiritual Hierarchy
12 Eb, 10 Kayab,
7 Ik Selamat Balik! We come again!

Your world is reaching the magic point where it begins to transition into a new reality. The dark cabal, at its recent meeting in Europe, was at a loss on how to prevent it from happening. Our Earth allies have set up the final timetable
for transforming your world, and the forces of Light are preparing to make the definitive push. Discussions with our liaison personnel are addressing how best to remove the dark's main agents and where to sequester them. Then, the subsequent trials are to be swift and equitable, as a long, drawn-out process serves no one.

This courtroom 'drama' will expose the true events and deliver proper verdicts on each individual. There is no need for this historic event to dwell on the excesses of "man's inhumanity to man." The goal is to explain this sorry history thoroughly, then make the emphatic point that a new epoch has begun. This is the purpose of laying bare what the dark cabal has been up to and the nature of the egregious deeds they had planned.

As one of your proverbs says, "Knowledge is power." This knowledge is to accentuate the end of your exploration into the dark reaches of limited consciousness.

The new caretaker governments will first announce and fully explain their many programs. It is felt that a time needs to be set-aside for the world's population to absorb completely what has just occurred. Your reality is to be literally flipped on its head, and this needs informed and forthright commentary by both governmental and private individuals.

After a period of assessment and activation, the next item on the agenda is disclosure.

Disclosure is a unique, historic event. Your global society is predicated on certain commonly held perceptions. Disclosure, as it unfolds, will shatter these basic perceptions. Our task is to assist you through the accompanying shock. We have culled from our
information on you the best possible way to explain to you the implications of disclosure.

It opens up what your ascension process is all about and alters your societal approach to Gaia. Although your society’s attitudes on this matter have been uninformed at best, you have made some laudable progress on this front which we can build upon, and we fully intend to do so.

After disclosure, our subsequent series of broadcasts will introduce you to the Galactic Federation and its technology. Then we will show you Inner Earth, and the Agarthans will begin an illuminating discussion with you. Our immediate task in this post-disclosure world is to monitor your governments, launch the new technology, advise you on your ascension process, and prepare the way for our mass first contact.

These activities will ensure that the final stages of your immersion into full consciousness are done in a smooth and timely manner. Heaven has drawn up a series of dates to guide the setting-up of your star-nation and your joining us as full-fledged members.

By then you will have participated in several intergalactic councils on moving a number of selected galaxies to the Light.

These events mark your emergence from the long quarantine imposed some 12,500 years ago at the behest of Heaven. Your unique brand of wisdom and your useful insights have been missed!

Disclosure is dependent on the transferal of government power to be carried out by our Earth allies. These promised changes did not happen on the assigned date given to us;
glitches occurred that delayed the process. Hence, disclosure is to happen sometime after the solstice.

We are in talks with our Earth allies to work out a scenario that is to be completed on the date we jointly agree to. Our mission here requires that the changes needed, before a formal disclosure announcement can be made, be achieved on schedule.

To this end, we are asking a special group of Agarthan liaisons to guide these various affairs to a rapid conclusion. It is critical that either a number of major regimes be ousted legally from power, or that they carry out a full disclosure, a most unlikely contingency!

The present attitudes of these major governments in truth leave us only the first option. The Agarthans assure us that these maneuvers can be done quickly. Thus, disclosure remains a done deal.

Blessings! We are your Ascended Masters! We come to you today with information on your Soul Force exercise. The initial response has been much welcomed by Heaven. The stage is being set for the flowering of your new reality. Each of you, in your own unique way, has amiably accepted those responsibilities given you.

We, too, are most pleased. You have demonstrated yet again the amount of sacred power you collectively ‘bring to the table’. As you continue to raise your spiritual, emotional, mental, and physical bodies with the assistance of Heaven, your growing consciousness has accepted the fact that you are veritably at the point of transformation.
This immediate period in your history has so far been marked by a rising tide of chaos which is now about to peak.

During this peak, an unprecedented transformation is to happen: Your world is to be inundated with new governance, prosperity, and, of course, disclosure!

Now, we are watching as our associates complete the final negotiations for getting the deliveries out. These talks also involve the leaders of the outgoing governments who are trying at the eleventh hour to strike a deal and haggle over the outcome of the trials.

We are fully aware that these prevarications are yet more delaying tactics on their part. Each minion of the dark cabal has done great damage to Gaia and to humanity, and these crimes require a full exposition followed by a just sentencing. Anything less is to palter with universal justice.

This exercise in justice is to be a means to gain a degree of equity for what the dark ones did to your world and your society. Once done, bless them, and seek mercy and forgiveness for all! You are closing a long chapter in your dealings with the dark.

Let us move with the Light into the next era, in joy and full acceptance of the great wonders that await us.

The time ahead is one of miracles and marvels.

Long ago, our world was plunged into darkness as once-mighty Atlantis sank beneath the waves. Since then, we have all experienced the misery, pain, and frustration of life on Earth's surface.
This life is now to change. Heaven has put in place a process for Ascension and a means for transforming this reality. Our many lifetimes have shown us what a great opportunity this is for you to make this nascent reality a most beautiful place, and our sacred task is to use the knowledge gleaned from our many lifetimes to lead you down the divine path of Light and Love to full consciousness.

We are not alone in this; we have many allies who are ready to reveal themselves when their presence is needed. Be prepared for great surprises.

Be prepared for the exhilarating joy that is full disclosure!

Today, we continued our discussion about full disclosure and the changes that are destined to transform your world.

The dark’s position continues to deteriorate by the day. The program set up by our Earth allies, under the supervision of Earth’s Ascended Masters, is ready to manifest!

Know, dear Ones, that the countless Supply and never-ending Prosperity of Heaven are indeed Yours! So Be It! Selamat Gajun! Selamat Ja! (Sirian for Be One! and Be In Joy!)

www.paoweb.com

Blossom Goodchild is a well-known worldwide lightworker, very modest, very genuine and a very clear telepath. She lives in Australia, conducts workshops from time to time and is a continual source of insightful, uplifting news updates from the Galactic Federation.
Blossom Goodchild
June 1, 2011

GALACTIC FEDERATION MESSAGE
Blossom Goodchild, telepath

Blossom: Good morning my friends. I was hoping you are about for a chat ... the subject being of your choosing of course.

Galactic Federation: Dearest souls of Earth ... We greet you this day and offer to each one of you our deepest FEELINGS of LOVE that we are.

We are greatly aware of so much change that is taking place upon you planet. Some of you are aware of this and some of you are not. But we ask you to accept that much behind the scenes that has been taking place ... is now ready to present itself in full view and there will and can be no denial of that which is presented.

You have been so very patient with yourselves ... with us ... and all that is emerging. You have proven to yourselves that you are Warriors of Great Light and it is now time for the ball to start rolling and for you to reap all the Highest good that you have so gently sewn.

In the days that are ahead ... and we speak in terms of days that are nearing ... what you behold will fill your BEINGS with the knowledge that all that you have steadfastly held onto within the TRUTH of yourselves ... that KNOWINGNESS that only you can KNOW ... was indeed the right thing to do. There is to come now ... the time in your world ... upon your planet ... when so much of greatness is to present itself.

You will no longer be able to sit in silence about that which you KNOW to be of TRUTH,
yet have been a little daunted by speaking of it to others. For it shall be that those others are now asking ... perhaps imploring for you to share your knowledge with them ... for that which they see in your skies will need explanation.

Here we must point out ... that all that we have spoken of ... all that we have shared with you ... and all that has penetrated into your hearts ... must now be encountered by the part of you that is of a HIGHER understanding.

In order for others to be free from fear of what is soon to take place ... it is imperative that those who have been awakened and KNOW that we are of LOVE ... shall be able to interpret for those who may only just be waking ... due to what is before them .... the absolute TRUTH of WHO WE ARE.

LOVE is the key throughout the entire affair. When one remains centred within their heart space ... they can FEEL the strength within ... that can only BE DIVINE ... then it is from this place in the heart that each one will discover a unity and strength among you ... that up until this time one did not know they were gifted with.

By following only your hearts FEELINGS ... by listening only to the beat of your heart as more and more occurs ... will you be able to decipher that which you KNOW is righteous and that which is telling you that it is not of the TRUTH. Be aware of deceivances by those who are now so very afraid of losing all that they have built.

Their kingdoms of greed and want have no place in the NEW WORLD that is being built by you ... the Warriors of Light who have come to crash down those walls and rebuild a NEW
HEAVEN. A place upon Earth that as an original species of this planet ... you are once again PROUD to be part of.

The time is so very near now ... our dearest friends. Long have you waited. Long have we waited. Yet cannot your hearts FEEL the excitement that something is about to take place?

It is now then that we wish to disclose the reasoning behind why we asked of you to 'collect bottles of LOVE' from inside of you.

Do you recall?

We asked for you to find a space where you would visualize filling up bottles of LOVE and storing them for us. We know that many have done so and we know also that many have not always recalled the memory to do so.

This is of no concern. Yet as each one CAN remember to do so ... it will be of value to the cause.

For it is this that we ask of you to do ... when the time comes ...

We would ask that when appearances of unusual vessels ... be they vast strobes of Light ... be they anomalies that one has never yet considered a reality ... when these 'events' take place ... and they shall .... we would consider it a great advantage for the unity of those of Earth and those not from Earth ... if you were to KNOW that the emptying of these bottles into your atmosphere will TRULY assist greatly in the merging of the worlds ... so to speak.

We ask you to visualize with the KNOWING in your heart ... the effect that this shall have. It will be as if the 'stoppers' are removed and the energy that has been saved/savoured will flow out into the very air in which you breath ... and it
shall 'meet up' with an energy that we are sending out to you. You will know dearest allies ... there will be no questioning of whether or not it is the right time to do so.

In great LOVE and joy we say to you that the very air shall be FELT because of this. For those who KNOW ... for those who have been waiting ... the trumpets shall sound! The heralding of the beginning of the next phase shall be set in motion by these events.

This next step that takes you Higher into your journey of Ascension shall then take each one into a quickening of stages for not just the individual soul but for your planet as a whole. It will be difficult sometimes for you to be able to keep up with all that is transforming and occurring and yet it shall be of such delight.

Wonder upon wonder shall be known to you. Things that one had FELT would never take place on your planet in terms of change ... shall in some cases ... happen in an instant ... and that which once was ... certain energies that did not serve ... shall have disappeared as if they never were of /in existence.

There is so much excitement throughout planets. You are the talk of the town! EVERY-ONE is preparing. They are getting out their best suits! This is the only way we can describe it to you. As if everyone has had a special regalia in their wardrobe that had a protective cloth over it ... it has simply been there ... waiting ... and NOW ... the suits are being brought out of that place and 'aired' ... It is simply a matter of the green Light for GO being shown and the time to adorn those 'uniforms of honour' will have come.
CAN YOU FEEL IT WITHIN ... OUR FRIENDS? CAN YOU? YOU ... YOU have allowed for these events to come into play. YOU who have persisted in your desires to improve and build a better world have allowed for this to take place.

TAKE IN SOME DEEP BREATHES OF GLORY! THANK YOURSELVES. THE NEXT PHASE IS ABOUT TO COMMENCE.

The FEELING that you will recognize within you as it does so ... fills you with 'HOME'.

YOU REMEMBER MORE AND MORE WHO YOU ARE! LOVE ... YOU ARE LOVE!

And as the Higher vibrations have permission to enter your planet Earth ... these Higher vibrations of LOVE ... this then is how you shall KNOW that you are of it. For the FEELING within you will connect with the Higher Vibrations that are coming through to tell you so.

Be of great enthusiasm. Be of great upliftment. Focus only on the KNOWING that YOU brought this about by concentrating on the LOVE that is. YOU who refused to let fear take hold. YOU who by following your TRUTH allowed the transformation to take place in the days ahead. There can be no failure of this now.

WE HAVE WON ... THROUGH LOVE.

THERE IS NO GREATER FORCE THAN THIS!

Remain in the space of excitement. Keep up the vibration of joy and happiness and spread it around! For it is not long now when those that have feared us through media misinterpretation shall be shown the TRUTH and 'the little green men' syndrome shall be replaced by the KNOWING that we are Pillars of Light!

Blossom: Any chance...I could get a word in? Guess not! No need indeed!
Yet I shall of course say ... THANK YOU. IN LOVE & LIGHT! SO MUCH LOVE AND LIGHT!

# 2 - Blossom Goodchild
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June 21, 2011

Blossom: Hello to you. I was wondering if you were around and if so what pearls of wisdom you would kindly offer us?

Galactic Federation: Words that we FEEL appropriate to share with those who chose to 'pick up' on them are merely a devise to allow your souls to connect with themselves. For in such a way you are then enabling 'memories' of knowledge that are already yours to be accessed.

You by now ... are well aware of the necessity to understand the reason why you are here. Some of you FEEL that you have not yet grasped it and yet we would beg to differ.

For those who are seeking further upliftment ... deeper appreciation of the whole ... therefore themselves ... may we suggest that one ceases 'trying' so hard? As you gain more and more knowledge, it appears that the need to improve the self and learn and gain even more on an every day basis is occurring and this may not always be beneficial to the soul. We do not mean it is 'wrong' to want to learn.

We simply FEEL it may sometimes make more sense to you ... in terms of EVERYTHING making more sense to you ... if one just allowed themselves to be themselves for a time. In 'other words' ... to take time out from all the studying and do some practical.
Do you see? Yes, it is wonderful to 'be prepared' for what is to come.

Yet may we stress the fact that NOTHING is written in stone (as yet ) and by the same token ... remember that you are here with a very serious matter in hand ............ TO ENJOY YOURSELVES! For this is how the very change that you are seeking is to come about.

It is time to elaborate. The kingdom that you are seeking ... as you are now aware ... is inside of you. This, as you know is where your happiness resides.

You do not need to take a vacation and take rides on merry-go-rounds in order to find the thrill in your lives. This is not so. This is not how you were designed. Inside of you is a mechanism that allows you to achieve heights beyond that which you consider to be achievable.

It has lain dormant for eons of time and it is only now that one is beginning to even question the possibility that this is of Truth.

Once you understand how to reactivate this 'machine', you will find that your lives can attain/obtain so much more for you to be able to 'play with'.

Of course, it will be good if we can elaborate on that in a minute , but of course the obvious question that I have to ask is ... how do we reactivate this 'little machine'. I do understand why you say machine, if we are accepting that our bodies are incredible machines activated by our soul.

Very interesting point Blossom ... you just hit the nail on the head.

'Activated by your soul'. This is exactly how it is done. It is indeed your very soul that allows you to walk around in your vessels that give you
this experience of Life here on earth. There is no dispute of this fact to many.

For once the soul has departed that vessel/machine it can no longer function on any level. There has to be something/one driving it, does there not?

Absolutely. I get that. So if we KNOW that this is how our bodies are activated, how do we find that little button to press to get that mechanism a' stirrin' within us once again.

It is of the simplest yet most complicated method.

Wouldn't you know it!! So, lets remove the complicated version and get straight to simple can we please?

In terms of 'awaking' this ... shall we call it 'Overdrive' ... it is necessary that one has the machine in top gear in order to proceed to the 'Overdrive' control if you follow?

You cannot go from gear 2 into Overdrive without causing serious confusion amongst the ranks so to speak. So we say that it is a gradual process that one is working toward.

Many of you are already in top gear due to all the processing you have accomplished and as you yourself feel sometimes Blossom ... you are ready to explode, as if you do not know what to do with yourself.

Bursting with LIFE itself!

Yes, I know that well and I know many others do also.

And this is exactly why we suggest this to you at this time. For so many of you are now ready to 'switch up' into Overdrive. And this now, is how it is to be ordained (?)

I had to close my eyes for a minute ... and this is what took place. So, I am assuming it is
for the reader to do the same should they so desire.

I took about 5 - 6 very deep breathes.

I then saw as if a Golden Key was being placed into my forehead and reaching through into the center of my crown( third eye) As many or you know this is your pineal gland and I believe it is similar to a walnut in shape. It was as if the key went into the 'walnut' and turned to the right ...three times.

I sat for a while 'waiting for something to happen' and then realized that I had almost stopped breathing altogether. As I took a deep breath 'I saw' as if electrical volts were sprouting from my head and they were of all different colours.

After a while I asked 'what now?' and they said 'Things will be different'.

Ok. So back to our conversation. I have to say, with all respect, that I am always a little dubious when an activation takes place. From past experience some 'FEEL IT' some don't.

So I guess I always consider the possibility that I just 'went off on one'.

One what?

Well, you know? A little wander of the mind. Just off on my own little imaginings. Then, due to the position I find myself in, I have to TRUST that it was YOU GUYS wanting me to portray this experience so that many can experience the same thing.

Any help here would be greatly appreciated.

Well, as is said in your world Blossom ... The proof of the pudding is in the eating. You have realized from past endeavors that it is almost always NOT LIKELY to be an immediate reaction to these activations.
Yet we would insist upon saying that they certainly assist in the progression, or should we state ... the acceleration of ... ones journey into the unknown!!

Meaning what exactly?
Is it not so ... that you FEEL you do not recall all that you are? Is it not so ... that you say you cannot remember how to 'perform wonders ' and use even the slightest bit more of your brain than you are already doing?

Indeed. And yet, without wishing to veer off track ... I am 'getting' that who I am is LOVE, and the more I am getting this 'Bursting with Life FEELING' which I am interpreting to be a more defined FEELING of LOVE, then indeed I could say that I am remembering who I am ... I am FEELING who I am .. LOVE.

On that particular issue that is most pleasing an answer. Yet it is not what we asked. You 'imagine' that you cannot 'perform wonders' ... that you are not yet capable of transporting oneself from A to B without the means of a vehicle.

You cannot quite accept that your soul is the vehicle that is transported and your 'rearranging by dismantling the physical and remanangling it in another place' is merely for the purpose of having the 'machine' to walk around in. (On your planet at least.)

You KNOW that everything is energy. So in simple terms the 'phasing out and in' of human flesh is not a difficult performance.

It is just that YOU think it is. As your soul allows itself to move into its Higher 'apartment' ... you begin to 'get' so many more things that you were unable to 'digest' before ... because your soul from that Higher place is able to
comprehend the workings of so many more things.

As you each chose to 'treat' yourselves to a little more grasping of 'what actually is' ... so much more viability is apparent!

The visualization of the Golden Key into the third eye is not a whimsical donation to make you feel good dearest friends. It is an actual process that can assist you in setting these atrocities that have befallen you in to a distant memory that shall eventually melt into oblivion.

Phew!

That was a bit odd for a moment because when the word 'atrocities' came, I had to stop and question what was going on ... but the word wouldn't change and once again I had to TRUST and of course, as always the words that followed made it make perfect sense!!

We thank you for continuing.

How far you have come.

How far WE have come.

How far we have all travelled on this journey ... this adventure.

This we are certain of dearest friends. That which we are to reveal, that which your hearts shall resonate with, will be without question ... an introduction into this HIGHER way.

We would ask you to notice 'differences' within your application to tasks.

We would care also to remind you to sip from the Golden Chalice.

These things are naturally of your choosing.

We do not give orders ... yet we KNOW of the benefits that following what FEELS correct and comforting to your soul can bring forth.
There are words spoken regarding everything becoming faster ... things taking place at a rapid pace in these days ahead.

You ALL have moments of KNOWING that the movement is accumulating much energy of goodness. It is a circle. YOU ARE THE LOVE that is lifting your planet into its bountiful position.

We, as your friends are humbled to be sharing this uprising with you.

There shall be a difference.

You shall FEEL the stronger power within yourselves as you move into ‘Overdrive’.

It is of course then up to you to take control of the vehicle in this Higher gear and discover what it is capable of.

You are aware that it is now time for us to close this session.

Perfect I have to be at my sisters for tea in 15 mins! THANKING YOU SO VERY VERY MUCH. WE LOVE YOU! In Love and thanks!


The Arcturian Group
June 12, 2011
Marilyn Raffaele, telepath

Greetings again dear ones. We see you anxiously awaiting some sort of action on the part of the Galactics and you will not be disappointed.

However, everything must be in place for it to happen in ways that will not give rise to more of the games being played by those who wish you not to awaken.
It must be done in a way in which there is no confusion on the part of those ready for the energy now coming in. There must be situations in place for it to unfold in the way that has been planned. We know you feel like nothing is changing and that things are simply getting more and more chaotic on the earth.

Yes, it does appear to be that way, but we tell you that all the cleansing that Mother Earth is doing is acting to shift the energy tremendously and allowing her (as well as you) to integrate great quantities of new and higher frequencies of light.

She needs to clear as well as do you, before the higher frequencies can enter and ground. All is proceeding according to plan. Do not fear.

If you have given your permission to ascend, then you will, never forget that.

We would now like to talk with you about the energies of the past; energies that you still hold tightly within with thoughts that these things are “good”. This is duality. You must understand that the “good” of the past is just as three dimensional as the “bad”.

They are simply the opposite ends of the same duality stick, so be willing to also let go of what you call “good” in your experience. Most are very willing to release that which is old and painful, but not the good; believing that which is “good” is spiritual. “There is nothing either good nor bad, but thinking makes it so.”

This quotation of Shakespeare’s you have all heard before— know that it is very true. When a mind is immersed in the beliefs of duality and separation, then that appears outwardly as good and evil. We simply remind you that you
must also let go of those things you have labeled good as well.

All that is new and of the higher frequencies will be those same things you now love, but manifesting on a much higher level; better forms of that which you already know. Understand that everything is a manifestation of the Divine, but interpreted and manifest by the individual according to his state of consciousness.

So please dear ones, be willing to let go of everything—all you deem good as well as that you consider bad. It is a matter of knowing only truth at all times, and holding this truth as your center and focal point in the realization of One regardless of what appearances may be presenting themselves.

We would also like to talk with you regarding the energies of change you see taking place in the world. What you are observing as chaos in the Middle East is the awakening of many souls.

They are beginning to feel the new energy of truth and it is manifesting as their desire for freedom, security, and self worth. These dear souls do not consciously know that what they are experiencing is a shift in their energy to a higher level, but that is what is happening.

They are feeling and responding to the new world energy which is one of peace, happiness, and rights for all people because all are ONE.

Those who are dying and suffering at this time, volunteered (pre-birth) to do this in order to help the planet and all peoples move forward.

Send these courageous men and women light.

Visualize white light flowing to these countries and these dear ones who are putting their lives on the line for the many.
Do not place conditions on this Light, meaning that this light is to do this or that, but simply send it.

White Light sent with the intention to flow Divine Light energy to a situation or person contains within it everything needed for each.

We would add that when you ever send light to individuals you want to help and you feel a block, simply send it to their Higher Self with the intention that when the individual is receptive, it will be given it to him.

The fires in Arizona and New Mexico are a clearing of old energy with regard to the settling of these lands. There was much fighting, fear, and hatred in those times, and many died.

It is this old and heavy energy that is now being cleared through fire.

You see, it is vital that you realize that you always leave your mark—an energy signature, dear ones.

Every thought, every word, and every action is energy and this is why we urge you to be conscious your thoughts and your words. What you say and how you say it always carries an energy so be aware of exactly what energy you are choosing to send forth.

For example, there are times when you may be required to speak firmly to someone, but firm words spoken with love (that is with the realization of the Divinity of the other even when they do not know it), carry a very different energy than those same words when spoken by someone saying them with hate.

They may be the same words, but now carry a totally different energy.

Remember this example, dear ones, for everything is energy and just because you
cannot see it, you always leave your mark so to speak.

**We are the Arcturian Group**

Always a busily active lightworker, Suzy Star writes:

Dear Ones,

Another important message that I thought you might appreciate reading from our space family.

This new message of Wanderer of the Skies also tells us about the narrow gap there still is for the cabal:

Love, blessings & peace,

Suzy Star

Wanderer of the Sky is the identification signature of this particular Galactic Federation of Light messenger telepath.

The number of telepaths who genuinely receive and post insightful messages like this to their circles in their language in their countries or to everyone on the internet is huge and very effective in aiding our soon-to-be heard already mentioned worldwide UFO disclosure and the other stated exciting series of relative 'new Earth' announcements
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**Our Earth Wanderer of the Skies telepath writes**

June 15, 2011

Greetings from the Federation:
Again we send our message to the Illuminati
to reconsider their position in this matter and
come to reason and to the Light.

We ask that those of the Illuminati who wish
to do so to “break rank” and move towards
Disclosure, for the sake of all humanity, and for
their own considerations. We again tell you that
these actions will no doubt act as a mitigation to
the justice to be meted out in the world courts
for all the transgressions made against your
people. It is imperative that you fulfill your
obligations to your own race and step back from
the brink of insanity to face ascendancy.

You will not regret such a move and you
have our blessings in doing so.

Your actions, as small as you think they may
be in the whole scheme, will have tremendous
effects on all.

We are never far away from all that is
happening on your world and we have certainly
monitored the recent meetings of your so called
Bilderbergs. They are quite aware of this as
well. They monitor your

Internet just as you do but unlike the critics,
they know from where this information comes.

We will remain silent as to the various dis-
cussions held at these meetings and take a
“wait and see” approach to their suggestions
as to how to deal with this issue. Our offer of
Compassion, Clemency, and Love remains
forever on the table. Their actions will dictate
the outcome but the window of opportunity is
quickly closing.

Stand ready for what you have so far
prepared for. We know these words can seem
trite at times and certainly long in the coming,
but you will see how a little act of Disclosure can have such profound consequences for you.

These consequences are what has caused all the delay as each element must be accounted for in the overall plan. The act itself seems simple enough—a world leader addresses his or her nation and an irrevocable statement is made of our existence. But in the aftermath of such a statement comes the revelations of truths that will extend out like waves from a drop in a pond only with sustained intensity.

We are surrounding you in Love and Light as you gather up the energies you will shortly need to spring into action to educate the masses of our arrival. Be forever of open hearts, stand tall against adversity, keep Love and Compassion always for each other as these will guide you to the truth.

**Suzy Star's added NOTE:**

Please hold a few moments of silent prayer of compassion and love with me to help as many as possible accept the offer of clemency and forgiveness so as many as possible may join us in ascension.
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**Our Earth Wanderer of the Skies telepath writes**

June 17, 2011

Greetings from the Federation:

As you have your saying, “we are jumping out of our skins” with excitement that the event of disclosure has not met with anything which
would cause us to delay further or divert us, even temporarily, from our plans. There is much excitement here that we may finally, and shortly, be underway in the process towards our meeting and your movement to Ascension.

Activity here is at an all time high. Everyone has their “assignment” and everyone is busy interacting to get into place that which is needed for the floodgates to open. We await divine word for the final nod that will allow us to set into motion that for which we have long planned.

We remind you of your purpose in these coming days to keep each other calm, to discuss with those who are not “in the know” what these events really mean and how you have been “seeing this coming” for much longer than they have.

You can, by your examples of Love and Compassion, teach the truth of our appearance when we reveal ourselves after Disclosure.

We are counting on you to stay the course and become the teachers of love through example, unconditionally and compassionately. In this way, you can lead each other through the anxiety of First Contact and truly reveal yourselves as the Light workers that you are.

Simply put, we love you. Thank you for all your work in this effort and for a job well done.

Be at peace

Bless all humanity on Earth
We are ONE.
Greetings from the Federation:

Our call to your “lost” souls in the Illuminati has not been without success. Several groups have made the transition to a Disclosure pact, breaking away from those entrenched in the old ways.

Certain agreements have been reached which pave the way for your leadership to be assured that their announcements, made in their time, can come without reprisal from these groups. Our confidence remains very high that there will be an event which will start the process of Disclosure for you very soon.

Do not lose hope in us as we have not lost hope in you. Rather, send Light and Love and direct your intention of Disclosure as powerfully as you can towards your own leaders, and that Love will lift them to inspiration to undertake what must be done on their end to initiate this process.

We had hoped that more video evidence of our different species would be out in the public domain by now as we feel it is imperative that you see these images to acclimate yourselves to what we are.

We implore those who control this information to continue your campaign to “leak” these images, in whatever way is comfortable for you to do so, in the hopes that this can still be realized.

We continue our own campaign to allow direct photographic evidence of us to come
through our own sources so that you can know these things first hand. There is much resistance to this approach from the majority, but we have stated our case.

Never despair in what you do. Intensify the Love inside yourselves so that you can direct it to those in your leadership capacities with the intention that they bravely take on the process of Disclosure from your perspective.

Once that is accomplished, we promise we will “pick up the ball” on our end to complete the task. Be of Love and Light and forever of Hope.

Be at peace.

Chapter 26
THE COOPERATIVE HUMAN AND ET CLEANSING OF ALL EARTH

What joy! The heavenly thought of working side-by-side with our dear ET sisters and brothers to swiftly clean up our immensely polluted Earth—oceans, seas, lakes, rivers, streams and the very air we breathe—in almost every place we live or in all of the heavily settled sites of what we deem as civilized.

Creating our physical level future through visualization as we all do as daily life enfolds us, is more effective as proven again and again by Gregg Braden and many other intrepid new Earth scientists like Gregg, or a host of other prominent, leading edge researchers have done.
So imagine with me, if you will, how you and I will work at what we do best, even if that is dependable menial labor or helping run computer programs, to give “hands on” help cleaning up the earth, ocean, lakes, rivers or streams and the atmosphere.

I would guess, besides the hands on work required on site, that most of the clean up work will be done by their technology and computers that is far beyond what our current technology or computers can assess or do. Yet knowing that I, like everyone here on Earth, have contributed to this pollution in scores of perceivable ways and many unknown or unseen ways in this lifetime alone, I will be asking for and will be happy to take on any assignment handed to me. Whatever help I an give to undo what I and my peers on dear Mother Earth have done to blemish the pristine purity that was hers, especially before this recent industrial revolution.

I can still recall and envision in my mind, growing up off the golden sand dune shores of Lake Michigan in our USA, that as a child the waters of the lake were pristine clear.

The golden sand at my feet was visible as I looked down. Swimming under water, I could clearly see five yards ahead of me at the feet and body of anyone standing away from me in the lake at that distance.

When I revisited Lake Michigan shores near my home by Warren Dunes (about 100 kilometers or 80 miles or so on Lake Michigan from Chicago) about 20 years later, I was greatly shocked and disturbed!

On the very same beach, about 11 miles north of Saint Joseph, Michigan, the former so crystal pure,
beautiful lake waters and clean golden sands were now greatly soiled.

The Michigan lake water right near the shore that I had reluctantly waded into was so darkly polluted that looking straight down I could not see my feet in the now murky soiled water. Nor could I see the formerly clearly seen underwater golden sands in the so very fresh, clear bathing and swimming water below that I had known and loved so greatly while growing up through my childhood and into my youth.

The Galactics assure us once UFO disclosure takes place and they arrive openly they can easily, working closely with us, return Earth to her former crowning pristine purity within a few brief months.

As hopefully you do, I await expectantly and patiently to begin some “hands on” clean up work of our dear Mother Earth in any manner I am assessed and assigned to do.

I am certain, it will not be hard work, as many of us might have thought it could be—or will be—but rather a continual, friendly, happy-heart fun time for all.

See you somewhere there, soon.

So be it.
Chapter 27
‘A STATE OF HAPPINESS’

Dear, so much loved, sister and brother readers of what I have felt and heard in my heart and joyously scribed here.

In my near nine decades of human life this time around, I have been fortunate to know, interact with and encounter a literal multitude of truly awesome and totally dedicated LIGHT workers.

Most of them are genuine 'Messengers of GOD' on Earth.

I am so pleased to introduce you to one who I love, respect and admire with all my Being.

Dear Gloria Wendroff “walks the talk” of what she teaches in her daily life expressions.

Gloria not only teaches others how to sit in the stillness and Godwrite, without fail Gloria has sat to receive and Godwrite a HEAVENLETTER message from GOD CREATOR for each and all of us read, ponder, and grow in spiritual stature on Earth DAILY for now more than 3,850 consecutive days.

There are 352 days in a year.

Divide 352 into 3,850 to see how many years dear Gloria Wendroff has sat without fail through sickness, and every daily stress or earthly turmoil. While traveling, or wherever she finds herself daily and nightly, to receive and give a crystal clear, uplifting Divine Spiritual telepathic message, directly from GOD to anyone on Earth, who has “ears to hear” and thus is
ready to receive this ultra-blessed gift from our one GOD CREATOR. to her or him.

For many years now, I have looked forward with anticipation to each new unique daily Heavenletter—as do my daily Newsletter readers—as published 5 days a week, Monday to Friday in my daily FREE email, “Michael Worldwide Newsletter”—compiled and posted to my more than 3,000 lightworker subscribers and readers worldwide. Every daily edition always contains a new wondrously delightful and revelatory HEAVENLETTER.

I am treating you to two HEAVENLETTERS in this volume.

See the APPENDIX in this volume for the contact information to subscribe to both my FREE worldwide, daily newsletter and directly to Gloria Wendroff’s HEAVENLETTER, which is also posted in a host of foreign languages. There is also a published book of HEAVENLETTERS, which is a treasure to read and share with loved ones and friends.

You will find other important contacts with several other major very active Lightworkers worldwide posted there too.

I love you.

Bless us all.

ENJOY!
HEAVENLETTER - # 3843 –
A State of Happiness
June 3, 2011
Gloria Wendroff, telepath

Heavenletters™, bringing earth closer to Heaven.
God is always bringing us closer to Him

HEAVEN #3843
A State of Happiness

God said:

There is no need to ask yourself the question: “Am I happy?” You are happy until you start asking yourself if you are. You lose your immediacy as soon as you question the state of your Being. Happiness is not a self-awareness technique. As soon as you call your attention to your happiness, it leaves. Happiness takes your asking as a dismissal.

As soon as you ask yourself, “Am I happy?” you start thinking of reasons why not to be happy. As soon as you ask yourself, “Am I really really happy?” you lose your state of happiness. It is like happiness is embarrassed and covers its face. Your natural state is of happiness.

If someone were afraid of heights, and did not know he was walking on a ledge twenty feet above the sidewalk, he would not be afraid. As soon as he becomes aware, fear sets in. Conscious awareness is not always the best place to be.

Better not to question where you are.

When you are involved in a creative project, painting or music or story-writing, for example,
you are not thinking, “Am I happy?” You just are.

We could consider a state of happiness something like Godwriting. When you are Godwriting, you are in that state of Godwriting. If you say to yourself, “Am I Godwriting? Is this really Godwriting?” then you are out of the state.

When you ask yourself such questions, you put your attention on your motley self. When you are in a creative state, your attention is not on yourself. You are out of awareness of your little self.

Nor is this a good question for you to ask about someone else. “Is so and so happy?” Happiness is not to be thought about. Do you understand what I mean? Asking such questions is putting up a barrier to happiness. Happiness is not conscious of itself.

If you continually asked a rose, “Are you a rose? Are you really a rose? Are you always a rose?” even a rose will start to wonder about its own identity. A rose knows its rose-ness. Rose-ness is. A rose is a rose is a rose. And your natural state is happiness.

When you ask if you are happy, you interrupt happiness. When you ask, “Am I doing the right thing?” you waver. When you ask, “Should I spend my money on this object,” you waver.

When you ask yourself, “Am I happy?” you can only waver. A minute ago, you were happy. And now you ponder. And you push happiness off a cliff.

However, reversely, it does not work the same. If you say, “How unhappy I am. How can I be this unhappy?” the state of unhappiness
deepens. You become sure of it. Your unhappiness is probably even worse than you thought. Now you become desperately unhappy.

Think about other things rather than about your state of happiness or unhappiness. Happiness is not a state of thinking. You cannot make yourself happy. The best thing you can do for happiness is to not think about it. Be it.

You do have a well of underlying happiness. Don't muddy it. When you analyze the water, you stir it up. That's how you muddy it. No longer muddy your happiness. Let it be.

If you want to add to your happiness, add to someone else's happiness.

Certainly, don't add to someone's unhappiness. Even when you have the thought, "I would like to do something that will make my friend happy," you are adding to your own happiness.

Going within does not mean to ask about your happiness. Happiness is always yours, yet it is not something you possess. It is something you are.

Gloria Wendroff, Overseer The Godwriting™ International Society of Heaven Ministries
703 E. Burlington Avenue, Fairfield, IA 52556
Visit www.heavenletters.org

Subscribe to Heavenletters by the hat!

Although Heavenletters are copyrighted, you are invited to share them, send them to friends, add to your newsletter, use as a signature, make bumper stickers, skywrite with them - whatever you like, and please include the Source!

www.heavenletters.org
And, of course, do not charge for them!
We love to have new readers come to
HeavenLetters through you.
Gloria writes: What Heavenletter comes up for
you today? It's kind of like I Ching! If you haven't
tried this yet, click at my website. What
message was yours today?

Can you understand now why I made the decision
to share these so very spiritually enightening messages
with you in this volume. Who could ever find a better,
more enlightened Source of spiritual enlightenment?

Here now then is the other 'immediate taste' of
HEAVENLETTERS i promised to you. A third
HEAVENLETTER treat will be found in the Appendix of
this book.
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HEAVENLETTER - # 3844 - Keep the
Peace
June 4, 2011

Gloria Wendroff, telepath

Heavenletters™, bringing earth closer to
Heaven.
God is always bringing us closer to Him

HEAVEN #3844
Keep the Peace

God said:
Much of the time you like life to be what you
think it should be rather than what is. By the
same token, you look to yourself to be what you
should be and yet you see yourself as not. You
want to be many things to many people, most of all, to yourself, to your picture of yourself.

You want to be what you think I want you to be. Beloveds, do not think that I want you to give up your peace to be an enabler to the world.

We have spoken about patterns in life. You may have a pattern of inviting turmoil and distress into your life, as if the ocean without a storm is too placid, too uneventful, too calm. Do you crave storms at sea? Do you like the roughness? Do you like life stirred so that you can think of disturbance from the outside rather than from the inside?

Sometimes you may say to yourself: “As a good person, I invite this one or that one into my life. I should help. This is what I should do.” And so you pat yourself on the back. You can be a good person without becoming the most wonderful giving person in the world especially when you cannot live up to it. You may give more than you can give. You may give what is not yours to give, and you may not give it very well.

Yes, you want to think about others, and yet you don’t want to think of others to the detriment of yourself. There are many ways to help and maintain peace in your life. You deserve to have peace. Remind yourself that you are a good giving person who maintains peace. Remember, beloveds, you are not the savior of anyone.

The Great Ones gave of themselves to others. The Great Ones brought others into their hearts but not into their hearths. They did not give up their peace for others. What good would they have done anyone then?
The Great Ones kept their peace, and so they gave peace to the world.

Can you imagine the Great Ones putting themselves into situations where they would resent others for disturbing their peace?

If you live in havoc, what are you giving to the world? And what are you giving to those whose havoc you may accept into your life?

I have never advised you to give a pound of flesh. I have never advised you to undercut yourself for the idea of an image of yourself you insist you must reflect. Truly, dear ones, you are not being unselfish when you let your life become disruptive.

Do not say, “Oh, well. I will live through this.” Do not say, “I am giving up my peace and quiet for the sake of others.” You are giving up your peace and quiet for an imagined picture of yourself. If you cannot react peaceably to havoc that you have invited into your life, then you have invited strife.

You have added to the strife. You are thinking minutely. You are trying to be something you are not, and you do not even save yourself, let alone others. Do not think you are noble. You are creating a false picture of yourself.

On one hand you give, and in another, you take. You may take away from others their ability to fend for themselves. Certainly, you help no one when you fly off the handle.

Some people can put out fires. Some people can stay out of the fray. You may not be one of these. As you get angry and yell or whatever you do when you are angry, you are adding fuel to the fire.
By virtue of feeling angry, you are aiding and abetting dependency upon you. You may have convinced yourself otherwise, yet what you are doing may be indulging yourself and not serving others at all.

Gloria Wendroff, Overseer The Godwriting\textsuperscript{T}
International Society of Heaven Ministries
703 E. Burlington Avenue, Fairfield, IA 52556
Visit www.heavenletters.org
Subscribe to Heavenletters by the hat!
Although Heavenletters are copyrighted, you are invited to share them, send them to friends, add to your newsletter, use as a signature, make bumper stickers, skywrite with them - whatever you like, and please include the Source!
www.heavenletters.org
And, of course, do not charge for them!
We love to have new readers come to HeavenLetters through you.
Gloria writes: What Heavenletter comes up for you today? It's kind of like I Ching! If you haven't tried this yet, click at my website. What message was yours today?

Bless us all.
Chapter 28
THE REAL AGENDA OF ET BROTHERS AND SISTERS GUARDING EARTH

So many undiscerning, constantly brainwashed dear human souls are caught up in the web of deceit and streams of lies printed in dark cabal worldwide controlled books, newspapers and magazine articles or spoken out falsely on radio and TV that a search for life on other planets has never born fruit.

Some people actually believe these lies. They believe humanity is all alone, even through we can see the countless stars in our night heavens above and scientists know every star is a sun—or solar system—with potential life-bearing planets orbiting around them as our own known planets circle around our own solar sun.

Who with a little deep or serious thought would assume that our Earth is the one fortunate ‘dot of dots’ in such a vast sea of billions upon billions, possibly trillions of other planets in this endless gorgeous ocean of Creation?

Granted, the majority of folks on Earth who do not accept any thought or belief that life exists anywhere else in Creation except our Earth are orthodox religious believers, raised from childhood in various religious false schools of thought. These innocent souls are most likely to think any genuine space sister or brother they saw, even in a similar human form as ourselves, as “agents of the Devil.”
However, by their fruits all are known, and I know the ASCENDED GALACTICS, once here openly on Earth, will have no real problem in converting anyone who still believes in false religious teachings. That instead of a vengeful, seeming insane pseudo-GOD, that the ONE PRIME CREATOR and every GOD CREATOR who embodies and presides over each unique Universe like ours is a total loving GOD of LIGHT. That having given us each and all free will, could not and would not judge a single one of us, who are each and all—without exception—a greatly loved, Daughter of GOD and Son of GOD on Earth.

Here on Earth, at the same time, more slyly and very subtly a false image of our benign space brothers and sisters who have been lovingly guarding our Humanity on Earth for millennium has continuously painted them in every possible dark human way.

ETs are depicted as ugly and hideous in “funny books,” in children’s television cartoons, in horror movies, and more recently in a swarm of ET television series, depicting anyone from space no matter what good face or truthful bearing they showed as secretly being monsters ready to take over planet Earth and to eat us all up alive!

Re-read what David Wilcock has disclosed about this in Chapter 16 of this volume.

It simply shows the dark cabal forces know that UFO disclosure is now due any moment, any hour, any day, and are swiftly doing all they possibly can to make as may souls on Earth very fearful of the Galactics when disclosure occurs and our dear sisters and brothers from outer space arrive here.
The real agenda of the Galactic Federation of Earth will become crystal-clear in the hearts, minds and souls of the majority of us. They will openly explain their role in assuring we move quickly into our final Golden Age on Earth as this then sets the stage for them to make sure all of us in these glorious end times choosing to ASCEND will have their divine desire fulfilled.

Read Chapters 29 and 34 in this volume for more detailed information on how the real agenda of the Galactics will be fulfilled.

Good times are ahead.

So be it.

Chapter 29

**MOTHER EARTH WILL SOON BECOME A GALACTIC STAR NATION**

Let me explain that the term “Star Nation” means any Galactic Federation of Light planetary member within our Universe.

It also means the conglomerate of entire races and groups of nations within or upon any single planet admitted into membership of the Universal or Galactic Federation of Light—not a singular nation upon or within any given sentiently alive water planet.

Water planets are the only planets that are alive or can bear life in any given sun system. The other
planets within the solar ring of any given sun that are not water planets are likened to what we consider a stillborn or lifeless child.

The number of planets within any solar system varies. Some sun systems in our universe may contain up to twelve planets within their solar being.

As a rule, there are from 1 to 4 water planets formed within any given sun or solar system.

Both Venus and Mars are water planets in addition to Earth. According to legend, Maldek, a giant greatly populated former water planet within our solar system, was destroyed by a fierce, long time intergalactic war that raged in our universe millions of years ago.

Maldek was completely blown to smithereens. Remnants still orbit within our solar system.

In addition, the surface world of Mars was destroyed in that fierce galactic outer space.

This now seems like the appropriate time to explain that most, at least the majority of sentient highly evolved planetary life species, live inside their planets—rather than being a predominantly surface dweller world like here on Earth.

Nevertheless, we do have a large, highly spiritually developed remnant of our old Lemurian civilization named Agartha living together in several small cities in Inner Earth.

The Agarthans have been enjoying a deeply spiritual, flourishing home life within our hollow Earth for at least 12,500 years, since the Great Flood that sank Atlantis.
Agartha's major city is Telos and is located under Mt. Shasta, California, USA.

They understand extremely highly advanced free energy technology, so they have no pollution. They have space ships that can and do travel to other planetary systems in our galaxy at will.

They eagerly await our mass full awakening on the surface world of our shared home planet, so that both our inner and outer planetary worlds live side-by-side in love and light.

On our surface world, we have been dumbed-down intentionally by dark cabal infiltration into all our arts, sciences and all our public educational systems worldwide. Few stop to think out the simple physics that all planets have to be hollow inside and accessible via natural tunnel formations or manmade tunnel systems.

Expeditions have been made into inner Earth and reported by several intrepid explorers in our 19th and 20th centuries, but were swiftly discounted and hidden by controlled mass media and our ever-present mass thought and action dark cabal controllers.

Check out our contact information in the Appendix of this volume if you want to know how you can join others in FREE conference calls to a genuine Inner Earth human being known as 'Billie' at www.HollowEarthNetwork.com

Inner Earth is also widely known within lightworker circles as “hollow Earth.”

Search the internet for more inner Earth information using either of these terms.
To more easily understand the mechanics or physics involved of how ALL planets have hollow worlds inside, simply imagine or think of what happens when your washing machine or clothes dryer whirls at top speed.

Think it through. Almost every wife or housekeeper knows the answer my following question.

Where do you find your clothes when the washing machine stops?

They unwrap from their previous stuck position to the INSIDE surface of the spinning clothes washer and all the still wet clothes drop from the top and sides to the bottom of the washer, via gravity of course.

At top whirling speed all the clothes in either the washer or dryer have moved as far away as is physically possible from the zero point center of gravity in them, depending on the speed of rotation and gravity force generated,

Thus as long as the washing machine or planet keeps rotating at top speed, there is a definite hollow space created and maintained indefinitely between the clothes in a washing machine or the spinning physical planetary matter. Flung from the surface of a whirling sun we know as a newborn planet that forms into a natural sphere orbiting in space around its mother sun.

Get the picture? If not, reread and ponder what is related above and in due time a clear understanding of why all planets are hollow will light up your mind.

Furthermore, there is always a spark of light, a miniature sun, at the core of a newborn planetary or human physical being, from out of which the spirit
and soul—of a planet, or you and I—arises to take living, moving form as a physically embodied Planet or Human Being.

Thus, a newly birthed planetary Being of Light is birthed from its own unique Source Sun.

All sentiently alive water planets have a miniature inner or central sun within to nurture and sustain them—with an eventual rise of fauna, trees, rolling hills, mountains and oceans that naturally arise and form their unique inner planetary world.

You too have a tiny point or spark of light located in a major human organ. Can you guess or intuit which organ?

Here is a clue. Why has the saying arisen in human conscious of “getting to the heart of things?”

Times up...and bingo! You got it:

Every sentient life form in existence of All That Is has a central heart organ where a tiny pinpoint of the GOD essence lives within.

Without it in residence, we are instantly lifeless.

Now when the collective different races within or upon a given planet reach their destined point of Ascension, the planet naturally becomes a Sacred Planet—or in the jargon of the Galactics, to us in and at our 3-D level it is “Star Nation.”

It can then petition to be a member of the Galactic Federation of Light, already comprised of thousands of Star Nations. All Ascended Star Nation civilizations, dedicated to help other civilizations in a 3-D reality anywhere in CREATION who are ready to be assisted
into experiencing a Golden Age or ASCENDING to the 5-D as Ascended Masters of Light and Love.

The collective consciousness of all of us on this time-line on Earth have petitioned for our Golden Age and mass one Human Family physical body ASCENSION—without experiencing physical body death, so we definitely will soon be ASCENDED Star Nation members of the Universal galactic Federation of Light.

So be it.

I urge anyone interested in more info on this subject to read my FREE Golden Key Library book, *The Birth of Earth as a Star*.

Bless us all.

---

Chapter 30

**WHY END OF THE WORLD PROPHECIES FAILED**

As explained earlier in this volume there is no time when false prophets or true prophets exist, for genuine prophets of future events exist in our past, present and future.

Fearful false prophecies usually are dark cabal untruths injected into or subtly and covertly layered into genuinely Bible truths in such a way that the Illuminati cabal always can exert control over how our
Earth masses feel, think or act upon hearing or reading whatever the prophecy.

These hidden transgressions of sacred truth from any religious cult formed after the death of any genuine Messenger of God like Mohammad, Buddha, Jesus, the Ram, Krishna, etc., are sly twisted, debased and altered in the spoken or written documents—like our Christian Bible—so they can be openly used against the welfare of our being. Illuminati dark forces topped this off by putting a so-called sacred seal on the document stating all spoken or written word presented is "sacred truth" and no mortal on Earth dare, can or will ever change the "truth" of it.

As the controllers know, putting a powerful seal of "truth" and SWEARING BY IT, so to speak, falsely engrains in the mind of the listener or reader that what is "said," "written" and "sworn" by the Bible is absolute truth, and anyone now daring to question what has been said or written is committing a deadly great "sin" against GOD.

Do you see how religious fanatics in any religion or cult are "born." The ones who will kill innocent men, women and children, in the name of a religious belief, now nestled in their obviously insanely warped mind that causes what OTHERWISE are such unthinkable acts of violence against another innocent child of GOD, and then always falsely justify the acts in "the name of GOD?"

Fortunately only a true, non-judging GOD of Love, Light and Power, used only for the ongoing greater welfare of All That Is in Creation exists, and does send truthful, reliable, genuine Messengers of God to give us hope of a better future. How if human conduct does
not change to a more right, more self-responsible daily lifestyle, a terrible, unwise, irresponsible self-created disaster future event will occur to her or him, or to our grand human family as a whole.

These are the prophets of GOD, not only of old, but genuine GOD-sent prophets of today speaking out during these vital end times. Forewarning us individually or collectively of a dire need to change our ways, or assuring us that “all is well” and that nothing and no one on Earth can stop the absolute unfoldment of a great final Golden Age on Earth. Followed shortly after by the PLANETARY and mass human ASCENSION of each and every human soul who has so chosen from our 3-D physical body existence to a conscious full body, mind and soul Mastery of our natural 5-D Immortally Divine “Mighty I Am” Home State of Godly Self-Being.

I ask you, what is not, who is not a vital true extension and expansion of our ONE PRIME CREATOR of All That Is in all of CREATION?

I remind you, without GOD, we are nothing. With GOD, we are everything!
Chapter 31
WHY 2012 GOLDEN AGE ASCENSION SHIFT WILL NOT FAIL

For thousands of years since the prophets of Old gazed deep into the timeline of the future course of humanity on Earth it appeared that unless some kind of miracle occurred the revelations of a catastrophic end to human civilization occurring in the end times seemed inevitable.

Darkness seemed to have cloaked every human walk of life on Gaia—dear Mother Earth—and the future of all life forms upon our once pristine pure planet looked starkly grim.

It was the realization that Gaia pleaded for Divine assistance. She knew if humanity on Earth continued to despoil and pollute her bodily Being at the growing non-stop rate that was evident.

Instead of ASCENDING her body and Being, as she deeply desired, her physical planetary body death appeared to be very immanent.

It was that moment more than five decades ago—in our old timeline then—that Gaia called out from the depths of her soul for Divine assistance.

She knew her bodily salvation, as well as the salvation of every life form within and upon her planetary being, literally depended on the divine help of greater spiritual beings than her own “Mighty I Am” spiritual self.
So sincere, so urgent and needful was her heart-rendered plea for divine intervention that it reverberated forcefully through wide ranges.

The fastest way to acquaint yourselves as to how great Divine Beings, whole planetary civilizations in some instances, heard Gaia’s anguished dying plea and responded immediately on this subject is to seek for it in one or more of the several insightful books detailing scribed by Suzy Ward, mother of Matthew.

Website contact information as to where these books can be obtained will be found in the Appendix of this volume.

In short, the needed miracle occurred, allowing Mother Earth and all of us sentiently embodied life forms within and upon her to literally shift consciously into our existing end times Golden Age and mass human body ASCENSION course we are all currently within or upon at this time.

Mother Earth and humanity has all of the mighty Divine spiritual and technological systems assistance to assure all of us on Earth will soon be living in joyful peace harmony and abundance, a Golden Age, setting the stage of our collective mass ASCENSION within and upon our surface world and the Inner Earth world of Agartha.

This is why it is impossible for this shift not to manifest.

Bless our beloved Gaia.

Bless us all.

So be it.
CHAPTER 32
PLANETARY-WIDE
CONSCIOUSNESS SHIFT

How and why is December 21, 2012, foreknown as our critical mass consciousness shift point date on Earth?

The answer is because there is absolute, complete balance and order in all of Creation and it is therefore absolutely true that nothing happens by accident.

December 21, 2012, as we count our linear calendar time at our 3-D human physical plane level was not a random date picked and assigned by some dark cabal priest or any humanly made decision marker to be the critical mass point when the massive shift to a higher, more expanded consciousness shit occurs upon Earth.

As explained somewhat in Chapter 20, it is the straight-line vector alignment conjunction of orbital points between our Universe, our Milky Way Galaxy, our sun, and our Earth. It occurs at a certain conjuncting critical mass hour, certain minute and a certain moment point on our calendar date of December 21, 2012, when our rapturous planetary shift to a quantum leap higher human consciousness level will occur.

Mayan civilization astronomers—probably tutored by visiting extraterrestrial astrological master mentors—were able to calculate, record and predict our Earth's and its hosted human family's precise mass
Consciousness expansion shift date on Earth to be December 21, 2012.

Consequently, Mayan Priests predicted and looked forward to this mighty end times' human consciousness shift thousands of years ago.

This essentially means those of us who have chosen to ASCEND in this lifetime will leave our so now greatly limited conscious awareness behind and graduate—or leap—from a low vibratory 3-D consciousness to a 5-D fully conscious Masterful Divine Being of Light and Love.

See you there.

Bless us all.

So be it.
PART 3

THE FUTURE

CHAPTER 33
THIS IS A COSMIC MOMENT

Your future, my future and the future of all life forms on Earth hold a more glorious individual and collective self-unfoldment of peace, abundance, harmony, and joyful self-fulfillment than your thoughts and words or my thoughts and words are capable of expressing.

I know it was no accident that dear Patricia Diane Cota-Robles posted her article, as shown below. It certainly captured this cosmic moment.

Patricia Diane Cota-Robles is a very active light-worker often bringing spiritually awakening souls together from all over the world into a powerful congress of individuals into a power-point force for good on Earth from time to time.

After reading what Patricia has to offer to sincere souls who wish to expand their lightworker effectiveness, I am certain you will want to be in close touch with her as the days, weeks, and months of our Golden Age and rapturous mass human ASCENSION unfolds to each and all of us in these now tumultuous 'end times.'
Her contact info is located in the Appendix of this volume.

Enjoy!

This is a Cosmic Moment
by Patricia Diane Cota-Robles
June 12, 2011
www.eraofpeace.org

Patricia Diane Cota-Robles writes

We are moving at warp speed through frequencies, vibrations, and physical experiences beyond anything Humanity's physical bodies have collectively endured.

The Divine Intent of this rapid acceleration is to strengthen our bodies at a cellular level, so that our I AM Presence can move us through the surfacing negativity quickly.

Then we will be able to effectively anchor our NEW Planetary CAUSE of Divine Love into the physical plane. This will be accomplished August 13-18, 2011, through the newly expanded Threefold Flames now pulsating through every person's heart.

It is true that we are in uncharted waters, but our I AM Presence is able to take command in ways we have not experienced since our fall from Grace aeons ago.

This aspect of our Divinity is daily and hourly guiding us through these monumental changes in alignment with our Divine Plans and our highest good. Listen to your heart. Be still and KNOW.

It is vital that we stop clinging to the obsolete behavior patterns that no longer serve us. Instead, we must push away from the shore and
turn our faces toward the radiant Light of our Father-Mother God.

Then as we are catapulted through this fast moving River of Life, we will KNOW that the Light of God is ALWAYS Victorious and that WE are that Light! The key words for this summer are Trust, Self-Acceptance, and New Beginnings.

This is the Cosmic Moment for which we have been preparing for lifetimes. Everything we need to succeed God Victoriously in our particular facet of this Divine Mission is already within us. Be at peace. All is well.

This summer the Company of Heaven is standing in readiness awaiting the invitation to intervene in our lives. Powerful celestial alignments are occurring that will help us release and let go of the behavior patterns that have kept us stuck in our dysfunctional human miscreations.

This is an incredibly powerful and sacred time. This month we will experience three eclipses and the June Solstice, all of which will provide unique opportunities for Humanity to add to the Light of the world as we pave the way for the unprecedented influx of Divine Love that will be secured in the physical plane through every person's Heart Flame, in August.

Each of these alignments will build on the previous influx of Light which will catapult the Earth and ALL her Life further up the Spiral of Evolution. This will move us a quantum leap toward our ultimate goal of Ascension into the 5th-Dimensional frequencies of Divine Love and Unity Consciousness.

June 1, 2011 - New Moon Solar Eclipse
June 15, 2011 - Full Moon Lunar Eclipse
June 21, 2011 - Solstice
July 1, 2011 - New Moon Solar Eclipse
August 13-18, 2011 - Securing Humanity’s newly created Planetary CAUSE of Divine Love in the physical plane of Earth through every person’s newly expanded Heart Flame.
I would like to share with you a little background about this Cosmic Moment. 2011 began with an incredible influx of Light. On December 21,
2010, we experienced the Solstice and a very powerful Full Moon Lunar Eclipse. The synchronicity of these two events occurring at the same time had happened only one other time in the past 2,000 years.
That Lunar Eclipse took place within two degrees of the Galactic Center which opened a mighty portal of Light from the Core of Creation into the Center of the Earth. The Light of God that poured through that portal initiated incomparable pivotal changes for all Life evolving on this planet.
Once the portal was opened, the Light of God built in momentum until the New Moon Solar Eclipse which took place on January 4, 2011. During that monumental influx of Light, Lightworkers around the world joined hearts with the Company of Heaven and cocreated a NEW Planetary CAUSE of Divine Love.
The powerful Light that bathed the planet during that two week period catapulted every atomic and subatomic particle and wave of Life on Earth further up the Spiral of Evolution.
This paved the way for a God Victorious 2011 which is a year that the Beings of Light have heralded as “The Transfiguring Year of Rebirth and Renewal.”

Joao was 42 years old. He left behind his wife and three beautiful sons.

Since his transition, Joao has shared with his Father and I that his time on Earth was complete.

He said that he was able to move directly into the Light and that he is now working with Archangel Michael and the Legions of Healing.

He said that he will be able to “Gift” Humanity in our service to the Light in ways that he could not accomplish from the physical plane.

2011 is the eleventh year of the New Millennium.

Eleven is the master number that reflects the transformation of the physical into the Divine.

It is the perfect frequency of vibration for the final preparations that are necessary in order to strengthen the body of Mother Earth and the bodies of Humanity, so that we can withstand the influx of Light that will occur in 2012.

Precious Heart, if you are reading these words it is because the Presence of God within you, your I AM Presence, has magnetized this information into your sphere of awareness.

This means that you have been preparing for a very long time to assist with this facet of the unfolding Divine Plan for this planet and all her Life.

Take these words into the deepest recesses of your heart where Divine Intelligence prevails, and listen to the guidance of your I AM Presence.
You will KNOW just how your skill, wisdom, courage, strength, talent, and myriad gifts will best accomplish this mighty feat. The entire Company of Heaven is standing in readiness to assist you with your part of this mission.

To grasp the magnitude of what that means we must realize that once something is established in the Realms of Cause nothing can prevent it from manifesting in the world of effects, which is the physical plane of Earth. The only variable is how long it will take to become a tangible reality.

That variable is determined by the thoughts, words, actions, and feelings of you and me and every other person on the planet. In other words, the more we empower our New Planetary CAUSE of Divine Love the sooner we will experience the wonder of that reality.

The Company of Heaven has revealed to us that empowering the Planetary CAUSE of Divine Love is in fact the greatest need of the hour, and it is indeed the next phase of the unfolding Divine Plan.

Tucson, Arizona, is the portal through which the Flame of Transfiguring Divine Love enters the Earth and blesses all Life. We have been told by the Beings of Light in the Realms of Illumined Truth that the Flame of Transfiguring Divine Love is the most powerful frequency of Love available to the evolutions of Earth at this time.

This Sacred Fire is the last best hope for awakening the recalcitrant souls who are resisting moving forward in the Light. It is also the magnetizing force through which our NEW Planetary CAUSE of Divine Love will be
permanently secured in the physical plane of Earth, the world of EFFECTS.

During this eleventh year of the new millennium, a plan has been set into motion that will greatly accelerate the physical manifestation of our NEW Planetary CAUSE of Divine Love.

The Divine Plan our Father-Mother God and the Beings of Light in the Realms of Truth are sending forth a Clarion Call to all embodied Lightworkers; this includes YOU.

We are being asked to respond to our Heart’s Call and to gather within the portal of the powerful 5th-Dimensional frequencies of Transfiguring Divine Love in Tucson, Arizona.

Together we will form a mighty transformer through which the Love of God will flow to secure our NEW Planetary CAUSE of Divine Love in the physical plane on behalf of ALL Humanity.

We are in the midst of the greatest shift of consciousness ever to occur in the history of time. This shift is lifting ALL Humanity into a new level of awareness that will eventually result in transforming this sweet Earth into a planet of Love, Peace, Abundance, and Joy.

The level of higher consciousness we are tapping into is reuniting us with our own Divinity, and healing our self-inflicted separation from our I AM Presence.

Once this unprecedented shift of consciousness has been fully integrated into the conscious minds and emotional, feeling worlds of Humanity, every soul will realize the Oneness of Life.

Then each person will KNOW that we can no longer rely on our mental perceptions or our logical thinking alone. People will clearly
understand that we must now reach into the wisdom of our hearts and tap into the Divine Potential that holds the vision of who we are and why we are on Earth during this Cosmic Moment of Transfiguration.

Never has a planet that has fallen this far into the depths of fear and separation been given an opportunity to ascend in consciousness at such an accelerated pace. We are always a sum total of all of our experiences, so as we complete our shift of consciousness on Earth we will bring our unique collective experiences with us into our next evolutionary school of learning.

This means that our collective experiences will be recorded in the Halls of Knowledge and made available to every evolving soul.

Then the Sons and Daughters of God evolving throughout the Universe will be able to learn and benefit from our experiences without ever having to delve into the depths of duality, pain, and suffering that the souls evolving on Earth have endured.

For this reason, the entire Universe is rejoicing, and the Company of Heaven is assisting us in unprecedented ways.

For the activity of Light that will take place August 13-18, 2011, it is critical that Lightworkers from around the world be physically present.

Through our unified Heart Flames, we will form the transformer through which our NEW Planetary CAUSE of Divine Love will be permanently secured in the physical world of form.

The Lightworkers who have been prepared to serve in this wondrous way, on behalf of Humanity and ALL Life on this sweet Earth, will
know who they are through the inner promptings of their heart. So listen to your heart, and Trust your inner guidance. Your Light is urgently needed!

In addition to those who are inspired to be physically present, there will be Lightworkers who will join in consciousness from points of Light around the world.

These Lightworkers will project the Light flowing through their Heart Flames into the Portal of Transfiguring Divine Love where the Lightworkers are physically gathered in Tucson, Arizona. Thus our unified efforts will expand a thousand times a thousandfold.

Every Lightworker will be in his or her right and perfect place. No facet of this Divine Plan is any more important than another. What IS important, is that we respond to whatever our I AM Presence is guiding us to do. We must Trust and KNOW that if we are being guided to be physically present within the Portal of Transfiguring Divine Love, then our I AM Presence and the Company of Heaven will assist us in paving the way.

This is true whether we need assistance with time, energy, better health, or money to accomplish this facet of our Divine Mission.

The vehicle that will be used for this gathering of Lightworkers is the 25th Annual World Congress on Illumination. This event will take place August 13-18, 2011, during the 25th Celebration of Harmonic Convergence.

We will gather at the beautiful Loews Ventana Canyon Resort in Tucson, Arizona. This exquisite resort exists within the heart of the Portal of Transfiguring Divine Love.
All of the information you will need to participate in this unprecedented opportunity is available on our website. Just go to our Home Page www.eraofpeace.org and click on the box that says “The 25th Annual World Congress on Illumination.”

This sacred conclave will be a celestial experience for everyone involved. Each day, as we successfully fulfill one phase of the Divine Plan, the Spiritual Hierarchy will reveal the next phase of the plan to us.

As we sojourn through the various activities of Light, under the Divine Guidance of our Father-Mother God and the Company of Heaven, our mission will be victoriously accomplished.

This event will take place at Loews Ventura Canyon Resort, which is nestled in the unique beauty and the nurturing, healing environment of the southwestern desert in Tucson, Arizona.

The resort is surrounded by lush desert vegetation and towering two- to three-hundred-year-old saguaro cacti. These expressions of the Elemental Kingdom stand as mighty sentinels while anchoring the Light of God into the Earth.

When you enter this portal of Light, you will experience the awesome radiance of the Flame of Healing Through the Power of Infinite Transmutation which cradles the Flame of Transfiguring Divine Love. As these Sacred Fires from the Heart of our Father-Mother God bathe your Being, You will be blessed with the familiar feeling of coming home.

The World Congress On Illumination is truly a life-transforming event that will provide you with the opportunity to meet old friends from
around the world with whom you have been serving for aeons of time.

Fellow Lightworkers will join hearts with you and support you in your monumental service to the Light.

The Divine Plan we are being called to fulfill will be accomplished through myriad activities of Light. We will be joined at inner levels by the Solar Logos from Suns beyond Suns, the entire Company of Heaven, the God Selves of ALL Humanity, the Divine Intelligence that directs the Elemental Kingdom, the Mighty Elohim, and the Legions of Angels throughout Infinity.

The entire Universe is supporting us in this wondrous endeavor. The Beings of Light have been given permission to assist us in miraculous ways, but the Lightworkers on Earth are the predominant force bringing this Divine Plan into physical manifestation.

Our responsibility is enormous, but as we join our hearts together, we have the absolute ability to succeed God Victoriously.

Just for a moment, go within to the Divinity of your Heart Flame, and experience the overwhelming Gratitude and Love pouring forth from the Legions of Light in the Heavenly Realms.

Feel the deep appreciation they are sending to you for your willingness to serve Humanity during this critical moment in the evolution of this precious planet.

We are blessed beyond measure to be able to assist all Life evolving on Earth in this miraculous way.

God Bless YOU, for your willingness to be the Open Door that will secure our NEW Planetary CAUSE of Transfiguring Divine Love in the physical plane of Earth.
And so it is!

Patricia Diane Cota-Robles
New Age Study of Humanity's Purpose a 501 (c) 3 nonprofit educational organization
www.eraofpeace.org
FAX: 520-751-2981
Phone: 520-885-7909
New Age Study of Humanity's Purpose
PO Box 41883,
Tucson, Arizona 85717

This article is copyrighted, but you have my permission to share it through any medium as long as it is not altered and the proper credit line is included.

Patricia Diane Cota-Robles

The information in this monthly sharing is being given to Humanity by the Beings of Light in the Realms of Illumined Truth. The Divine Intent of these celestial sharings is to encourage, empower, uplift, and inspire Humanity by allowing us to see the bigger picture during these wondrous but often challenging times.

I am going to enhance this cosmic moment with a third HEAVENLETTER

ENJOY....
HEAVENLETTER - # 3849 -

HeavenlettersT, bringing earth closer to Heaven.

God is always bringing us closer to Him

HEAVEN #3849, June 9, 2011
The Greatness That Is Yours

God said:
What a remarkable Being you are. You are so good at fooling yourself and the world about Who you are. You run these little races and participate in skirmishes, and you and those you come across and come across you seem to take that little squiggle for the whole of you when you, and they, are so much more.

It is said that seeing is believing, and yet you do not see. You do not see the wonders and glory that you are. You have turned a blind eye to them. You have alit your eyes on everything else, all the small details and disruptions and seldom or not at all have you alit your eyes on the glory of yourself, the beautiful splendor, the strength, the courage, the mightiness that brings you to Earth to cavort about in only a semblance of yourself. It takes great courage to be less than you are.

It takes great courage to ignore your Greatness and accept littleness instead.
You sit in the middle of a Great Ocean, and you see not water. You see flotsam and jetsam. You see encroaching temperament. You see storms brewing. You see not the sun above. Your vision is clouded. Who made it so?
You are like a tumbler, an acrobat who does these false falls over and over again, as if you could not rise higher and leap across all the present knowledge in the world. You are a
magician of illusion, and you buy your own illusion. You trick even yourself. Will you admit this?

Will you admit that you could possibly be more than the individual who sits before you now, idling away at whatever you idle away at?

Is your very nature less interesting than a TV sit-com? It seems like you will do anything to avoid coming to terms with the Greatness that you are. What is so scary about your Greatness that you would run away from it? Would you consider tackling the subject of your Greatness?

Would you open to the possibility of being great and greater yet?

There have been occasions when you have touched upon the edges of your Greatness, and, then, it was like you had touched a hot stove with your fingers. Ouch! And you run away. How fearsome is your Greatness to your smallness.

A lesser book you would open. A book that leads to your Greater Self, you stick back on the bookshelf almost in horror. “Who, me? Great?” you say or don’t say and yet run away from it. You who are Infinite may choose to be infinitesimal.

Offered a big orange or a little orange, you may choose the little orange and apologize even for taking the little one, as if you have no rights to all the oranges in the world.

You grasp at other things, and yet are reticent when it comes to the simple Greatness that is yours and that you are.

What could My heart’s desire be but great? Yet you push that desire away? You don’t want to be a Great Frog in a Great Pond? You would rather be a little frog in a little pond?
I Who Am admittedly Great am seeking you to unveil yourself before your own eyes so that you may reflect My light, capture it, as it were, and sow My light all over the world, in the forests and the mountains and all the caves and deserts on Earth, and, yes, even shine My light brightly where it already shines. Do I ask too much of you to believe what I say and to act on it? Put your shoulders back and remember henceforth what I say to you, and absorb what I say, and make it true to you and to the world while you are at it. I bless you to your Greatness.

It is yours. Take it and run with it for all you are worth, for you are worth a lot, worth even more than what I say to you right now.

Gloria Wendroff, Overseer
The GodwritingT
International Society of Heaven Ministries
703 E. Burlington Avenue, Fairfield, IA 52556
Visit www.heavenletters.org
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We love to have new readers come to HeavenLetters through you.
Gloria writes: What Heavenletter comes up for you today? It's kind of like I Ching! If you haven't tried this yet, click at my website. What message was yours today?
Knowing, now if not consciously known before, that whatever you give your attention or prolonged focus upon may soon become your human physical body and soul being reality. I hope you will join me in envisioning daily upon what kind of a happy, body and soul-fulfilling life you foresee and strongly desire for yourself and for your many dear loved ones in our now soon-to-be manifest Golden Age on Earth.

Gleaned from a mass of what I know in my heart and soul to be true prophecies and spiritual future even insights made by reliable Messengers of God, here is what I envision in your and my near future.

This glory will be shared of course with our loved ones, our dear friends and all of humanity who are choosing to personally experience our transforming “end times” Golden Age and mass body form ASCENSION that takes more vivid shape and form before us daily.

I see a series of disclosure reports telling of the legal arrests of a majority of world government leaders, and senate and congress members in our USA. President Obama being the exception since he is and always has been working to unseat Illuminati dark cabal government heads in al major nations on Earth and will surely be a leading spokesman for the
Galactics when UFO disclosure takes place publicly worldwide.

I see an almost continual stream of international public disclosures, of doing away with the current dollar and Euro and introducing an entirely, already printed international currency, backed by gold, in a totally reformed, completely honest banking system worldwide.

I see debt forgiveness deployed immediately for everyone worldwide, as well as for any nation indebted to another on Earth.

I see peace, harmony and joy growing upon the faces and hearts, souls and minds of each and all of us on Earth.

I see troops coming home as peace treaties now being signed by nations all over our globe come into effect, legally ending all wars on Earth.

I see, as disclosed by SaLuSa, a major spokesperson for the Galactic Federation of Light, all weapons upon our earth surface, in military underground facilities, etc., instantly and completely neutralized forever.

I see all troops worldwide dismissed from the armed forces—for none exist anymore—and coming jubilantly home to their beloved nations and family of loved ones and friends.

I see all manmade laws that do not serve us each and all fairly repealed immediately, and all the rights and freedoms set into our USA Constitution by the founders restored to not only USA citizens, but equally so to all citizens in all nations on Earth.
I see all national borders removed and all travel restrictions removed, including any need to show passports or identity when moving freely at will through any existing nation on Earth or in the Inner Earth Agartha world.

I see every single living human soul on Earth who is in need, lost, thirsty, cold, hungry, ill, homeless, whatever having all their individual needs met within days of the physical arrival the Galactics.

I see all those millions of children work slaves and sex slaves each and all set free, and nurtured and cared for fully.

I see all the individuals displaced by war, the refugees, the homeless from violent, raging manmade storms, earthquakes, volcano eruptions, tsunamis and earthquakes sheltered, nurtured and given medical aid.

I see every prisoner on Earth falsely imprisoned released and given restitution for wrong confinement.

I see myself volunteering alongside millions of others on Earth to work side-by-side with the Galactics, using high tech ET clean up devices, or providing menial hands-on labor required to make sure Gaia—or dear Mother Earth—is cleansed and restored back to her original pristine pure condition planet-wide.

I see the end of slaughter of animals as sources of human food consumption, since E.T. technology devices can create far more than needed poison-free, toxin-free food dishes providing nutrition and taste far beyond what we have known and experienced on
Earth prior to the arrival of our Galactic sisters and brothers for each and all of us.

I see free teleportation travel stations—which our U.S. military has had in use for more than 40 years—all over key locations on Earth so we can step into a sending station in one place, enter a destination and be in a receiving station room in another place anywhere on Earth a moment later, feeling no travel fatigue.

I see small handheld devices that can communicate to any individual anywhere on earth clearly, in any language on Earth.

I see each and all of us who choose to ASCEND with Gaia—without experiencing human body death—being personally tutored on how to develop innate psychic, artistic or creative abilities.

I see ET high tech devices that can be attached to or beamed into our foreheads, and that can download knowledge into us minutes or hours that would otherwise take a hundred years to assess and learn.

I see creative, cooperative interactions between people and nations on Earth worldwide, thus initiating the final Golden Age on Earth we each and all long to share with our loved ones and other Star Nation visitors.

I see Earth becoming an official Star Nation member of our Universal Galactic Federation of Light.

I see light, love, joy, peace, harmony and the aura of Heaven on Earth in the face of every sentient living form within and upon Gaia.
I see the final Golden Age on Earth become a living reality for each and every life form within and upon Gaia.

I see you, me and a majority of other souls on Earth BASKING in the bliss and wordless, jubilant, joy as our individual and collective Human Family's 'Mighty I Am Presence' ASCENDS to the 5th-Dimension with Gaia.

So be it.

Please add what you see, for that further activates and empowers the IMAGE we individually and collectively hold together in our hearts and souls.

You find you can empower yourself even more so, if you visit my Russ Michael Golden Key Library website and download a FREE copy of my book, The IMAGE— the Secret Source of All Personal and Cosmic Power.

So be it.

Here is a clip from Chapter 9 of this volume—well worth a second read—from Ronna Herman's June 2000 Archangel Michael's insightful preview of our forthcoming Golden Age life on Earth, prior to and after our mass human physical body ASCENSION.

CLIP

Archangel Michael speaks
Ronna Herman, telepath

Even though you may believe that there must be more failures than successes, the beauty of the plan is this: You were sent out to the far reaches of the universe to experiment, co-create and learn, then were called together again to
bring your special God-given talents to planet Earth.

You can all see what the diversity and separation of consciousness have wrought on Earth, but as we repeatedly tell you, the experiment is not a failure.

The reunification process is moving forward at an ever-increasing pace as you, the Starseed and the Holy Innocent Ones, awaken and take up the banner of Light.

We have told you the Earth, your solar system and galaxy are gradually being drawn upward into a higher refinement.

Or to put it another way, in order to give you a better understanding, the next step in the Grand Plan for this universe is to glean the positive experiences or energy patterns from the negative; to balance, transmute and transform the negative energy patterns back into neutral cosmic Light substance (It will be as if they never existed), as all moves forward on the next turn of the cosmic spiral.

Not only is the Earth to reclaim her perfected state and gradually lift and clear the density patterns through the gift of divine alchemy or the Violet Transmuting Flame, but the creative thought forms which contain the rich history of humanity’s sojourn on Earth, the wondrous experiences and wisdom garnered the successes minus the failures are being accumulated and stored in the higher realms.

Your astronomers have reported strange bursts of Light and unexplainable happenings in the heavens. If they only knew what is really taking place. A new galaxy is being formed, my precious warriors.
A new galaxy which will eventually seed the next universe. It will be called the Golden Galaxy for it will radiate the golden Light of the Prime Creator.

Allow us to give you a vision, a sneak preview, you might say.

What is now being formed is the future Great Central Sun for this new galaxy and the great Beings of Light who will be infused with God's blueprint and the overall theme for this new creation are presently being called forth.

Many of the great Beings from far-distant universes who have come to observe the transformative miracles have expressed a desire to be part of this next great undertaking. Your quadrant of manifested creation is very popular, my friends, it is where the action is.

This new galaxy will radiate a golden aura and all manifested worlds in this galaxy will also be infused with varying hues of gold, silver and copper.

No, the streets will not be paved with gold, as described in some of your popular myths of what heaven looks like. Again this is a misinterpretation of the wisdom teachings of the great masters by those who had to make heaven earth like so they could comprehend it.

Since gold is one of your most precious commodities, what could be more desirable than streets of gold?

The radiant colours of the higher realms are beyond the imagining of most people. Some of you, in your times of meditation, have tapped into the frequencies of the higher dimensions, and while there have seen the glorious colours and experienced the bliss of communion with the Holy Spirit of God.
Once you experience this blessing, you are forever changed and you will always strive to recapture the feeling. This is bliss you will experience when you incarnate in this new world of Light.

While we are on this subject, let me explain that this also holds true for the statement that you are made in God’s image.

The God Force is a great radiant Being of Light and that is what you were when you were projected from the heart of the Creator, not a male (usually portrayed as a wise old man with a long beard), nor a female, or any type of physical body at all. God is pure Spirit without form and yet God is all form and incorporated in all things.

The wise, all seeing, all-knowing Essence known as God cannot be confined to any one form or any one concept, because there is nothing outside of God. You are here because of God, you cannot get away and you cannot hide for your soul and DNA are encoded with God-consciousness which is divine love, divine intelligence and the desire to create in your own unique way.

I will give you a glimpse of what this new world will be like: You will be much taller than you are now (as you were in the beginning on planet Earth), the average Being will be from ten to twelve feet tall. You will have form, but you will not be as solid as you are now.

To a certain degree, you will be able to manipulate your form at will, assuming masculine or feminine characteristics, so that you may enjoy the duality and broad spectrum of sexual expression. Therefore, there will be no misunderstandings of the masculine and feminine attributes and no gender restrictions or barriers.
Your skin will glow with a golden radiance and your eyes will be of varying shades from light gold to a deep copper colour and they will truly reflect your soul.

You will speak a language, but it will sound more lyrical and will be more a creative expression than to communicate, for you will have full use of all your sensory perceptions: telecommunication or telepathy, clairvoyance or clear seeing and yes, you will be able to communicate with us, for we will all be there together as we were in the beginning.

You will not have hair on your heads or bodies, but there will be what appears to be beautiful streams of light flowing from your head. The predominant colour will be the colour of your major Ray, and other rays will be displayed in a mandala of colours depending on your characteristics and Divine blueprint.

In order to satisfy your creative desires for uniqueness, you will be able to arrange these beams of Light in various artistic ways, and you will clothe yourselves in glowing garments of gossamer material which will reflect your thoughts or moods of the moment.

You will bring all positive attributes you have acquired during your journey throughout time and space, and will have incorporated, in varying degrees, the broad spectrum of the twelve Rays of God-consciousness.

You will not remember the negativity or painful experiences of your physical incarnations, but you will remember how it felt to work in harmony with the elements and creative forces of nature. You will be given assignments and training so that you will be well-schooled when it
comes to the time to be an active participant in exciting, new creative endeavours.

You will serve side by side with us, the angelic forces, as we go forth to fulfil the Creator's plan for the expansion of the cosmos.

When you agreed to participate in the experiment on planet Earth a promise was made to you that when your mission was completed, if it was your desire, you would have the opportunity to become a co creator and active player in the next level of cosmic evolution, the formation of a golden galaxy.

The Earth has been your training ground, beloveds, and you have learned much. By trial and error, pain and suffering, you are gradually becoming masters of co-creation. You see, you must learn your lessons well, if you are to help create the next paradise world.

Any and all are eligible candidates for this new and exciting adventure, beloveds, all you must do is move into neutrality and become harmless, and then contribute your unique Christ Light, or add your positive vibrational patterns to the Whole as, together, we assist your Earth to be birthed into a star of Light.

This then is an appropriate time to remind you again that you or your loved ones and friends can now obtain a FREE copy of the entire book edition in PDF downloadable Ebook form at my Golden Key Library of my revealing book, *The Birth of Earth as a Star.*
“Although we hope that none of you is apprehensive about the recent predictions of cataclysms, we shall tell you that there will be no 1000-foot tsunami; no celestial bodies will collide with Earth; radiation from Japan's Fukushima nuclear plant will not cause population extinction; no plague will annihilate most of the world's peoples; living underground will not be necessary; the fight for freedom in Arab countries will not ignite WWIII.

Your desires that none of those will occur are added to Earth's intention that they will not, and the energy produced in the collective consciousness assures that none of those devastating events can be manifested.”

Matthew speaks

With loving greetings from all souls at this station (Nirvana...'Heaven' Haven') this is Matthew. Even the most dedicated lightworkers have occasional moments of doubt that everything long promised can be successfully accomplished during the months remaining before Earth reaches the threshold of her Golden Age. This is understandable. You have only your history as a frame of reference for a realistic time span between the onset of major changes and stabilization afterwards.

But this is an era of revelations and transformation with speed and scope unlike any before in universal history, and once again we assure you that all darkness in your world will be gone by the end of your calendar year 2012.
Furthermore, with everything in acceleration mode, linear time will pass more swiftly by the day, and the next eighteen months or so on your calendar will come and go faster than the past eighteen.

What you perceive as time actually is energy in motion, and as Earth continues her journey toward fourth density, she will enter ever higher, lighter energy planes as she approaches the continuum, where everything that you deem past, present and future is a series of events happening simultaneously. In this moment you cannot imagine that reality, but you will know it as you gain spiritual clarity and understanding of the universal laws. Ah, what wondrous knowledge and experiences await you!

Now then, back down to Earth, where many of you are asking “When?” specific situations will start-or end. We know that you are requesting which day or week or month, so we also know that “Soon” is not a satisfying answer. In this moment, however, “Soon!” is all we can tell you-but please notice the exclamation point! That punctuation mark would have been appropriate all along because of the unprecedented speed with which your world has been rising out of deep third density, so why now are we adding that emphasis to indicate that stunning developments are imminent?

The Illuminati have held onto control politically, economically and technologically several years longer than reasonably anticipated when the Golden Age master plan was designed. They know that despite the erosion of their global network, they still can control the population unless spiritually advanced civilizations come to Earth. That would completely doom all of the
Illuminati's dark activities, so they are determined to do everything within their power to prevent the arrival of our benevolent universal family members.

Due to that determination and tenacity, timing adjustments relative to landings have had to be made over and over again, and contingency plans also have had to be altered. A recent example is the globally televised program that was to include space family members was scrapped because essential aspects had not been finalized. The dark ones among you strategically initiated turmoil in the respective countries of your participating leaders so that they had to divert their time and attention from planning sessions to dealing with the upheavals in their nations. And that comprehensive program's replacement, a straightforward announcement acknowledging the existence of other civilizations, no longer is considered sufficient.

According to Hatonn, serious consideration is being given to a dramatic display of spacecraft and a simultaneous special bulletin on radio and television stating that the crews have come in peace and will land to assist us in ways that will be enumerated. Discussions are ongoing about the risks of "surprise" vs. the risks of waiting until safety can be absolutely assured for all involved.

On one hand, the peak of the Illuminati has not been yet dislodged, and except for starting a nuclear war, those individuals' freewill choice to take other steps to prevent extraterrestrials from landing must be honored. On the other hand, Earth is in great need of technology that can rid her of toxic pollution, particularly at Japan's damaged nuclear facility; that technology, which is aboard the ships surrounding Earth and has
been of some assistance ever since the earth-
quake damaged the reactors, will be much more
effective on site.

There is another issue of urgency too. The
nonstop man made geophysical events and
weather manipulation is having a double nega-
tive effect. The death toll, property damage,
financial loss and other hardships to residents
in the affected areas is obvious, but the other
effect is global and not realized except by the
perpetrators.

At the same time that you are continuously
adjusting to the higher vibrations Earth keeps
traveling into and the influence of the changing
juxtaposition of celestial bodies, you are being
bombarded with low vibrations emitted by the
quake and storm-causing technology, and the
combination is producing new or stronger physi-
cal, emotional and mental anomalies. This is
affecting persons who otherwise would be in
sound health and it is exacerbating the dis-ease
of persons with organic malfunctions and
weakened immune systems. At the least, low
energy and exhaustion are prevalent, and at
worst, many individuals are experiencing severe
pain, illness, depression and mental confusion.

Only the elimination of those low frequency
emissions can eliminate their effects, and be-
cause the various technologies being misused
are integrated with power and communication
systems, dismantling them without interrupting
the services you need must be done at the sites.

Security measures preclude unauthorized
persons from entering those areas; however,
members of our universal family have the ability
to bypass those measures and successfully
separate the various systems.
Those two vitally important situations are the reasons for their imminent arrival, but please do continue being patient. Prudent preparations to manage all potential situations on the ground are imperative, and the locations and timing of landings are crucial factors of overall readiness.

Another consideration is the realistic anticipation that a media blitz of “alien invaders!” will attempt to evoke fear among the masses.

Although you will greet landings with jubilation, for most people it is one thing to see crafts in your skies and quite another to see them on the ground. By Illuminati intention, there is an abundance of “entertainment” that reinforces the invasion idea and a dearth of information about the civilizations that have been helping Earth ever since the populating programs started in antiquity.

Consequently, skepticism about strangers’ motives is natural, and persons who believe that they are to be feared will need understanding and truthful information. It may be helpful to have relevant books or printouts of pertinent parts of messages from light sources for family, friends, coworkers and neighbors who are afraid of the “aliens’” presence. However, feeling fearful is a choice, so please share your knowledge with those who are receptive and do not impose it upon those who are not.

Let us return to the effects of the low vibrations previously mentioned—that is, how you can obtain some relief until the source is eliminated. It is important to not become fatigued and to avoid abrasive personal encounters and crowds. While the planet’s movement into a more favorable celestial alignment will be helpful, the
collective energy level at the moment still is unusually low.

Get as much sleep and rest as possible, even if this means foregoing usual activities except exercising in moderation, which also is helpful in keeping yourselves in balance. Walking—not sauntering, but as fast a rhythmic pace as you can manage without overexertion—is the best exercise during this time. Spend as much time as possible in natural settings—the energy of trees is immensely beneficial—and listening to soothing music promotes smoother energy flow throughout your bodies.

Eat less than usual, and a diet of primarily fresh fruit and vegetables will be more beneficial because those foods contain more light than cooked foods. Especially now those foods are more easily digested than meat, sea food and starchy foods, and it is advisable to reduce your intake of salt, sugar, sodas, tobacco and alcohol.

Drinking a lot of pure water helps your bodies’ electrical systems to function properly, and monatomic gold will be helpful in ridding confusion and permitting clear thought, also in restoring temporarily faulty memory. If you are taking prescription drugs, especially antidepressants, ask your health care specialist if the dosage can be reduced—the chemicals in all drugs always have adverse side effects, and these are exacerbating the effects of the conflicting vibrations.

Actually, all of those suggestions are applicable from now on. As your cells continue changing from carbon to crystalline, you will need less food and you will find light-filled foods more satisfying. Some changes from your former preferences and habits will come naturally in accordance with what your bodies and minds will
tell you and other changes from your routine will require discipline.

Now we move on to another timely issue. We have been telling you about the dark minds and hearts that cause death, destruction, suffering and turmoil. The purpose is not to “point fingers,” but to explain what has been going on in your world for millennia, what is happening now and why, and what is yet to come. The truths about those individuals and their activities will be emerging, and it is vitally important that you regard them from a spiritual perspective.

For long ages darkness dominated Earth's civilizations, and when the planet's very survival depended upon ending the cycle of third density karma that the darkness perpetuated, certain individuals agreed to create situations and conditions that would give billions of souls the opportunity to experience what they needed to complete their third density karma and evolve into fourth density. It was a massive collective agreement designed to immeasurably benefit many, many souls.

After those individuals fulfilled their commitments to be the “heavies”-and they did that extremely well-the agreement was that they would join the light forces and this part of the galaxy would be rid of all darkly inclined beings. Instead, they became so attached to the characteristics and behavior their roles required-greed, lust for power, brutality, ruthlessness, deception-that they refused the intense light being beamed to them and they reneged on their agreement.

Regardless of the darkness that became pervasive in those individuals, they are inseparable parts of the Oneness of All, eternal parts of God and unconditionally loved by Him. God will not
judge them-God judges NO soul!-but your world will when they are identified and held accountable for what they have done. Most will deny all accusations; others will admit the truth if it serves their own interests, such as immunity or reduced sentences for helping to convict others; and some will escape your legal and justice decisions by dying prior to the conclusion of their trials and appeals.

However, none will escape the consequences of their thoughts, intentions and actions in the “higher court” of lifeprint review in Nirvana, where they will experience every moment of the Earth lifetime. That process includes their feeling the identical feelings of every person whose life they touched in any way whatsoever, and in many cases, that number is in the millions. Your ideas of hell cannot begin to encompass the reality of what those individuals will experience during the lifeprint reviews or the primitive conditions of their next physical lifetimes.

Rather than the harsh punishment that third density mentality will demand for those individuals who became bereft of light except the spark that is the life force of every soul, compassion and forgiveness will best serve you and all others in the eternal Oneness of All. This does not mean condoning or excusing any of the actions that continued after those individuals reneged on their soul-level agreements.

It means that because all souls in this universe are inextricably related as independently experiencing parts of God, collectively you are family. Rather than punishing the weak ones in the family, send them light. When all members are supportive of one another, the family is
stronger and grows in the love, wisdom and spirituality that is the goal of every soul.

Now we shall return to addressing some issues being questioned. To parents who are concerned about how to explain to their children why people will die during Earth's ascension, we say: The same way you explain death to them now. People will continue to die daily from all the causes they do now—it will not be a simultaneous exodus of billions as some theories purport.

As for the care of children whose parents die, that will be no different from now, when other family members or closest friends step in. Children will accept forthcoming changes more easily than adults, whose beliefs and customs that have been molded by authorities and superficial societal standards will require a great deal of adjustment.

Although we hope that none of you is apprehensive about the recent predictions of cataclysms, we shall tell you that there will be no 1000-foot tsunami; no celestial bodies will collide with Earth; radiation from Japan's Fukushima nuclear plant will not cause population extinction; no plague will annihilate most of the world's peoples; living underground will not be necessary; the fight for freedom in Arab countries will not ignite WWIII.

Your desires that none of those will occur are added to Earth's intention that they will not, and the energy produced in the collective consciousness assures that none of those devastating events can be manifested.

The godliness of generously sharing with those in need does not extend to forcing your beliefs upon those whose own beliefs are different.
Third density peoples embrace spiritual and universal enlightenment at the right time for each of them, and your ultimate responsibility is your own evolution in those respects.

Many are asking how they can best counter damage being done by a number of disparate sources or can help those who are enduring severe hardships. Rather than inserting all the questions, we shall mention only the specific areas mentioned: financial institutions, military actions, radiation, local and national governing bodies, homelessness, pollution, unjust laws, unfair taxation, poor health care, gasoline prices, deforestation, renewable energy sources, food production and education.

We rejoice at the outpouring of caring about others and the eagerness to participate in transforming your world! Follow your heart, do what you feel inspired to do. On a practical basis that could be sharing with needy individuals and local charitable groups whatever resources you have—time, talents and skills, knowledge, money, tools and equipment, transportation, shelter—or supporting national and international organizations engaged in environmental preservation or legal, political and economic reforms.

On a higher plane, visualize the world you want for yourselves, your children and their children: a world of love, peace, mutual respect and life in harmony with all of Nature. Never underestimate your power to turn visions and thoughts into actuality!

Our overall guidance in every area where betterment is needed is, Know your godself and live your light!
Knowing that love-light, the most powerful energy in the cosmos, is the “ingredient” of souls and the basis on which soul contracts are made is part of spiritual clarity, and expanding that clarity is the purpose of all physical lifetimes of every soul. The speed at which awareness is available and the scope of enlightenment being offered to your civilization at this time is unique in this universe.

All light beings are beaming love to you, and some are walking beside you, unseen but ever present.

LOVE and PEACE
Suzanne Ward

Bless each and all of us—within and—upon Earth.

Chapter 35
OUR RAPTUROUS HUMAN ASCENSION

DEAR Reader,

Thank you for making this journey into possibly new thoughts or ideas that you wanted to know about and to explore.

Please share knowledge of the existence of this book with others, as well as any knowledge within it you wish.

Thanks again!
Innately “we are one” is like the genuinely felt statement “I love you” expressed to anyone is not just a trite little three-word expression. It is a rock-solid reality.

The ONENESS, whether consciously known and expressed or not is impossible to break since only ONENESS truly IS.

Though moving into and enjoying the peace, harmony, love, light, and joy of our soon upcoming Golden Age on Earth may be marvelous beyond description my real goal, and your real goal if you choose, is our rapturous human body ASCENSION, without experiencing human body death.

ASCENSION is the crowning glory of your and my long ago spiritual descent, down, down, down, to our low vibratory, seeming real 3-D physical reality on planet Earth, up, up, up again.

The final imminent Golden Age on Earth will be a stepping stone toward and to your and my blissful human body ASCENSION to the pure ultra-white light of the 5-D of the seven dimensions, planes or levels of Divine Human Body Existence.

Never before in the eons upon eons of endless linear time of all CREATION—which is a non-ending creational process—has there ever been a time or place where the Great Experiment of developing a 3-D humanly incarnated spiritual soul in a school of duality, where an illusion that “darkness”—something less than Love or Light—could exist.

The original pristine pure Garden of Eden we know as Earth is a planetary space where humanly
embodied spiritual souls would actually find and form such a rigid belief in a dual spectrum reality.

In this daily earthly living human reality the fantasy of imagined pairs of opposites—like, light and dark, birth and death, female and male, good and evil, beginning and end, up and down, in and out, abstract and solid, visible and invisible, ad infinitum—has genuine substance or reality.

Never before has there ever consciously been made a last spiritual soul human physical body incarnation—with and end times would occur—where human bodily ASCENSION, without prior physical body death would happen.

This is why this long prophesied event has drawn countless spectators, not only from the breadths and depths of our own Milky Way Galaxy, but also from many other nearby Universes where these visitors heard of this prediction and have come to view and record an ancient prophesy fulfilled as it occurs.

Though as stated by Archangel Michael in this volume, the ever-guarding Galactic Federation of Light group, assigned to watching over and protecting humanity, have set a limited distance of how close they can come to park their spaceships and mother ships, to watch and record these last few moments—moments from their perspective—of our end times

Golden Age and mass human body ASCENSION on Earth.

The Great Beings, known and duly recorded in our human history, like those mentioned earlier in this volume several times, that we know of as the Ram—that Edgar Cayce disclosed was the founding source of
the Hindu religion, or Mohammad, Jesus, Krishna, Buddha. etc., via meditations in the silence of their inner soul beings, or having access to training from other existing Adepts or already known or unknown Ascended Masters.

Each and all of these illustrious, loving, knowing beings of Light and Love, left a dead physical body somewhere on Earth.

Each had made an astral exit from their human physical body in order to spiritually ASCEND back up through the 4th-dimensional higher vibratory after-body-death Nirvana haven, to further up, up into their—and your and my genuine spiritual reality of the ONENESS state we all know in our ETERNAL NOW in our 5-D plane of CREATION.

All of The Great Beings of our past and present who have consciously ASCENDED, via their Astral Body to Nirvana and beyond, had to first break or detach the silver thread still attached to their physical body they would 'leave behind' in the Third Dimension.

Of course, without their spirit and soul conscious "Mighty I am Presence" within it, caused their instant body death.

This detachment from their body had to be made before they could move on beyond the astral Higher Heaven of Nirvana—in our 4-D—to become the now existing known or unknown, many of which are unknown, fully ASCENDED Masters dwelling in the sparkling, white, white light of our 5th-Dimension.

A final vital very relevant 'disclosure' needs to be stated herein now.
Not only are there Masters of Light and Power (a First Ray quality) who have incarnated and ASCENDED from male human bodies throughout all Creation, there are many known and unknown mighty Masters of Light and Wisdom who incarnated and ASCENDED from female human bodies of planets throughout all of Creation.

As revealed earlier in this volume, Mother Mary is a prime example, who detached consciously from her human female body to ASCEND as NOW a Master of Light and Wisdom (a Second Ray quality).

Bless them all.

Your turn and my turn, and 'the turn' of each and all who have chosen to ASCEND with Gaia in these wondrous 'end times' has come.

Give thanks! I do! Passionately so, every day with all my heart, soul, mind and bodily being.

Thus you and I are NOW poised on the brink of being the first sentient life form beings dwelling in a human body form, to make this first ever fully conscious, enthralled, joyous, blissful human body ASCENSION, without experiencing physical body death.

So be it.

And so it is.

Bless us all.

I am, in warm, ever-loving brotherhood, Russ Michael
APPENDIX

IMPORTANT NOTE from author, Russ Michael:

There is no implication here in any way or manner that the few sources for reliable information in their various categories listed below are the only reliable true sources for their respective categories.

To the contrary, for each ONE listed here that I AND THOSE IN MY WORLDWIDE CIRCLE OF CONTACTS personally know and trust, there are a 100 or a 1,000 more, at least in the first three categories who are equally truthful reliable telepaths or commentators.

A. Reliable Sources Anyone Can Utilize for TRUTHFUL Information About the Galactic Federation of Light, or E.T.'s

Matthew
Suzanne Ward, Telepath
www.matthewbooks.com
email: suzy@matthewbooks.com

SaLuSa - Galactic Federation of Light Messages
Michael Quinsey, Telepath
www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/Channelled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm
www.galacticchannelings.com/english/mike11-11-09.html
email: michael.quinsey@mymailpostoffice.co.uk

Galactic Federation
Blossom Goodchild, Telepath
www.blossomgoodchild.com
email: info@BlossomGoodchild.com
Galactic Federation of Light Updates
Sheldan Nidle, Telepath
www.paoweb.com
email: info@paoweb.com

Steve Beckow
The 2012 Scenario - An almost daily jam-packed Newsletter
www.feedblitz.com/f/fbz?Sub=3-D715643
unity22@telus.net

Hilarion
Marlene Swetlishoff, Telepath
www.therainbowscribe.com

Valerie Donner, Telepath
www.thegroundcrew.com
email: valeriedonner@sbcglobal.net

Wake Up Call
Nancy Tate, Telepath
www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/email_ad.htm
email: treet07@yahoo.com

Wanderer of the Skies
www.galacticchannelings.com/english/wanderer2
8-05-11.html

Dr. Steven Greer, Reliable UFO Investigator

“UFO over BERLIN CITY (HD) 22-5-2011”
Posted at OV
Also a Galactic Federation Message
www.mountzion144.ning.com/video/video/show?id=3-D2127676%3AVideo%3A708593&xgs=3-D1&xg_source=3-Dmsg_share_video
Four Truthful 3 to 15 min. Disclosure Videos

www.mountzion144.ning.com/profiles/blog/show?id=21276763ABlogPost%3A710003&xgs=1&xg_source=msg_share_post
www.projectcamelot.org/steven_greer.html
CSETI : www.cseti.org/
www.newparadigm.no/

B. Reliable Sources Anyone Can Utilize for TRUTHFUL Information About ASCENSION

Archangel Michael
Ronna Herman, Telepath
www.ronnastar.com
ronnastar@earthlink.net

Saul
John Smallman, Telepath
JOHNSMALLMAN.wordpress.com

Archangel Gabriel
Shanta Gabriel, Telepath
www.thegabrielmessages.com

Go Gratitude
Stacey Robyn, Founder
www.gogratitude.org
email: info@GoGratitude.com

Go Gratitude Flash Movie
www.gogratitude.com/masterkey/

How many have joined FREE so far? As of 11/19/08, 1,136,742 people have watched the Go Gratitude Flash movie and 206,237 people from all walks of life and from 153 countries have joined
the Gratitude Experiment since its launch on November 21, 2005.

Ascended Master Annalee Skarin says in her book, *Ye Are Gods*, that expressing gratitude is what enabled her to ASCEND.

C. Reliable Sources Anyone Can Utilize for TRUTHFUL Spiritual Information

All of the above posted contacts AND:

**HEAVENLETTERS** - Awesome daily editions!

**Gloria Wendroff, Telepath**

[website 1]

[website 2]

[website 3]

e-mail: Gloria@Heavenletters.org

**David Wilcock** (Edgar Cayce reincarnated)

[website 4]

[website 5]

**David Wilcock’s Explosive New Physics Theory**

[video 1]

Or

[video 2]

**Inelia Benz**

Humanly incarnated Spiritual Being dedicated to uplift Gaia and help all life forms ASCEND

[website 6]

[website 7]
Abraham/Hicks
Esther Hicks, Telepath
www.abraham-hicks.com/

Abraham Hicks ~ The Feeling Place
www.youtube.com/watch?v=3-DTgUl2RehriM&feature=3-Drelated

Abraham Hicks - 2012 & Beyond....
www.youtube.com/watch?v=3-DoQlsuRApb4U&feature=3-Drelated

Project Avalon
Bill Ryan, Director
www.projectavalon.net/forum/showthread.php?t=3-D8441-

George Noory , Host
Coast to Coast Radio AM
www.coasttocoastam.com

Lauren C Gorgo, Telepath
www.ThinkWithYourHeart.net
email: info@thinkwithyourheart.net

Manly Palmer Hall
Awesome Adept in MYSTERIES
(One of my Master Mentors in the 1960s)
www.manlyphall.org

D. Reliable Sources Anyone Can Utilize for TRUTHFUL INNER EARTH

Author of the Hollow Earth books
Diane Robbins, Telepath
www.DianneRobbins.com
www.HollowEarthNetwork.com
email: telosmtshasta@gmail.com
Information
HOLLOW EARTH NETWORK
Looking Toward Eden
NEWS UPDATE
June 18 2011

Today, A Message from Adama, of Telos!

Retired Colonel Billie Faye Woodard has just received a transmission from Adama, of the City of Telos. Hear the good news posted on Billie's website: www.HollowEarthNetwork.com

Communications

June 18 Call with Billie and Zora

The recording of this call is available for listening or sharing at:
www.frreeconferencecalling.com

Scroll down and on right
Click on: Listen to Recordings Sign in and enter the call code: 426672

This was such a good call! We had much new information regarding The Emergence, The Gathering, Doorways into Time, and much more. It is long: 4 hours; 45 minutes, but just full of new information!

May Harmony, Peace and Joy be with you always,
Anne
www.hollowearthnetwork.com/page/427859590
email: anne@hollowearthnetwork.com
Messages from the Hollow Earth

Dianne Robbins, telepath

There are now available some very important recent communications from the Inner Earth (c.2000-7) in two books by Dianne Robbins. First is Messages from the Hollow Earth, from Mikos within the hollow Inner Earth realm on the inside of the Planet's cavity, and the second book is, TELOS - A Subterranean City beneath Mt. Shasta" from Adama of the cavern city-civilisation of Telos within the Earth's crust, situated several miles below Mt Shasta in California. (See the link to these books at the end of this document).

Here are a few excerpts from the above books:

Messages from the Hollow Earth
by Dianne Robbins

Introduction by Dianne:

Not just our Earth, but all planets are hollow! Planets are formed by hot gases thrown from a sun into an orbit, and the shell of planets is created by gravity and centrifugal forces and the POLES REMAIN OPEN and lead to a hollow interior. This process forms a hollow sphere with an Inner Sun, smoky in color, which gives off soft and pleasant full spectrum sunlight, making the inside surface highly conducive to growth of vegetation and Human life, with only a long-long day and no nights.
The HOLLOW EARTH BEINGS are very spiritually evolved and technologically advanced, and live inside the interior core of our Hollow Earth. These advanced civilizations live in peace and brotherhood in the Center of our Earth, which contains an Inner Central Sun, with oceans and mountains still in their pristine state.

The Hollow Earth cavity is still in its pristine state because they don’t walk or build upon their land. There are no buildings, shopping malls or highways. They travel in electromagnetic vehicles that levitate a few inches above ground. They walk along streams, rivers, and oceans and climb mountains - but that's the extent of their foot contact with the ground. They leave the rest of their land to nature, because it's nature’s land too.

The governing city within the Hollow Earth is called Shamballa. It is located inside the very center of the planet, and can be accessed through the holes at either the North or South poles. The Northern and Southern Lights that we see in our skies are actually reflections from our Hollow Earth's Inner Central Sun, which emanates from her hollow core.

They use free energy to light up their cities, homes, and tunnels. They use crystals, coupled with electromagnetism, which generates a small sun with full-spectrum lighting that lasts for half a million years, and gives them all the power they need.

The Earth’s crust is approximately 800 miles from the outer to the inner surface. Because our Earth is hollow, and not a solid sphere, the center of gravity is not in the center of the Earth, but in the center of its crust, which is 400 miles below the surface. The force of gravity in the
Inner Earth is half that of the outer surface, which may be one explanation for the greater height of the people, plants and the trees; some of their Redwoods reach over a thousand feet in height.

The source of Earth's magnetic field has been a mystery. The Inner Sun at the center of Earth is the mysterious power source behind the Earth's magnetic field.

There are entry caverns all over the Earth, where interactions can take place. Only some are currently open. Nikola Tesla, the genius inventor of electrical technology, is now living inside the Hollow Earth. He began to receive information in the latter part of the 1800's and discovered that: “electric power is everywhere present in unlimited quantities and can drive the world's machinery without the need of coal, oil, gas or any other of the common fuels”. In the 1930's the tunnel entrances and passageways were closed off by the Hollow Earth civilizations because “corporations” at that time were misusing Tesla’s technology to gain entrance into the Inner Earth. The Hollow Earth's two main Portals are at the Holes at the Poles, which were closed off in the year 2000 because our governments were setting detonations at the Poles to blow open entrances into their world. They have installed a magnetic force field around Earth's polar openings to further camouflage the entrances. This way, the openings are protected from air and land sightings. In the past there were entrances to the Library of Porthologos on the surface. One such entrance was the Library of Alexandria, which was destroyed by fire in A.D. 642.
There is more landmass inside (3/4 land and 1/4 water) and the land is more condensed than ours. Everything in the Hollow Earth is very carefully maintained to balance the ecological system of all life forms that reside there.

There are several million Catharians/Agharthsians currently residing in the Hollow Earth. There are Catharians who have incarnated as Humans on the surface. There are also Catharians that live on the planet Jupiter.

The average Catharian is 15 feet tall, rising to 23 feet for certain of the Masters. There are also 36,000 Humans from our outer surface who now live inside the Earth. Over the last 200 years approximately 50 surface Humans went inside to live; however, during the last 20 years only 8 have gone inside to live there.

**TELOS - A Subterranean City beneath Mt. Shasta**
by Dianne Robbins.

Greetings from Telos! I AM ADAMA, Ascended Master and High Priest of Telos, a Subterranean City beneath Mt. Shasta in California. I am dictating this message to you from my home beneath the Earth, where over a million of us live in perpetual peace and prosperity. We are Human and physical just as you, except for the fact that our mass consciousness holds thoughts of only Immortality and Perfect Health.

Therefore, we can live hundreds and even thousands of years in the same body. I, myself, have been in the same body now for over 600 years.

We came here over 12,000 years ago before a thermal nuclear war took place that destroyed
the Earth’s surface. We faced such hardships and calamities above ground, that we decided to continue our evolution underground. We appealed to the Spiritual Hierarchy of the Planet for permission to renovate the already existing cavern inside Mt. Shasta, and prepare it for the time when we would need to evacuate our homes above ground.

When the war was to begin, we were warned by the Spiritual Hierarchy to begin our evacuation to this underground cavern by going through the vast tunnel system that’s spread throughout the Planet. We had hoped to save all our Lemurian people, but there was only time to save 25 thousand souls. The remainder of our Race perished in the blast.

For the past 12,000 years, we have been able to rapidly evolve in consciousness due to our isolation from the marauding bands of extraterrestrials and other hostile races that prey on the surface population. The surface population has been experiencing great leaps of consciousness in preparation for Humanity to move through the Photon Belt. It is for this reason that we have begun to contact surface dwellers to make our existence known. For in order for the Earth and Humanity to continue to ascend in consciousness, the whole planet must be united and merged into ONE Light from below and ONE Light from above.

It is for this reason that we are contacting you to make you aware of our underground existence, so you can bring the fact of our existence to the attention of our fellow brothers and sisters above ground.
Our book of channeled messages is written to Humanity, in hopes that they will recognize and receive us when we emerge from our homes beneath ground and merge with them on the surface, in the not too far distant future. We will be grateful to you for the part you play in helping us broadcast the reality of our existence. We thank you. In the name of the One Creator of All, I AM ADAMA

********************

Q: What are your days like?

We are sitting here, under a tree, in the lushness of our environment.

I, Adama, am here. Mikos of course is in the Hollow Earth. So would you like to begin?

Today we will talk about ourselves, and how blessed we all are to have remained inside the Earth. Although you think that our lives are easy, which they certainly are, we have many responsibilities and many duties to perform each and every day, the foremost of which is to connect with our Higher Selves for guidance for the day. We plan our days thoroughly, so that we can complete our duties and still have time left over for relaxation and fun.

Our days are filled with laughter, no matter what we do, and we are always surrounded by our family and friends. For as we have said, there are no strangers here. We understand the concept of oneness, and we practice it in everything we do. For example, when we are doing our work in whatever area it is, we rely on each other and help each other by working in unison to complete the task, and to complete it perfectly. We don't skip details to finish quicker, as some people on the surface do, because we have our
very lives invested in the outcome. We know the importance of doing everything well, for we all depend on the quality of what we produce.

Nothing here breaks down or becomes obsolete as it does above ground, so we don’t have to keep replacing things. This is why we have so much free time here, because we don’t have to keep reproducing the same things over and over again, because nothing breaks down. Most everything lasts hundreds, if not thousands, of years.

This also accounts for our not having any land fills in Telos, because there is no waste produced. All our by-products are recycled and reused, and if there are any ingredients left over that we cannot use, we just dematerialize them. Voila, and they are gone! So this frees up all our land space for living space and parks and streams.

And of course we have no roadways, just paths to walk on and our vehicles that levitate and take us wherever we direct them to take us.

We fly with our minds, using our thoughts as our directional compass.

Our vehicles are small for inner city travel, and we just talk to them and tell them where our destination is, and we hold that thought and vision until we are there.

It is all very simple, as you will someday see. Our city is a fun place, with many activities always going on. There are plays, musicals, and everything you can think of, except for competitive sports. We don’t compete here; we only cooperate in our athletics and have fun. Nothing is done to “win”, only to enjoy to its fullest.

Our forest is rich in oxygen, and we take daily walks in the woods to rejuvenate ourselves, just
as you on the surface do. Our lifestyles are not that different, except that ours are free from stress and worry, and filled with joy overbrimming. This helps account for our long lives.

For stress causes cells to decay and depression accelerates the process.

Even in your healing books today, they talk about the importance of laughter and merriment in combating diseases and living longer lives. So our lives are not that much different from yours; we just learned how to live them fully, with no impediments.

And now, Mikos is here. Greetings from the city of Catharia, where my home is. I live in a small alcove nestled inside a small hill surrounded by lush vegetation, flowers, bushes, and tall trees. Actually, everything here is tall, including our body frames, which generally reach 15 feet high for most of our population. The Telosians average 7 feet, and Adama is 7 feet, 2 inches tall. I myself am a little over 15 feet tall, which is about half the height of your surface trees.

We were all meant to be tall, even surface folk were once averaging 15 feet in height, when the surface was protected from the Sun’s radiation by the firmament. Your Sun is now changing and becoming magnetic. This will stop the declining of your heights, and in time you will again begin to gain in height. You will notice how so many of your youth are taller than your own generation. We just wanted to give you a little clarity on this subject.

**Food Production and Consumption**

In Telos, food production takes priority. We are all trained in growing and producing food. We have a very varied diet, eating only those
foods that contain the Life Force in them. Hence, we only eat vegetables, grains, fruits, and nuts. All meat is banned. You on the surface are still eating dead foods - foods that no longer carry the Life Force.

All in Telos work in the hydroponic gardens growing our foods. We all take turns developing and experimenting with our crops. Once the food is grown, it is then taken to our distribution center where everyone comes to pick up their supplies.

We don't freeze food as you do on the surface. All our food is eaten fresh, for this is the way that all nutrients are consumed. Every day people pick up their food for the day. It is easier for us to "shop" every day for our food. Since our workday is only four hours long, we have much more time available to tend to our nourishment and health.

We have time to cook nourishing foods, time to exercise, and time to indulge in our creativity. This slower pace has many advantages. We don't have the pressure and stress as you do on the surface. All we do is in harmony and peace. Our lives are tranquil and in tune with the Creator.

All that we use in the production for food consumption is re-used. We have no land fill sites as you do on the surface, because all we use is recycled over and over again. This is the advantage of having advanced technologies. All that we use, we re-use. For nothing is wasted or over-produced. All is in harmony with nature, and all we do supports nature.

Nature, in her glory and abundance, bears great quantities of food.
Nature, left alone, produces abundance. So, we live close to nature, and follow her rhythms and cycles in the food chain.

First and foremost, we are all trustworthy and responsible workers. We cherish the Earth, and all our food production is carried on in honor and respect for the Earth's resources. We don't use paper or plastics, nor do we wrap our food in any way. Our food is produced and then delivered directly to our distribution centers. This way, all that we use can be immediately replaced. It is all computerized through a master food computer that keeps all of our dietary requirements in mind. Of course, it is all guided and directed by our people who take turns in shifts in different areas of "household" work.

All our food is grown and produced by us. It is pure, and free of chemicals and contaminants. We practice organic gardening, as it is the only way to survive and still retain our full consciousness. We do use containers to store our food, and these containers are used over and over again. We never discard anything, nor do we ever bury anything in our soil; for the Earth is alive also, and we respect and protect her.

So, our way of producing and distributing food is vastly different from yours, as we have technology that far surpasses yours. We thrive on our way of life, and we invite you to join us at our table when you do visit us here. For we shall share our feast of life with you, and you will delight in its simplicity and taste. We welcome you all to Telos, where we will entertain, and show you the wonders of living in a higher state of consciousness.

Q: Do you eat only living food with the Life Force, or do you also use heat for cooking?
Our food is very delicately prepared and it is all 'live' and freshly picked. We eat mostly fruits and vegetables and grains, and our soy products, which we ferment out in the open air. We do “cook” some of our foods, but our type of “cooking” is much different from yours, because we don't use electricity or microwaves or skillets or ovens or fire. We use technology that funnels heat into the food causing it only to warm up without changing its molecular structure in any way. We have technology that warms, without harming the Life Force. But most of our foods we eat at room temperature, and we are used to eating foods at this temperature.

Since it is always warm here in Telos and in the Hollow Earth, we have no craving for warm foods. We prefer cool foods that have just been picked and prepared in salad variations. We don't do any baking here, at least not the kind you do on the surface. Yes, we do have “baked” goods, but they are “baked” in a different way, much like the food dryers you use to dry banana chips. We can make delicious cakes this way that still maintain their Life Force and keep their enzymes intact.

We understand that in the colder regions of the Earth, people need warming foods, not just for their body's temperature but for the comforting effect. And yes, the Life Force is destroyed through electrical heat. This is yet another reason why your lifespans are so short and your energy levels so low compared to ours. It is because the way you prepare your food robs you of its Life Force, the giver of life.

It is a force that gives you life, that gives your life the energy it needs to sustain you in any kind of physical climate and situation.
But over the millennia as the climate in many locations on the surface changed from temperate to cold, people's eating habits and lifestyles changed to accommodate these colder climates, and hence people's lifespans decreased from hundreds of years down to only 70-80 years now.

There is a very definite connection between the amount of Life Force in one's food, the stamina in the body, and the length of years the body can live. It is the Life Force that keeps us alive, and the more Life Force we have, the more “alive” we are, and the livelier we feel. We thank you for this question. I am Adama.

Q: What is the difference between your trees and your plants?

I am Mikos. We thank you for your question. Here in the Hollow Earth we don't distinguish between our trees, plants, and vegetables, as they are all living entities, each with their own consciousness carrying the Life Force. However, the plants and vegetables give themselves freely to us for our consumption, as long as we leave the plant intact and eat only its fruits, so that it can multiply and reproduce year after year.

We don't pull out the plant after harvesting its fruits, as you do on the surface. You see, we have one long continual growing season, which is forever - not like on the surface with your seasons. With the seasons, after the plants and vegetables produce their crops, they are discarded and their seeds replanted the next growing season. We don't do this in the Hollow Earth. We let the plants govern themselves, and reproduce as often as they like, without our
interference. Mother Earth herself is the director, and governs their growth cycle.

Our plants give themselves to us freely, allowing us to eat the fruits of their harvests, because we never remove or kill the plant upon which the fruit or vegetable grows. Because they are alive in consciousness and contain their Life Force intact, we are consuming the Life Force of the plant and it continues its existence in us. So in effect, it lives on.

It is the same with the trees. We eat their fruits, but never cut down a tree. Our trees are huge and magnificent and reproduce cycle after cycle, giving us the most abundant, succulent fruits. So our trees live on, and we live on by consuming the fruits and vegetables from them, without disturbing them in the least. We do use crop rotation, which maintains the minerals, vitamins, and enzymes that go into the plants, so our earth is always rich in minerals and perfect for growing our crops. We do the least to the earth, and the earth does the most herself. This is why we are so hearty and healthy and strong.

So there really is no difference between our trees and plants - we treat them each with sacredness and honor their beings. We talk to them, we thank them for their bounty, and we then eat their fruits and vegetables. Our trees are just big plants, yielding more fruit than the smaller plants and vegetables.

Our trees serve another great purpose, that of producing the rich, clean, oxygen we breathe and sheltering our landscape, while at the same time consuming the carbon dioxide we exhale. They are sentinels, stand vigilant, and maintain our environment. Our trees are great beings of light, and our plants and vegetables are like their
children, reaching up to the sky, hoping to someday evolve into a tree. For all life evolves from lower to higher states of consciousness, just as we Humans are ever evolving in consciousness.

Just know that when you eat fruits or vegetables, from trees or plants, it is their Life Force you need for your health. It is the Life Force you want and this is what keeps you connected to the Creator. When you eat dead, toxic foods, you become just that - dead and toxic - and your life is shortened and it becomes difficult to sustain your body. Then disease sets in.

All our food is grown organically, obviously, which is another reason we are so healthy and strong and can live hundreds and thousands of years in the same body. The less you tamper with Mother Nature, the more nutrients you receive in the food you eat. People are just beginning to realize this, and it is why the organic food industry is growing so fast.

It is hard to make a distinction between the plants and the trees, but the distinction is in the amount of consciousness each can hold. The trees can hold vast amounts of consciousness compared to plants, and the trees have an underground network that connects them all telepathically to each other on the planet. They have their own news service, and know what is happening on the Earth before we do. They rapidly communicate to each other events that are about to happen on the Planet. They have firsthand information.

We often tap into their communication system, so that we know what is about to occur on different locations of the surface. You, too, can tap into this system. Just plant your feet solidly
on the ground next to a tree, put your hand on its
trunk, and merge with its essence. Ask your
question, then wait and listen. You will hear it
speak to you. The trees have been waiting for
eons to begin communicating with you again on
the surface. It is their deepest desire.

So bless the trees, bless the plants, and bless
the Earth - for it is the fruits and vegetables of
our harvests that we consume and that becomes
the material for building and maintaining our
bodies. For we are literally made of the Earth,
and are truly One, which is why we can
communicate with them.

The above Hollow Earth books can be obtained in a
printed version or as an e-book from the following link:
www.DianneRobbins.com
www.hollowearthnetwork.com/page/427859590
anne@hollowearthnetwork.com

E. LINK to More Than 30 FREE English Edition Full
Ebook PDF downloads by author, Russ Michael

Obtain 100% FREE: Russ Michael E-books—of
any single one title edition of my 35 Books In PDF
down-loadable Ebooks print-out format—at:

www.goldenkeylibrary.info/
or
www.100-Groups.net

On June 30, 2010, while mentally asking our
ONE PRIME CREATOR of “All That Is” how I
personally could help to serve our humanity on
Earth more fully, the answer came to me in an
immediate FLASH.
“Kindly gift any single one—or all—of my then already scribed 33 Russ Michael BLOCKBUSTER English language spiritually informative books in PDF Ebook downloadable format—100% FREE—to anyone and everyone worldwide who wants to read, or to ponder and share the knowledge within these Russ Michael BLOCKBUSTER books to loved ones and friends.”

I immediately did so.

And so it is.

Thirty-five FREE Russ Michael BLOCKBUSTER Books!

Spread the Love, LIGHT and self-empowerment that self-knowledge brings!! And please do share my FREE books offer with everyone you know worldwide, please!

You may order a 2nd, 3rd, etc., etc. sequential FREE single book selections from here after you have looked over your prior selections.

Your FREE will choice prevails!!)

LIST of titles found at www.goldenkeylibrary.info/

1) Your Soulmate is Calling (***published in 9 languages)


3) The Secret Great White Brotherhood Masters & Adepts of Planet Earth

4) There is No Death (booklet)
5) **GOD and MIRACLE HEALTH, Part 1** - Miracle Products, Miracle Services, Miracle Mind

6) **GOD and MIRACLE HEALTH, Part 2**

7) **Finding Your Soulmate** (**published in 12 languages**)

8) **Autobiography of an Initiate—On the Path to Immortality**

9) **The Secret of SEX and Sexual Attraction**

10) **Soulmates, Twin Rays and Special Lovers**

11) **The Secret Doctrine of The Ancient Mysteries**

12) **FINDING MR. RIGHT OR MRS.RIGHT** (**published in 4 languages**)

13) **The Secret Proven FORMULA to Wealth, Health & True Love** (**published in 3 languages**)

14) **The Birth of Earth as A Star**

15) **CHOCOLATE for HEALTH, The Amazing Ingredients and Benefits of Chocolate**

16) **There is Nothing You Cannot Be, Do or Have** (**published in 4 languages, including India/Asia market**)

17) **The Mental Room of Mirrors, Self Therapy Technique** (**published in 3 languages**)

18) **100 True Ramtha Miracle Stories**

19) **When God Speaks, I Listen**

20) **Why & How of Meditation** (**published in 2 languages**)
21)  *The Eleven Magic Steps*
22)  *Life In The DEAD ZONE*
23)  *The Law of Attraction* (booklet)
24)  *The Secret is no Secret Anymore*
25)  *The Secret BREATH—to High Energy & Ageless Vibrant Health*
26)  *DIVINE PSYCHOLOGY—Self Help Therapy*
27)  *ONLY The BODY is DEAD—Your Loved One LIVES* - (booklet)
28)  *SCIENCE of The Secret Arcane Doctrine*
29)  *Find Your SOULMATE—Soulmate HANDBOOK*
30)  *Songwriters & Poets GUIDEBOOK—Publish—Sell—Copyright*
31)  *Harness the Secret Power of the Universe*
32)  *Anastasia—A Living Goddess on Earth*
33)  *The IMAGE—the Secret Source of All Personal and Cosmic Power*
34)  *’The Secret’ is No Secret Anymore*
35)  *EASY insights into 2012 GOLDEN AGE and Earth Humanity’s Rapturous ASCENSION*

I am, **Russ Michael**, One in Love with All That Is

Contact me at my email: [Age-Reversal@aon.at](mailto:Age-Reversal@aon.at)

FREE Russ Michael Books listed at this website [www.goldenkeylibrary.info](http://www.goldenkeylibrary.info)
F. As you deliberately look for positive aspects in others who surround you, you will train your vibrational propensity into increasing improved vibrations. So it does not matter how many negative thoughts you have thought before, or how long you have been negatively focused. You can deliberately focus—right now—on an improved thought.

Because the Law of Attraction is responding to your current thought, more thoughts like that current thought are most likely to come into focus for you. In other words, the Law of Attraction (that which is like unto itself, is drawn) will continue to dish up for you more and more thoughts that match your current Vibrational frequency. And so, the more you deliberately choose better-feeling thoughts, the more easy and ready access you will have to much better-feeling thoughts.

We teach meditation because it is actually easier, in some situations, to help you find “no thought” than to find a positive thought. . . .

There is no better path to wonderful, meaningful, good-feeling relationships than the combination of a daily meditation—allowing your Vibration to find its natural balance and the deliberate focusing upon positive aspects.

G) LINK to “100 Groups” A Daily WORLDWIDE “People Power” Meditation Collective. FREE Russ Michael BLOCKBUSTER Books are also listed at this website.

I post a different thought, like “Peace on Earth,” “UFO Disclosure,” or “No More Hungry or
Homeless” every day that all 100 Groups members or anyone worldwide can focus upon and IMAGE together. You will find the collective meditation theme posted here for each day of each calendar month. Registered 100-Group membership is not required. You are invited to join us.

CALL TO ACTION

Please join in daily for a 10-minute meditation wherever you live at any time of day.

USE the Violet Flame plume or the Great Pyramid “OM” video found on the home page of this website to intensify your centeredness and vibratory level.

If you wish to uplift or tune up your individual vibratory level prior to meditation, you may view and listen to the Great Pyramid OM created in the Great Pyramid of Egypt, kindly gifted to us for collective mass human family on Earth use by Professor Dr. Patrick Flanagan, which he recorded in the Great Pyramid. The Great Pyramid already is attuned to the 7.8-hertz frequency. So anyone can easily envision and connect with more intense feeling to the Great Pyramid itself for a minute or so, and then collectively hold, feel, and focus on the daily posted IMAGE event—wherever you live in the world—on any given day—for about ten minutes.

You are invited to experience the 10-minute OM, The Violet Flame, and may also download my FREE eBooks here at this website.

Subscribe to FREE daily email “Michael Worldwide Newsletter” posted to more than 3,000
lightworkers subscribers Monday to Friday, every week, here:

Email: Age-Reversal@aon.at

www.100-Groups.net

Recommended
High Vibration Books
and Study Data

Heavenletters - Book One, by Gloria Wendroff.
Gloria has received over two thousand
Heavenletters; one hundred fit in one book, so expect a huge series of books soon worldwide.
Incredibly high vibration. The book currently is published in English, German, Greek,
Romanian, and is expected to be published in about 15 more languages soon. Gloria also conducts awesome Godwriting Workshops. I attended one she held in Munich, Germany. It was fantastic. Join Gloria’s worldwide email list to receive her FREE daily email Heaven-letter by signing up on her website at www.heavenletters.org.
Ask and It Is Given, by Esther and Jerry Hicks.
The Law of Attraction, by Esther and Jerry Hicks. Hay House, Inc., P.O. Box 5100, Carlsbad, CA 92018 USA; www.hayhouse.com; 800-654-5146. Extremely high vibration. Read ALL of what they offer. Take a world cruise with Esther and Jerry. See study data, books, CDs, etc., at www.abraham-hicks.com

Home With God, by Neale Donald Walsch. Atria books. I highly recommend ALL the “Conversations With God” books by Neale Donald Walsch, likewise, a very, very incredibly high vibration.

All four of the “Matthew” books by Suzanne Ward. Tell Me About Heaven, by Suzanne Ward. Terrific insights. Matthew died at 17 and speaks from Heaven. Great E.T. information. Suzanne Ward is on my top 10 list of current spiritual authors. Email: suzy@matthew.books.com.

SETH Speaks, by Jane Roberts. Read all of the many “SETH” books.

Autobiography of a Yogi, by Yogananda Parmahansa. A classic that is published in 40
or more languages. Be sure to read this one. Wowee!


*The Seven Rays*, by Alice A Bailey. *All 20-plus books* in the Alice A. Bailey series.


ALL Deepak Chopra books

ALL Louise Hays books

ALL my own Russ Michael eBooks (please see the final section, “Final Note from the Author Scribe,” for information on how to obtain eBooks and how to subscribe to my FREE daily email Michael Worldwide Newsletter)

*Finding Your Soulmate*, by Russ Michael. In 13 languages, this best seller is still selling strong after 35 years. Publisher: Jan Johnson Red Wheel/Weiser Books/Conari Press, 500 3rd
Street, Suite 230, San Francisco, CA 94107.
Phone: 415-978-2665, x 102. Fax: 415-869-1022. Email: JJohnson@redwheelweiser.com or visit their website at www.redwheelweiser.com.

**Your Soulmate is Calling**, by Russ Michael.
Hazard Press—New Zealand (in 12 languages).
Email: Danielle@hazard.co.nz or visit their website at www.hazardpress.com.

Available to publishers in Word or as a PDF file through email: age-reversal@aon.at, OR order directly from the website at www.100-Groups.net

**Harness the Secret POWER of the Universe:**
**ASK and There Is NOTHING You Cannot BE—DO or HAVE**, by Russ Michael.
Available through this publisher, and probably many others worldwide. Available to publishers in Word or as a PDF file via my
email: age-reversal@aon.at, OR order directly from the website at www.100-Groups.net

*Soulmates, Twin Rays and Special Lovers*, by Russ Michael. Latest authored book is expected to be published in many languages soon. Available to publishers in Word or as a PDF file through my email: age-reversal@aon.at.

**MORE OFFERINGS BY RUSS MICHAEL**

**CHOCOLATE for HEALTH — *The Amazing Health Benefits of Chocolate***
Russ Michael asks the Queens and Kings of Chocolate to indulge their minds with this new Blockbuster eBook. Now is the perfect time to learn about the amazing health benefits of Chocolate.

**The Secret Doctrine of the Ancient Mysteries**
Through your awareness of these once secret MYSTERIES—and their study and use of the laws outlined within them—you are enabled to escape the old prison house of matter. You realize your true identity as the soul. You find a true recognition of your source as a spirit.
The Secret Great White Brotherhood
Is life as we know it here upon earth more than a mere accident of nature? Is there a deeper, higher, broader and truer meaning to your life and mine than what we feel or perceive at this moment in space and time? All these important questions - and many more - may fully be answered for you in this volume.

GOD and MIRACLE HEALTH Part 1
Part 1 is FREE! It is jam-packed with life-saving information on the benefits of Miracle Products, Miracle Services and Miracle Mind. Download your FREE copy today.

GOD and MIRACLE HEALTH — Part 2
Part 2 contains all of the “How-To” self-help resources and information to attain Miracle Health, including the story of Jim Humble and his fight against the world’s diseases using his 100 percent effective MMS Product formula. Learn how he battled malaria to discover the formula that has cured 75,000 cases so far.

Finding Your Soulmate
This best-selling classic was first published in 1971, when Russ Michael brought the concept of and the actual word “Soulmate” into mass consciousness on Earth. While most books are out of print in a few years, this book is still a top-selling item over 37 years later and read in 12 languages worldwide.
**Autobiography of an INITIATE on the PATH to IMMORTALITY**

The exciting true story about the life and adventures of Russ Michael. If you want to understand more about the powers of the universe, learn from a key world spiritual mentor, himself. Russ Michael shares his personal experiences from a very low point in 1965 when he found himself homeless, barely eking out a daily existence and living in abject poverty, to his experiences founding global companies and traveling the world. This incredible story puts you into the mind of the man who has worked for decades to bring readers The Light.

**The Secret of Sex and Sexual Attraction**

You can draw anyone or any thing to you by the deliberate use of the Law of Attraction and a large personal stock of pheromones. “Your conscious co-creator job on Earth is to learn how to live your life fully in a safe world. In that safe world, you will most aptly find that sex is good. Violence against another is bad, guilt is bad, to judge is bad, regret is bad, and even living in the past is bad - but sex is good!”

**Soulmates, Twin Rays and Special Lovers**

Given a choice (and who does not have free choice?) most of us on Earth today would choose sharing what remains of this day and the remaining days of our physical human life on Earth with a warm, fun-loving Soul-mate or a genuinely blissful Twin Ray or special lover.
Your Soulmate is Calling
Somewhere deep inside every one of us is the knowledge that somewhere—at this very moment—someone special is calling out to us for recognition. Your Soulmate is calling you, wherever on earth he or she resides. Your Soulmate is sending out a distress signal. The essence of his or her signal is: “Where are you? I am waiting here for you. I want you!”

FINDING MR. RIGHT OR MRS. RIGHT
Mr. Right or Mrs. Right wants you as much as you want him or her. You only need to know what you really want. Combine that decision with the knowledge you gain here about how to increase your attractiveness or personal magnetism, and you are already moving forward on your way to a really, really bright and RIGHT love relationship! Why not recognize and swiftly cut those painful cords that bind you to the past?

The SECRET PROVEN FORMULA to WEALTH, HEALTH & TRUE LOVE
All that magic means is the wise use of applied knowledge. The word stems from Magi, wise men from the East. As you read on, you will soon notice that I make many references to law.

The Birth of Earth as a Star
End times is not an idle phrase. The old is about to vanish and the new is already starting to begin. What is the END at one level of being is the BEGINNING at another.
**Life in the Dead Zone**
Death is merely the cessation of three-dimensional motion. It is a personal state of rest that will return to a state of motion again. Rest and motion, or death and life, are now, and have been forever, interwoven.

**Eleven Magic Steps to Success**
There is nothing you cannot be, do or have. You only need to ASK - and through the sacred heritage of who and what you are, your every request is granted at the moment it is made.

**The Mental Room of Mirrors**
The Room of Mirrors self-therapy technique presented here is indeed a valid precious gift to humanity. I know it well and I am pleased to pass on this powerful healing technique along to humanity in this volume.

**100 True RAMTHA Miracle Stories**
I wish to personally thank each and all of these grand masters who have shared their experiences with me and whose beautiful, inspiring miracle stories are now here presented to be shared with you.

**There is NOTHING You Cannot BE, DO or HAVE**
The real gold is found in and through your own creative thought or socially cooperative co-creative ideas coupled with the fire—or the fuel—of a desire for something in you so strong you can taste it.
When GOD Speaks, I Listen
Have you noticed in a loud crowd that when someone suddenly speaks up in a soft and quiet voice how everyone now stops talking to listen? That is how God usually speaks, in soft whispers!

Why & How of Meditation
As you progress in the art of meditation, you discover—perhaps with astonishment—that the most profound things in life are more simply expressed. A Blockbuster classic! Read by thousands in print!
Final note from the author scribe...

In addition to my best-seller, *Finding Your Soulmate*, which is still selling in 12 languages, I have written many self-help books, and currently there are 30 available as eBooks. I invite you to obtain and read them all.

After my death experience at age 18 and in the unfolding due course of my spiritual work, I have received thousands of letters of gratitude from readers of my books and from many grateful attendants of my workshops who have found their soulmates or their Twin Ray life companions, or made their wildest, most impossible dreams come true. A few days ago, I received an email from someone who recently obtained and read my 360-page autobiography.

Dear kindly eBook reader, this is what Carolyn Tester had to say to me about *Autobiography of an IMMORTAL*. Bless her heart.

I don’t think I have ever enjoyed reading anything as I am now doing with your autobiography. I’m now beginning to read slower and slower … as the end of it gets nearer … a habit I’ve acquired when in a GOOD read.

Love to you and yours,

*Carolyn Tester*

If you enjoyed this or any other books of mine, please encourage your loved ones, friends and associates to obtain and read them all.

I suggest that you obtain my own *Autobiography of an IMMORTAL* or any of my current 30 available (soon to be more) BLOCK-BUSTER eBooks.
Enquire now (or later) at: www.100-Groups.net
Or contact me at my personal email address:
age-reversal@aon.at

To receive my **FREE** daily spiritual “Michael Worldwide Newsletter” in your inbox, email me at:
age-reversal@aon.at

and ask to be subscribed. (Again, this is free. Just ask!)

We appreciate and love to have new readers come to Russ Michael eBooks through you.

Bless your heart, forever and forever. Bless us all. We are all blessed.

_In living and loving gratitude to All That Is_

*I Am*—Russ Michael

###